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PREFACE

The documentation of the computer program COMMIX-1 AR/P has been divided into four

volumes, each addressing different aspects of the documentation process and written from

different perspectives. A brief summary of the four volumes is as follows:

Volume 1:

Volume 2:

Volume 3:

Volume 4:

"Equations and Numerics" (ANL-90/45)

Presents the basic equations, assumptions, finite-difference techniques, and

solution methods.

"User's Guide" (ANL-92/33)

A step-by-step description of how to use the program, including an input guide

and a sample problem.

"Programmer's Guide" (ANL-92/34)

A description of each subroutine and variable, showing linkage among these and

their relation to the equations and variables presented in Volume 1.

"Verification and Validation"

A collection of representative problems run on this computer program and a

comparison of the results obtained to those from theory, experiments, and other

computer programs.

The normal user will primarily use the information in Volumes 1, 2, and 4 and will be

using a controlled configuration of the program. Volume 3 is designed as a consolidated source

of reference material for those involved in the program development effort.
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COMMIX-1AR/P: A THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSIENT

SINGLE-PHASE COMPUTER PROGRAM

FOR THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

OF SINGLE AND MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEMS

Volume 3: Programmer's Guide

by

P. L. Garner, R. N. Blomquist, E. M. Gelbard

ABSTRACT

The COMMIX-1AR/P computer program is designed for analyzing the

steady-state and transient aspects of single-phase fluid flow and heat transfer in

three spatial dimensions. This version is an extension of the modeling in

COMMIX-1A to include multiple fluids in physically separate regions of the

computational domain, modeling descriptions for pumps, radiation heat transfer

between surfaces of the solids which are embedded in or surround the fluid, a k-

model for fluid turbulence, and improved numerical techniques. The

porous-medium formulation in COMMIX allows the program to be applied to a

wide range of problems involving both simple and complex geometrical

arrangements. The internal aspects of the COMMIX-1AR/P program are

presented, covering descriptions of subprograms, variables, and files.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The COMMIX (COMponent MIXing) computer programs are designed for analyzing

steady-state and transient aspects of fluid flow and heat transfer in three spatial dimensions.

Program versions in this series having a "1" in the suffix are for single-phase fluids having

limited compressibility.

The COMMIX-1AR/P version is an extension of the COMMIX-lA version to include:

- allowance for multiple fluids in physically separate regions,

- radiation heat transfer between surfaces of solids embedded in or surrounding the fluid,

- a k-E model for fluid turbulence, and

- improved numerical methods.

Numerous second-order changes have been implemented to increase the user's flexibility in

specifying boundary conditions and material properties and in utilizing a wide range of modem

mainframe computers.

The three-dimensional modeling in COMMIX is achieved using a porous-medium

formulation. This has been implemented using the concepts of volume porosity (the fraction of

a control volume occupied by fluid), directional surfce porosity (the fraction of a control

volume surface through which fluid may flow), distributed resistances to fluid flow, and

distributed heat sources. Either Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates may be used. The fluid

conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy and the transport equations for the

turbulence parameters are put into finite-difference form by averaging over the local control

volumes in the system. This process allows simulations of simple problem geometries (e.g.

straight pipe) and complex problem geometries (e.g. fuel bundle, heat exchanger, reactor

vessel). Although primarily developed for nuclear reactor applications, the models in COMMIX

are sufficiently general to be used for analyzing other engineering systems.
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The material properties for the fluids and embedded solids, heat transfer coefficients, and

friction factors are assumed to have various basic forms to which the user supplies coefficients.

In some cases, the user may supply the coding to override these basic forms. Detailed fluid

property packages are included for liquid sodium, liquid water (both normal and heavy), and

helium gas, as well as a library of friction factors for specific applications.

The discretized conservation equations are solved as an initial-value problem in time and

a boundary-value problem in space. The user is provided with a broad range of boundary

condition choices, allowing the simulation of the usual types of boundary conditions encountered

in real systems. The boundary conditions and embedded heat sources may be functions of time.

The formulation of the conservation equations is implicit in time.

Previous reports presented (1) the modeling features (covering the basic equations and

underlying assumptions) and the numerical methods (covering spatial differencing, implicitness

of temporal differencing, and iterative solution methods) and (2) how to use the computer

program (covering input preparation and program execution). Given this background, the

present report concentrates on explaining the internal aspects of the computer program, covering

subprogram descriptions, variable definitions, and file structures. An additional report provides

assessments of the modeling.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The COMMIX-1 AR/P computer program is intended for steady-state and transient

analysis of fluid flow and heat transfer in three dimensions. Although primarily developed for

nuclear reactor applications, the COMMIX-1AR/P computer program can be used to analyze the

fluid behavior in other engineering systems.

Previous reports (Refs. 1 and 2) described the features of COMMIX-1AR/P (including

the specific equations being solved in each area of the modeling) and how to use the program

(covering input preparation and execution). The person using this report is assumed to have read

these prior reports and have them available as reference sources.

The present report focusses on the internal workings of the COMMIX-1 AR/P computer

program. Section 2 provides an overview of the coding, covering many basic items such as

programming language, allowances made for various machine types, and source code structure.

The other three sections provide specific details on the files (Sec. 3), global variables (Sec. 4),

and subprogram units (Sec. 5). With the exception of Sec. 3.5 (which discusses the file used

to pass information from program TDSC to program GRPH), the information in this report is

specifically for the COMMIX-1AR/P computer program; similar descriptions for the four

graphics postprocessor computer programs (i.e. VECT, TEMP, TDSC, and GRPH) will be

provided in a future edition of this report.

Those who have worked with the coding in COMMIX-1 (Ref. 3), COMMIX-1A (Refs.

4 and 5), or COMMIX-1 B (Refs. 6 and 7) should have little diffictuey understanding the coding

in COMMIX- I AR/P -- much of the program structure and many of the variable names are

essentially unchanged from these prior program versions. In most cases, new coding and

variables have been added to supplement, rather than replace, existing coding.
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2. OVERVIEW

2.1 General Considerations

The COMMIX-1 AR/P program is a continuation of the development of the COMMIX

code series that began with COMMIX-1 (Ref. 3). The present program has been developed by

making changes to a 1985 version of COMMIX-lA (Ref. 4 and 5), which was the successor

program to COMMIX-1. During this development, new models and calculational techniques

have been added (e.g. conjugate-gradient technique for solving the pressure equation sysem,

capability for multiple fluids, and automatic time step control). The basic program structure and

data storage techniques are unchanged from COMMIX-1A.

The COMMIX-1 AR/P program package is written in ANSI standard FORTRAN-77 (Ref.

8) with one exception: the NAMELIST construct is used for portions of the card-image input

file; the NAMELIST extension to the ANSI standard is available within FORTRAN compilers

on many computers. The conformance to the standard in other respects allows the program to

be used on a wide range of computers.

The source code is maintained on the IBM-3084 mainframe computer at Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL) as a single partitioned dataset using the LIBRARIAN program (Ref.

9). A batch job is run when making permanent updates to the code, allowing the modification

history to be preserved. Sections of coding which are used in more than one routine (e.g

COMMON BLOCKs and statement functions) are maintained as separate modules by

LIBRARIAN and referenced by a "-INC module" LIBRARIAN directive in the appropriate

routines; LIBRARIAN inserts these code sections in the proper places when writing out the

source code for compilation. The code modules used in this manner are shown in Table 2.1.

Routines are grouped together by category and stored as a module within LIBRARIAN (e.g. all

routines associated with thermal structures (except TSCAN) are stored as module THRMSTRC);

a cross-reference listing showing which modules contain which routines is maintained in module

INDEX.
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Table 2.1 Code Modules Referenced by "-INC" LIBRARIAN Directives

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION

ADDCON COMMON BLOCK /ADDCON/

ARIN COMMON BLOCKs /ARINC/ and /ARINI/

CCORR COMMON BLOCK /CCORR'

CHEATC COMMON BLOCK /CHEATC/

CPUMP COMMON BLOCK /CPUMP/

HTXPROP -not currently used- (replaced by SIMPROP)

NAMELIST NAMELISTs GEOM, DATA, and INPUTQ

SHARED COMMON BLOCKs /I4VAR/, /R4VAR/, /I4ARY/, /R4ARY/, and /R8ARY/

SIMPROP Statement functions for fluid properties (FCOND, FENTH, FDENSE, FTEMP,
FVISC, and GDENSE)

In spite of the program being written in standard FORTRAN, there are places where

allowances must be made for differences between computers. The two primary examples of this

are (1) whether the machine has a short (e.g. IBM and DEC/VAX) or a long (e.g. Cray and

CDC) word length and (2) whether the machine has vector hardware. This is accomplished by

having the appropriate coding for each machine type within the same source code file bracketed

by flag records. These flag records are of the form "Cxxx" (optionally followed by a "-"),

where the "C" is in position 1 of the record (so they look like COMMENT statements to the

FORTRAN compiler); the source code is then passed through an ANL-written (Ref. 10)

preprocessor program, CONVTCD, to select which coding sections to use when preparing

source code for a specific computer. An input directive to CONVTCD specifies the keywords

corresponding to the types of coding sections to be activated; CONVTCD (1) changes position

1 to a blank on the records which are bracketed by (a) the specified keywords or (b) the

unspecified keywords followed by a "-" and (2) changes position 1 to the character "C" on the

records which are bracketed by (a) all unspecified keywords or (b) the specified keywords

followed by a "-". (Thus, coding sections bracketed by "Cxxx" and "Cxxx-" are mutually

exclusive.) The keywords used in COMMIX-1AR/P in this manner are shown in Table 2.2.

(The use of keywords CF66 and CF77 to distinguish between FORTRAN-66 and FORTRAN-77
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Table 2.2 CONVTCD Keywords Used to Identify Source Code Type

KEYWORD CODING TYPE IDENTIFIED

CANL ANL computers

CF66 FORTRAN-66

CF77 FORTRAN-77

CIBM IBM computers

CLW Computers having a long word length

CRAY Cray computers

CRS6 IBM RS6000 Computers

CSUN Sun Computers

CSW Computers having a short word length

CVEC Computers having vector hardware

CVMS DEC/VAX computers

coding is being phased out; backward compatibility to FORTRAN-66 is no longer being

maintained.) When exporting the program to other sites, a version is sent for a specific

machine; therefore, the destination site does not need t 2NVTCD program.

2.2 Variables

The variable names used in the program generally follow the default implicit typing

specification in FORTRAN: (1) variable names beginning with the letters I, J, K, L, M, and N

are integer numbers (i.e. type INTEGER) and (2) variable names beginning with all other letters

are real numbers. Real number variables are of type REAL on long-word machines but are of

type DOUBLE PRECISION on short-words machines. Allowance for this difference is

accomplished by having

CSW
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)

CSW
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in the appropriate sections of the source code file (and using CONVTCD to activate or

deactivate this declaration statement when preparing a source code version for a specific

machine). Earlier versions of COMMIX for short-word machines only used the DOUBLE

PRECISION specification for the variables in COMMON BLOCK /R8ARY/, the pressure array

(P), and the arrays used for the coefficients in the finite-difference equations (ACOFi,

i =0,1,...,6, and BCOFO); later code-use experiences indicated that other variables needed to be

declared DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines in order to avoid truncation errors; this

list of variables continued to grow, and has resulted in the decision to make all real number

variables DOUBLE PRECISION for short-word machines.

The program also uses a few LOGICAL and CHARACTER variables; these variables

follow no particular naming convention; explicit typing specification statements are used in the

appropriate subprograms.

Most global variables in the program are allocated to storage in various COMMON

BLOCKs. The definitions of these variables, organized by COMMON BLOCK, are given in

Sec. 4. In many instances, a variable is passed from one routine to another via the routine's

argument list, rather than by including the entire COMMON BLOCK(s) in the called routine.

Units for real number variables generally conform to the International System of Units

(SI) (Ref. 11), where the base units are kilogram [kg] for mass, meter [m] for length, and

second [s] for time. As an exception to the SI standard, all temperatures are in degrees Celsius

[*C] rather than in kelvins [K]. As an additional exception, the pump speed, both as input and

as used internally in the program, is in units of revolutions per minute [rev/min], rather than

radians per second [s1]. Typical of the derived units used for variables are pascal [Pa] for

pressure, joule [J] for energy, and watt [W] for power. The notation "[-]" indicates a quantity

is dimensionless. All integer variables are dimensionless; therefore, the notation "[-]" is omitted

for brevity.

Quantities for fluid cells and boundary surface elements are stored in arrays indexed by

a fluid cell number (1 M ! NM1) or a boundary surface element number (1 L NLl), rather

than using arrays having two or three spatial indices. Storage space in these arrays is only

allocated for fluid cells and boundary surface elements which actually exist. The fluid cell and
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boundary surface element numberings are not purely geometric; the mappings between these

numberings and the spatial location indices are given by array element UK(M) for fluid cell

number M and array element UK(MB(L)) for boundary surface element number L; similarly,

the fluid cell numbers or boundary surface element numbers which are immediately adjacent to

the six faces of fluid cell number M are given by array elements MIM(M), MIP(M), MJM(M),

MJP(M), MKM(M), and MKP(M) (cf. COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ in Sec. 4 for more

complete descriptions of these arrays). This results in minimizing the computer core storage

required for these arrays when the computational geometry is irregularly shaped.

(Unfortunately, this storage pattern inhibits vectorization of certain coding sections; for some

of these sections (notably, the conjugate-gradient solution method for the pressure equation

system), new arrays have been created having a purely geometric storage order into which the

base arrays are copied in order to allow the coding section to be vectorized.)

Most fluid cell quantities (e.g. temperature, density, pressure, and volume porosity) are

associated with the cell center and stored by cell number, as described in the previous paragraph.

The few quantities associated with cell faces (e.g. the three velocity components and surface

porosities) are also stored by cell number, such that the value stored in array element number

M is the value of the quantity on the face in the plus direction (e.g. UL(M) is the velocity

component in the x (or r) direction on the +I face of fluid cell number M). The value on the

face in the minus direction for cell number M must be indexed by referring to the value on the

plus face of the cell on the minus side of cell number M; this indirect addressing is accomplished

using the six "Mij" arrays noted above (e.g. UL(MIM(M)) is the velocity component in the x

(or r) direction on the -I face of fluid cell number M. There are several exceptions to this

general indexing: (1) If the value in one of the six "Mij" arrays is negative but not -9999, then

the corresponding face of the cell is an element on a REGular boundary surface (rather than

there being an adjacent cell) and the value of the quantity on this cell face must be obtained from

the appropriate boundary surface element array (e.g. the velocity component in the x (or r)

direction on the -I face of cell number M is VELBN(-MIM(M)) when MIM(M) <0 (but

MIM(M) -9999) and the velocity component in the x (or r) direction on the +1 face of cell

number M is -VELBN(-MIP(M)) when MIP(M) <0 (but MIP(M) -9999)). (2) If the value

in one of the six "Mij" arrays is -9999, then the corresponding face of cell number M is an
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element on an IREGular boundary surface and the corresponding boundary surface element

number is M; at most, only one of the six faces of a cell may be an IREGular boundary surface

element. (3) The surface porosity is not defined for cell faces which are boundary surface

elements; the flow area must be obtained from boundary surface array AREA.

2.3 Program Organization

The COMMIX-1AR/P program has one PROGRAM (named AAMAIN), one BLOCK

DATA subprogram, 140 SUBROUTINE subprograms, and 10 FUNCTION subprograms; there

are an additional 9 (or more) FUNCTION subprograms for each set of detailed fluid pro ' rties.

Each subprogram has a set of COMMENT st tements at the beginning of the source code to

document what it does and the variables appearing in the argument list. This information on the

function of each subprogram is summarized in Sec. 5 of this report, alphabetically by

subprogram name. Table 2.3 shows which subprograms call which other subprograms for the

entire program, with the following exceptions: calls to subprogram ERRCHK, to the fluid and

solid property subprograms, and to standard FORTRAN intrinsics are not shown. In this listing,

the called subprogram(s) are to the right of and below the calling subprogram. Moving down

through this table, subprograms are shown in the approximate order in which they are called;

however, multiple calls of one subprogram from another subprogram are not usually shown.

An asterisk (*) following a subprogram name in this table indicates that the subprograms called

by this subprogram have been shown at a higher location in the table. Two subprogram names

separated by a slash (/) indicate that the subprogram preceding the slash is called on scalar

machines and the subprogram after the slash is called on vector machines (e.g.

FACINC/FACNCV).

The calculational order shown in Table 2.3 is summarized in the next few paragraphs.

PROGRAM AAMAIN reads portions of the card-image input file and the input restart file. (The

five files used by the program are discussed in Sec. 3.) Using this information it performs

storage allocations within COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ by setting the elements of array IS.

It then calls subprogram AMAIN, which is effectively the driver for the rest of the run.
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Table 2.3 Subprogram Calling Order

AAMAIN
LOCF
CLEAR

LOCF
TSCAN
------ /MXPLNS
ALTER

LOCF
AMAIN

GEOM3D
BOXES

FILLM
SHOME
TLEFTS

QTRPIN
FILLM *
RARRAY
INTWIR

WIRE
WIRVOL

WIRE
RARRAY
GETWIR
THETAS

FULPIN
FILLM *
RARRAY

TLEFTS
MARRAY
ARRAY
RARRAY

INITAL
NPROPS
RESTAR

LOCF
PLTAPE

INITA3
INITA2

LBLE
FITIT

SMOOTH
GETF
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Table 2.3 Subprogram Calling Order (Cont'd)

QGENER
AXHEF
RARRAY

IREBAL
INHTX
INPUMP
INFORC
INPSTR
RESTAR
ICTEMP
BARIN

DSET3
RSET3
ISET3
REDEF2
DSET2
RSET2
ISET2
REDEF

CHKHTX
INTURK
BCFLOT

GETF
BCTEMT

GETF
BCTEMO

GETF
HEATCF

HEATCU
QDJCTW

GETF
HEATCF *

BCTEMP
DUCTWA

GETF
HEATCF *

BCFLOW
BCPRES

GETF
GDDDP

GETMTS
GETUK
ERRTSC
LODODD
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Table 2.3 Subprogram Calling Order (Cont'd)

HSTRUC
HEATCF *

TSTRUC
GETF

QSTRUC
GETF
QSTRDS

GETF
INITZ1

BCPRES *
BCTEMO *
BCTEMP *
BCFLOT *
HSTRUC *
TSTRUC *
QSTRUC *

INITUR
TLFIX
INTURK
VISFIX

VELOG
VELCEN

TURV12
OUTPUT

GETF
RARRAY
RSURFO
ISURFO
LBLE
PSTRUC

GDCONV
GDDDH
PLTAPE
TLEFTS
WATSTP
GDCONV
GETEKL
TIMSTP

BCPRES *
MOLOOP

BCFLOT *
XMOMI

WLFNCV
YOFRE
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Table 2.3 Subprogram Calling Order (Cont'd)

FORCES
PUMPQ

GETF
YMOMI

WLFNCV *
FORCES
PUMPQ *

ZMOMI
WLFNCV *
FORCES
PUMPQ *

PEQN
GETDL
REBAZG

GETDL
TDMA

REBAZ
GETDL
TDMA

GETDL
THEFTS
SOLVIT

REBAZG *
REBAZ *
GETDL

CGLOOP
STORE
UPDATE
COMMAT
BOUND
ELIM
VOLCEL
WRPTST
SORTC
------ /MXPLNS
------ /RESORT
CNGRIC

FACINC/FACNCV
------ /COFSRT
OPERXC/OPERXD
LOWFAC/LOWFCV
UPPFAC/------
DDOTC
DAXPYC
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Table 2.3 Subprogram Calling Order (Cont'd)

DAXPXC
GETDL
MOMENT
BCFLOW

VISFIX *
BCTURB
TKLOOP

TKSORC
VELCEN

TKENER
WLFNCK

YOFRE
TLEFTS
SOLVEN/SOLVEV

TDLOOP
TDNER
TLEFTS
SOLVEN/SOLVEV

TURV12
ENLOOP

BCTEMT *
HSTRUC *
ESORCE

GETF
BCTEMO *
QSTRUC *

ENERGI
GETIJK

TLEFTS
SOLVEN/SOLVEV
ENRBAL

TLEFTS
GETEKL
BCPRES *
BCTEMP *
TSTRUC *
QSRAD

SGEFA
SGESL

MALOOP
DLCALC
XMOM

FORCES
YMOM
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Table 2.3 Subprogram Calling Order (Cont'd)

FORCES
ZMOM

FORCES
GDDDP
MOMENT
BCFLOT *
BCFLOW
REBALX

MOMENT
BCFLOW

REBALY
MOMENT
BCFLOW

REBALZ
MOMENT
BCFLOW

REBAL
DLCALC
MOMENT
BCFLOW

DLCALC
MOMENT
BCFLOW
TLEFTS
BCPRES *

BCTEMO *
DLCALC
GDDDH
ENERGY

BCTEMT *
HSTRUC
GETF
BCTEMO *
QSTRUC *
BCTEMP *
TSTRUC *

BCFLOF
LBLE

TLEFTS
WATSTP
PLTAPE
BOIL
WATSTP
WATTIM
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Table 2.3 Subprogram Calling Order (Cont'd)

OUTPUT *
TLEFTS
RESTAR *
WATSTP
OUTPUT *

Subprogram GEOM3D (and the subprograms which it calls) continues the input process,

initializing the arrays associated with the geometry for the case; the values input for IGEOM and

IPART determine which one of subprograms BOXES (IGEOM< 0), QTrRPIN (IGEOM >0 and

IPART=0), or FULPIN (IGEOM>0 and IPART=1) is called by subprogram GEOM3D.

Subprograms INITAL up through PLTAPE in Table 2.1 (and the subprograms which they call)

complete the input and initialization processes. The call to subprogram TIMSTP from AMAIN

results in advancing all calculational variables across one complete time step; further discussion

of subprogram TIMSTP is given in the next two paragraphs. Following the return from

subprogram TIMSTP, the calls to the remaining subprograms (WATSTP through OUTPUT) in

Table 2.3 from AMAIN process output. Checks are made at the end of subprogram AMAIN

for run completion; if the run is complete, a STOP statement is executed; otherwise, control is

transferred to the point from which subprogram TIMSTP is called to advance the solution across

the next time step.

Within subprogram TIMSTP, there are two calculational paths: implicit and explicit; the

implicit path is described in this paragraph and the explicit path is described in the next

paragraph. The pressures and velocities (combined momentum and mass equation systems) are

advanced by subprograms BCPRES and MOLOOP. As called from subprogram MOLOOP,

subprograms XMOMI, YMOMI, and ZMOMI set up the coefficient arrays for the three

momentum equations, subprogram PEQN uses these arrays to form the pressure equation

system, which is solved by subprogram SOLVIT (successive overrelaxation) or CGLOOP

(conjugate gradient) for the new pressures, and subprogram MOMENI computes new velocity

components from the new pressures. Subprograms BCxxxx handle various types of boundary
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conditions. Some of the terms needed to construct the momentum equation coefficient arrays

are provided by subprograms WLFNCV (turbulent wall shear), FORCES (force structure

model), and PUMPQ (pump model). Subprograms REBAZG and REBAZ perform mass

rebalancing. Both of the solution methods (subprograms SOLVIT and CGLOOP) contain an

inner iteration process. The next group of subprograms handle various portions of the fluid

turbulence modeling: VISFIX computes new turbulent viscosity and thermal conductivity values

when the mixing-length model is used, TKLOOP advances the turbulent kinetic energy when the

k or k-c turbulence models are used, TDLOOP advances the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation

rate when the k or k-e turbulence models are used, and TURV12 computes new turbulent

viscosity and thermal conductivity values when the k or k- turbulence models are used; both

TKLOOP and TDLOOP call other subprograms to constrict (TKSORC, TKENER, and

TDNER) and solve (SOLVEN) their respective equation systems; the solution method in

subprogram SOLVEN (or SOLVEV on vector machines) is successive overrelaxation and

contains an inner iteration process. Subprogram ENLOOP advances the fluid enthalpies;

subprograms ESORCE and ENERGI construct the coefficient arrays; this equation system is

solved using the same subprogram used to solve the equation system(s) in the k and k-

turbulence models; subprogram QSTRUC provides the heat transfer contribution to the fluid

energy equation system from the thermal structure model. Following the return from ENLOOP,

new fluid densities and temperatures are computed from the equation of state in subprogram

TIMSTP. This completes an outer iteration; if the outer iteration convergence criteria have not

been satisfied and the maximum number of outer iterations has not been exceeded, control is

transferred to the point where MOLOOP is called to begin the next outer iteration; if the

maximum number of outer iterations has been reached and the change-based automatic time-step-

size control method is in use, the time step size is reduced and the time step is repeated. After

the outer iteration process has converged, subprogram TSTRUC updates the thermal structure

temperatures, subprogram QSRAD computes new radiation heat transfer rates, and subprogram

BCFLOF adjusts the volume porosities for expansion cells. Control is then returned to

subprogram AMAIN.

The rest of the subprograms shown as called from subprogram TIMSTP in Table '.3 are

for the explicit solution method. This is old coding which has not been kept totally up to date;
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therefore, all cases must be run using the implicit solution method, which was described in the

preceding paragraph. Nevertheless, a brief summary of the calculational flow for the explicit

solution method is as follows. The pressures and velocities (combined momentum and mass

equation systems) are advanced by subprogram MALOOP. As called from subprogram

MALOOP, subprograms XMOM, YMOM, and ZMOM set up the coefficient arrays for the

three momentum equations, which are used by subprogram DLCALC to set up and solve the

pressure equation system for new pressures, and subprogram MOMENT computes new velocity

components from the new pressures; subprograms REBAxx perform mass rebalancing as a part

of zhe solution process. Subprogram ENERGY sets up and solves the fluid energy equation

system for new enthalpies; it also computes new fluid densities and temperatures from the

equation of state. Many of the other subprograms (e.g. BCxxxx for boundary conditions,

FORCES for force structures, and xSTRUC for thermal structures) called in this explicit-solution

path are the same as those called within the implicit-solution path.

In addition to the subprograms shown in Table 2.3, there are additional subprograms

which must be present for fluid properties, solid properties, and several nonstandard system

routines. A set of nine FUNCTION subprograms are used to provide the properties for fluid

number 1 when IFPROP=O: CPLIQ, DRODHL, FLUDID, HLIQ, PSAT1, ROLIQ, THCLIQ,

TLIQ, and VISLIQ. Currently, there are s-!s of these routines for four fluids: sodium (module

SOPROPS at ANL), normal water (module WATRPROP), heavy water (module D2OPROPS),

and helium (module HEPROPS); only one of these sets may be linked with the rest of the

COMMIX-1 AR/P coding at any given time. Some of these fluid property sets contain more than

nine subprograms; the additional subprograms are only called by other subprograms within that

particular property set. Properties for (i) fluid number 1 when IFPROP=1 and (2) all other

fluid numbers are computed using a set of six statement functions: FCOND, FENTH, FDENSE,

FTEMP, FVISC, and GDENSE (which are stored in module SIMPROP at ANL); the definitions

of these statement functions are included in the source coding where needed using the "-INC

SIMPROP" LIBRARIAN directive. The specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity for all

solid materials are computed using FUNCTION subprograms CPSOLl and XKSOL1,

respectively; as defined, these subprograms compute the appropriate value using a second-order

polynomial in temperature and the coefficients as input by the user (arrays CiCP and CiK,
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i=0,1,2); this approach afford the user the opportunity to override these functions with more

complicated expressions. (A similar capability is not provided for the density of solid materials.)

As noted in Appendix C of Reference 2, there are four other system subprograms needed by the

program which may not be automatically available on other machines: (1 and 2) SUBROUTINEs

SGEFA and SGESL (or DGEFA and DGESL on short-word machines), which are part of

LINPACK (Ref. 12) and are called by subprogram QSRAD to solve the matrix system for the

radiation heat transfer model, (3) the subprogram called by FUNCTION LOCF to return the

core address of a variable, and (4) the subprogram called by FUNCTION TLEFTS to return the

CPU time remaining. Although not shown in Table 2.3 (except for the LINPACK

subprograms), these properties and system subprograms are listed in Sec. 5, including their

appearance in the "Calls ... " entry for subprograms which call them.
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3. FILES

The COMMIX-1AR/P program uses up to five different files during execution. These

are as follows: (1) a card-image input file, (2) a printable output file, (3) a binary-format input

restart file, (4) a binary-format output restart file, and (5) a binary-format plot output file. The

first two of these files are required; the other three files are optional. Descriptions of these files

and where they are accessed are given in Secs. 3.1 through 3.4. Section 3.5 discusses the

format of the GRPH file, which is used to pass information from the TDSC program to the

GRPH program, both of which are graphics postprocessor programs for COMMIX-1AR/P.

3.1 Card-Image Input File

The card-image input file is the primary source of user input when beginning a new case

(indicated by ISTATE=0 in NAMELIST DATA). During a continuation run (ISTATE>0), the

card-image input file is read after reading the input restart file and, thus, may be used to change

the values of variables which were read from the input restart file. The format of the card-

image input file was discussed fairly extensively in Ref. 2; only a limited description is given

here. This file consists of namelist and fixed-format blocks; the ordering of these blocks is

given in Table 3.1. Within each block, each record is 80 characters or less. This file is

accessed as FORTRAN unit number 5 (which is DDNAME stepname.FT05F001 on IBM

mainframe machines and file name ./CARDIN on most other machines). It is read and echoed

to the printable output file at the beginning of a run in the main program to provide the user a

record of the input used for the case. After that, the file is rewound and the various blocks in

the file are read by various input processing routines. As noted in Table 3.1, some blocks are

always present, some blocks are only allowed at various ISTATE values, and some blocks are

only present based on other values in the input file. As noted in Sec. 2 of Ref. 3.1, the user

may include comments at numerous places in the file (typically, between namelist blocks). A

summary of each block, when it is present, and where it is read is given below.

Block #1: Problem Description: This input block consists of all records up to the

beginning of NAMELIST GEOM. These records are only read in connection

with echoing the card-image input file to the printable output file in the main

program. Any number of records (including none) may be present.
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Table 3.1 Ordering of Blocks in the Card-Image Input File

Notes:

1. Key to codes used under ISTATE and Notes in above table:
E: An 'END ' record is part of and terminates this block.
L: Limited input allowed.
N: Not allowed.
0: Optional (depending on other flags in input stream).
R: Required.
*: If block was present at ISTATE=0, it must be present at ISTATE=2

(even if there are no changes).
2. Required for IGEOM S;0; not allowed for IGEOM >0.

3-2

ISTATE' Notes -

Block Type 0 1 2 3

Problem Description 0 0 0 0

NAMELIST GEOM R RL RL RL

Boundary Surface Identification R2  N N N E

NAMELIST DATA R RL RL RL

NAMELIST INPUTQ 0 N *L N

Rebalancing Regions 0 N 0 N E

Fluid Cell Locations 0 N N N E

NAMELIST PUMP 0 N *L N

Pump Locations 0 N *L N E

Force Structure Locations 0 N 0 N E

NAMELIST STRUCT 0 N 0 N

Thermal Structure Prototypes 0 N 0 N E

Thermal Structure Locations 0 N 0 N E

Boundary Value Initializations R RL RL PL E

Internal Cell Initializations R RL RL RL E



Block #2: NAMELIST GEOM: The variables in this namelist are primarily

associated with the problem geometry. The primary read of this namelist is in

the main program. (The namelist is subsequently reread by other routines, but

these are really file-positioning actions.) Several variables in this namelist are

used in connection with the quasidynamic storage allocation of arrays within

COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/: IFREB, IMAX, JMAX, KMAX, NFORCE, NL1,

and NM1. This input block must always be present; however, minimal input is

required for ISTATE 1.

Block #3: Boundary Surface Identification: This fixed-format input block describes the

specific locations of all boundary surfaces. These records are read in routine

BOXES. A record containing 'END ' in positions 1 through 4 is part of and

terminates this input block. This input block is only present when ISTATE=0

and IGEOM <_0.

Block #4: NAMELIST DATA: This input block contains most of the

variables which describe boundary conditions, material properties, and case-

control options. It is read in routine INITAL. This input block must always be

present; however, minimal input is required for ISTATE 1.

Block #5: NAMELIST INPUTQ: This input block contains variables associated

with heat sources which are introduced without using the thermal structure model;

these heat sources are typically used in conjunction with the hexagonal fuel

assembly model option (IGEOM 1). It is read in routine QGENER. This input

block is only be present when (1) IFROD >0 and (2) ISTATE=0 or ISTATE=2.

Block #6: Rebalancing Region Location: This fixed-format input block describes the

rebalancing regions and surfaces for the user-specified mass rebalancing model.

It is read in routine IREBAL. A record containing 'END ' in positions 1 through

4 is part of and terminates this input block. This input block is only present if

IFREB >0 and NEWREB=1; this combination is only allowed if ISTATE=0 or
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ISTATE=2. If the input block is present at ISTATE=2, it must contains

information for all rebalancing regions and surfaces, not just for those to be

changed relative to ISTATE=O specifications.

Block #7: Fluid Cell Location: This fixed-format input block identifies which

fluid cells contain a fluid other than fluid number 1. It is read in routine INHTX.

A record containing 'END ' in positions 1 through 4 is part of and terminates this

input block. This input block is only present when IFHTX >2 and ISTATE=0.

Block #8: NAMELIST PUMP: This input block contains variables associated

with the pump model. It is read in routine INPUMP. This input block is only

present if (1) IFPUMP >0 and (2) ISTATE=0 or ISTATE=2; however, minimal

input is required at ISTATE=2.

Block #9: Pump Location: This fixed-format input block associates a

particular pump with a particular momentum cell. It is read in routine INPUMP.

A record containing 'END ' in positions 1 through 4 is part of and terminates this

input block. This input block is only present when (1) IFPUMP >0 and (2)

ISTATE=0 or ISTATE=2. This input block should usually just consist of the

'END ' record at ISTATE=2 (i.e. do not change the location of any pumps).

Block #10: Force Structure Location: This fixed-format input block associates a

particular force structure prototype number with one or more specific momentum

cells. It is read in routine INFORC. A record containing 'END ' in positions

1 through 4 is part of and terminates this input block. This input block is only

present if NFORCE> 0 and NEWFOR =1, which is only allowed when

ISTATE=0 or ISTATE=2; if this input block is present at ISTATE=2,

information must be specified for all force structures, not just for those to be

changed from ISTATE=0 specifications.
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Block #11:

Block #12:

NAMELIST STRUCT: This input block contains a flag (ISTBUG)

indicating whether the thermal structure control block table is to be printed. It

is read in routines TSCAN and INPSTR, and its reading serves to position the

card-image input file to the beginning of the thermal structure prototype input

block. This input block is only present when ISTRUC =2 and NEWTS =1, which

is only allowed when ISTATE=0 or ISTATE=2.

Thermal Structure Prototype: This input block describes the thermal

structure prototypes. It consists of multiple occurrences of NAMELISTs T

(begins a new prototype), F (fluid interaction with prototype surfaces), and M

(material regions within a prototype); the ordering of these namelists is

significant, as described in Sec. 5.2 of Ref. 2. A record containing 'END ' in

positions 1 through 4 is part of and terminates this input block. This input block

is initially read in routine TSCAN; the logic in this routine requires the

ampersand (&) preceding the namelist name to be in position 2 (in addition to the

normal namelist restrictions of the namelist name being in position 3 and positions

1 and 4 being blank); the order in which the namelists occur in this input block

is stored in COMMON BLOCK /CSCAN/. Based on the information in

COMMON BLOCK /CSCAN/, routine INPSTR rereads this input block; it is

during these reads that the values input for variables are assigned into their proper

core storage locations. This input block is only present if ISTRUC =2 and

NEWTS =1, which is only allowed when ISTATE=0 or ISTATE=2; if this input

block is present at ISTATE=2, then it must contain information for all thermal

structure prototypes, not just for those which differ from the ISTATE=0

specifications.

Block #13: Thermal Structure Location: This fixed-format input block associates the

surface(s) of each thermal structure prototype with one or more fluid cells. A

record containing 'END ' in positions 1 through 4 is part of and terminates this

input block. This input block is initially read in routine TSCAN (to count the

number of fluid interactions for each prototype) and then reread in routine
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Block #14:

Block #15:

INPSTR (to store the actual fluid cell numbers in the proper storage locations).

This input block is only present if ISTRUC =2 and NEWTS =1, which is only

allowed when ISTATE=O or ISTATE=2; if this input block is present at

ISTATE=2, information must be specified for all prototypes, not just for those

to be changed from ISTATE=O specifications.

Boundary Value Initialization: This fixed-format input block is used to

assign values to variables on boundary surfaces. It is read in routine BARIN.

A record containing 'END ' in positions 1 through 4 is part of and terminates this

input block. This input block is always present, although minimal input (usually

none) is specified at ISTATE> 1. (Even if no values are to be input, the

'END ' record must still be present.) The values specified using these records

override values specified elsewhere in the card-image input file or read from the

binary-format restart file. (Exception: There is no constructive purpose served

by reading 'HLB ', 'PB ', or 'RLB ' records, since the corresponding array

elements are always computed internally by the program.)

Internal Cell Initialization: This fixed-format input block is used to

assign values to variables for fluid cells. It is read in routine BARIN. A record

containing 'END ' in positions 1 through 4 is part of and terminates this input

block. This input block is always present, although minimal input (usually none)

is specified at ISTATE 1. (Even if no values are to be input, the 'END '

record must still be present.) The values specified using these records override

values specified elsewhere in the card-image input file or read from the binary-

format restart file. (Exception: There is no constructive purpose served by

reading 'HL ' records, since the corresponding array elements are always

computed internally by the program.)

3.2 Printable Output File

The printable output file produced by the program is identified by FORTRAN unit
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number 6 (which is DDNAME stepname.FT06F001 on IBM mainframe machines and the

"stdout" file on most other machines). The records in this file have 133 characters or less, the

first of which is used for carriage control. The format of this file and the input variables which

control the content of the file are described in Sec. 12.6 of Ref. 2. Numerous routines contair

the WRITE statements which create this file.

3.3 Restart File

This binary-format file is used to pass information from one computer run to the next

when multiple runs are needed to complete a calculational sequence for a case. This file is

written and read using unformatted WRITE and READ statements. There are up Z 17 records

in the file; the record length varies from record to record; some record lengths are a function

of the case being run. When IFRES =1, 3, or 4, an output restart file is written using

FORTRAN unit number 10 (which is DDNAME stepname.FT10F001 on IBM mainframe

machines and file name ./CMXNEW on most other machines); this file is written at the "normal

end" of a run and contains sufficient information on the current values of variables for the case

to be continued in a successor run. When IFRES =2, 3, or 4, an input restart file is read using

FORTRAN unit number 9 (which is DDNAME stepname.FT09F001 on IBM mainframe

machines and file name ./CMXOLD on most others machines). When IFRES =0, neither the

input or output restart files are used. The first record of the file is processed (either read or

written) in the main program; records 2 through 10 are processed (either read or written) in

routine RESTAR. Records 11 through 17 are identified as the "plot file appendage" of the

restart file; they are written in routine PLTAPE; they are rot read by this program but are read

by graphics postprocessor programs VECT and TEMP. In addition to being used as input to

a successor COMMIX run, this file may also be used as input to graphics postprocessor

programs VECT and TEMP (which actually get their useful information from "plot file

appendage" of the restart file). The record structure of this file is given below; variables are

shown in their order of occurrence within each record; unless noted otherwise, definitions of the

variable names in these records are given in Sec. 4.
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Record #1: Key Storage Allocations: This record contains the key variables used to

allocate storage:

NM1, NL1, NFORCE, IWIRE, ITURKE, ISYMCH, IFITEN, IFREB,
ISTRUC, IMAX, JMAX, KMAX, IGEOM, NSTRUC, NPARTS,
NREGTS, NSURTS, NTTS, IFHTX

The values of NM1, NL1, and IFREB in this record are the values as input in

NAMELIST GEOM at ISTATE=0, and, as such, may be estmates; the actual

values (: estimate) are in record #3. If ISTRUC =2 was input in NAMELIST

GEOM, the value is reset to 1 before writing this record.

Record #2: Common Block Lengths: This record contains the lengths of the various

common blocks which are in record #3:

IPL, Li, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, L9, L10, Lii1, L12, NEEDED

These lengths are all in units of "computer words" and are associated with

COMMON BLOCK /name/ as follows:

Li: /I4VAR/ L2: /R4VAR/
L3: /I4ARY/ L4: /R4ARY/
L5: /R8ARY/ L6: /CCORR/
L7: /CHEATC/ L8: /CPUMP/
L9: 0 (future) L10: 0 (future)
Li1: 0 (future) L12: 0 (future)
NEEDED: /SPACE/

Variable IPL has a value of 10 (the unit number on which the file is written) as

written to the restart file; the value read into this variable from the restart file is

not used later.

Record #3: Common Blocks: This record contains the eight common blocks whose lengths

are given by variables Li through L8 in record #2:

/I4VAR/, /R4VAR/, /I4ARY/, /R4ARY/, /R8ARY/, /CCORR/,
/CHEATC/, /CPUMP/

Within each common block, the variables are written in the order of storage (cf.

Sec. 4). The first item from common block n follows the last item from common

block n-1 for the eight common blocks in this record.
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Block #4: COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ Sublengths: This record contains the lengths

of the seven sections into which COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ is logically

divided:

LBL1, LBL2, LBL3, LBL4, LBL5, LBL6, LBL7

These lengths are all in units of "computer words"; a length of 0 indicates that

the variables in this part of the common block are not used in the case. The

variables stored in the common block sections associated with the six lengths

LBLI through LBL6 are in record #5 through record #10, respectively, of the

restart file if the corresponding LBLi value is non-zero; if LBLi=0, the

corresponding block is not present on the restart file. The common block section

associated with length LBL7 is no longer present on the restart file (even though

LBL7 is usually nonzero); these variables are recomputed by the program at the

beginning of a continuation run, rather than being saved on the restart file

(primarily, to minimize the size of the file). See Sec. 4.6 (COMMON BLOCK

/ADDCON/) for more information on the use of variables LBLi and array IS.

Record #5: Basic Variables: This record of the restart file contains the arrays in

COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ which are always allocated (nonoptional),

preceeded by the record length:

LBL1, (S(IS(75)+L-1),L=1,LBL1)

This corresponds to the arrays identified by index array IS(i) for i values of 75,

1 through 8, 10, 13 through 35, 41 through 50, and 78 through 84.

Record #6: Force Structure Variables: This record of the restart file contains the arrays in

COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ which are allocated for the force structure model,

preceeded by the record length:

LBL2, (S(IS(9)+L-1),L=1,LBL2)

This corresponds to the arrays identified by index array IS(i) for i values of 9 and

60 through 63. This record is only present if LBL2 >0 (implies NFORCE >0).
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Record #7:

Record #8:

Record #9:

Record #10:

Rebalancing Variables: This record of the restart file contains the array in

COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ which is allocated for the user-specified mass

rebalancing model, preceeded by the record length:

LBL3, (S(IS(11)+L-1),L=1,LBL3)

This corresponds to the array identified by index array IS(11). This record is

only present if LBL3 >0 (implies IFREB > 0).

Turbulence Variables: This record of the restart file contains the arrays in

COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ which are allocated for the turbulence model,

preceeded by the record length:

LBL4, (S(IS(37)+L-1),L=1,LBL4)

This corresponds to the arrays identified by index array IS(i) for i values of 37,

76, 12, 36, 61, 167, and 168 through 172. (The number of these arrays actually

on the restart file depends on the value of ITURKE.) This record is only present

if LBL4 >0 (implies ITURKE> 0).

Wire Wrap Variables: This record of the restart file contains the arrays in

COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ which are allocated for the wire wrap model,

preceeded by the record length:

LBL5, (S(IS(38)+L-1),L=1,LBL5)

This corresponds to the arrays identified by index array IS(i) for i values of 38

through 40. This record is only present if LBL5 >0 (implies IWIRE> 0).

Thermal Structure Variables: This record of the restart file contains the

arrays in COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ which are allocated for the thermal

structure model, preceeded by the record length:

LBL6, (S(IS(52)+L-1),L=1,LBL6)

This corresponds to the arrays identified by index array IS(i) for i values of 52

through 59, 64 through 66, and 77. This record is only present if LBL6 >0

(implies ISTRUC >0).
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Record #11:

Record #12:

Plot File Header Record #1:

described for the plot file in Sec. 3.4.

Plot File Header Record #2:

described for the plot file in Sec. 3.4.

This record is identical to that

This record is identical to that

Record #13:

Record #14:

Record #15:

Record #16:

Record #17:

Plot File Header Record #3: This record is identical to that

described for the plot file in Sec. 3.4. It is only present on the restart file if

ISTRUC >0.

Plot File Transient Record #1: This record is identical to that described for

the plot file in Sec. 3.4 and contains data for the last time step in the run.

Plot File Transient Record #2: This record is identical to that described for

the plot file in Sec. 3.4 and contains data for the last time step in the run.

Plot File Transient Record #3: This record is identical to that described for

the plot file in Sec. 3.4 and contains data for the last time step in the run.

Plot File Transient Record #4: This record is identical to that described for

the plot file in Sec. 3.4 and contains data for the last time step in the run. It is

only present on the restart file if ISTRUC >0.

3.4 Plot File

This binary-format file is used to pass information from a COMMIX run to the graphics

postprocessor programs VECT, TEMP, and TDSC. This file is written using unformatted

WRITE statements in routine PLTAPE using FORTRAN unit number 76 (which is DDNAME

stepname.FT76F001 on IBM mainframe machines and file name ./PLTDAT on most other

machines). The file is written at the time step numbers indicated by the user in array NTPLOT.

If NTPLOT(1)=0, the file is never opened. If NTPLOT(1) 0, the file is opened at the time
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step number indicated by NTPLOT(1) and consists of a group of header records followed by a

group of transient records for each time step number indicated in the NTPLOT array:

Header Record #1
Header Record #2
Header Record #3 (optional)
Transient Record #1 for 1" requested time step
Transient Record #2 for 1" requested time step
Transient Record #3 for 1" requested time step
Transient Record #4 for 1' requested time step (optional)
Transient Record #1 for 21 requested time step
Transient Record #2 for 2" requested time step
Transient Record #3 for 2" requested time step
Transient Record #4 for 2' requested time step (optional)

Transient Record #1 for last requested time step
Transient Record #2 for last requested time step
Transient Record #3 for last requested time step
Transient Record #4 for last requested time step (optional)

The header records are written during the call to PLTAPE that writes the set of records for the

first requested time step. (A copy of the three header records and a set of the four transient

records for the last time step in the run are always appended to the output restart file regardless

of NTPLOT(1).) The structure of each record is given below; variables are shown in their order

of occurrence within each record; unless noted otherwise, definitions of the variable names in

these records are given in Sec. 4.

Header Record #1: Simple Constants: This records contains the key variables used to

allocate storage and some geometry constants:

IPL, IMAX, JMAX, KMAX, NSURF, NM, NMl, NL1, IGEOM,
IPART, CLADOD, PITCH, WALLCL, WODIN, WODOUT, ZATO,
WIREP, IWIRE, NPINS, ITURKE, ISTRUC, NSTRUC, NPARTS,
NREGTS, NSURTS, NTTS, LBL6, (JUNK(I),I =1,19)

Variable IPL has the value 76 if this is the plot file and the value 10 if this is the

"plot file appendage" of the restart file (i.e. the value of the unit number on

which the file was written); array JUNK is filled v ith zeros (allowing for future

variables without changing the length of the header block; the values of IPL and
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JUNK are not used after being read from the file. The values of IPART,

CLADOD, PITCH, WALLCL, WODIN, WODOUT, ZATO, WIREP, IWIRE,

and NPINS are not useful when IGEOM< 0. The values for NSTRUC,

NPARTS, NREGTS, NSURTS, NTTS, and LBL6 are not useful when

ISTRUC =0.

Header Record #2: Array Constants: This record contains the constant arrays which are

associated with the geometry for the case:

(X(I),DX(I),I= 1,IMAX),
(Y(J),DY(J),J =1 ,JMAX),
(Z(K),DZ(K),K=1,KMAX),
(XNORML(N) , YNORML(N) ,ZNORML(N),N=1,NSURF),
(MB(L),ISURF(L), AREA(L),L =1 ,NL1),
(IJK(M),MIP(M),MIM(M),MJP(M),MJM(M),MKP(M),MKM(M),

AL(M),ALX(M),ALY(M),ALZ(M),QSOUR(M),M=1,NM1)

Note that (unlike other records) all array elements for a given index type are

stored consecutively (e.g. X(1), DX(1), X(2), DX(2), ... , X(IMAX),

DX(IMAX)), rather than each array being in contiguous locations in this record.

Header Record #3: Thermal Structure Constants: This block contains constant arrays

associated with the thermal structure model:

(S(IS(52)+L-1),L=1,LBL6)

which is the following arrays of indicated size

ITSCB(11,NSTRUC), HYDRA1(NSTRUC), HYDRA2(NSTRUC),
RODFR(NSTRUC), STAREA(NPARTS), STVOL(NPARTS),
MATERL(NREGTS), HEAT(NREGTS), SIZE(NREGTS),
ICEL(NSURTS), HSTREL(NSURTS), TTS(NTTS)

(This is identical to record #10 on the restart file.) This record is only present

if ISTRUC >0.

Transient Record #1: Step Identification: This record contains the time and time step

number:

NTIME, TIME

and is essentially a header record for the group of transient records.
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Transient Record #2: Internal Cell Values: This record contains velocity and

temperature values for internal fluid cells:

(UL(N),N=1,NM1), (VL(N),N=1,NM1), (WL(N),N=1,NM1),
(TL(N),N= 1,NM1)

for the time indicated in transient record #1.

Transient Record #3: Boundary Surface Values: This record contains velocity and

temperature data for boundary surface elements:

(VELBN(N),N=1,NL1), (TLB(N),N=1,NL1)

for the time indicated in transient record #1.

Transient Record #4: Thermal Structure Values: This block contains values associated

with the thermal structure model:

(TTS(N),N=1,NTI7S), (QSOUR(N),N=1,NM1)

for the time indicated in transient record #1. This record in only present if

ISTRUC _1.

3.5 GRPH File

This binary-format file is used to pass information from program TDSC (when run in

data extraction mode) to program GRPH, both of which are graphics postprocessor programs.

This file is written by program TDSC using unformatted WRITE statements in routines

HEADER and TIMSTP using FORTRAN unit number 16 (which is DDNAME

stepname.FT16FO01 on IBM mainframe machines and file name ./fort.16 on most other

machines); 'tie file is read by routines AAGRPH and GDRIVE of program GRPH using various

FORTRAN unit numbers, depending on whether it is the primary file or an alternate file. Tiie

file is written at the time step numbers between NBEG and NEND which are an integral

multiple of NTPRNT, where NBEG, NEND, and NTPRNT are all input by the user to program

TDSC (cf. Sec. D.4 of Ref. 2). The file consists of two header records followed by a transient

record for each time step number selected by NTPRNT:
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Header Record #1
Header Record #2
Transient Record for 1" requested time step
Transient Record for 2"' requested time step

Transient Record for last requested time step

The header records are written during the call to HEADER that reads the header of the binary

input file (which is a plot file (cf. Sec. 3.4), written by COMMIX-1AR/P or a previous TDSC

run). The structure of each record is given below; variables are shown in their order of

occurrence within each record; definitions of the variable names in these records are shown,

since they do not correspond by name to any of the variables in COMMIX-1AR/P which are

given in Sec. 4.

Header Record #1: Size Information: This record contains a single variable used to indicate

record lengths and allocate storage:

NVARBL

Variable NVARBL is the number of items of data extracted for each time step;

its value is set by counting the number of entries in user-input array NTHPR (cf.

Sec. D.4 of Ref. 2) which preceed the first occurrence of a "0" entry; the value

of NVARBL is used to determine the lengths of the other records on this file and

to dimension arrays in program GRPH; the value is :n the range

0 _NVARBL < 100. This record is written by routine HEADER of the TDSC

program and read by routine AAGRPH of the GRPH program.

Header Record #2: Array Constants: This record contains the constant arrays which

identify the variables in the Transient Records:

(NTHPR(N),N=1,NVARBL), (ITHPR(N),N=1,NVARBL),

(NNTHPR(N),N=1,NVARBL)

Arrays ITHPR and NTHPR are input to the TDSC program by the user in

NAMELIST SET (cf. Sec. D.4 of Ref. 2) and indicate variable type and spatial

location. Array NNTHPR is set internally based on the other two arrays; more

specifically, array element NNTHPR(N) holds the actual index used to retrieve
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the value for the indicated variable from the appropriate array (which will then

be stored in array element TVARBL(N), which is part of the Transient Records)

and is either (1) the fluid cell number (< NM1) corresponding to spatial location

NTHPR(N) when ITHPR(N) =1, 2, 3, 4, or 7, (2) the boundary surface element

number (S NL1) corresponding to spatial location NTHPR(N) when

ITHPR(N) =5 or 6, or (3) the thermal structure partition number ( NTTS) given

by the value of NTHPR(N) when ITHPR(N) =10; variables NL1, NM 1, and

NTTS are defined in Sec. 4.1 (COMMON BLOCK /I4VAR/). The interrelations

between the four arrays may be summarized as follows:

ITHPR(N) NTHPR(N) NNTHPR(N) TVARBL(N)
1 iijjkk Cell # UL(NNTHPR(N))
2 iijjkk Cell # VL(NNTHPR(N))
3 iijjkk Cell # WL(NNTHPR(N))
4 iijjkk Cell # TL(NNTHPR(N))
5 nniijjkk SurfEl # TLB(NNTHPR(N))
6 nniijjkk SurfEl # VLB(NNTTHPR(N))
7 iijjkk Cell # QSOUR(NNTHPR(N))
10 m ThStPt # TTS(NNTHPR(N))=TTS(m)

In the above listing, "ii", "jj", and "kk" are the spatial cell location indices in the

I-, J-, and K-directions, respectively; "nn" is the boundary surface number; "m"

is the thermal structure partition number; arrays UL, VL, WL, TL, TLB,

VELBN, QSOUR, and TTS are defined in Sec. 4.7 (COMMON BLOCK

/SPACE/); and the value of N ranges from 1 up to NVARBL. This record is

written by routine HEADER of the TDSC program and read by routine GDRIVE

of the GRPH program.

Transient Record: Data for Time Step: This record contains the requested

variable values for one time step:

NTIME, TIME, (TVARBL(N),N=1,NVARBL)

Variables NTIME and TIME are the time step number and the case time [s],

respectively, for which data are written in this record. Array element

TVARBL(N) contains the value of variable type ITHPR(N) for location

NTHPR(N) and is, thus, element number NNTHPR(N) of array UL, VL, WL,
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TL, QSOUR, TLB, VLEBN, or TTS, depending on ITHPR(N). This record is

written by routine TIMSTP of the TDSC program and read by routine GDRIVE

of the GRPH program.
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4. GLOBAL VARIABLES

Most variables used globally in the program are stored in named common blocks.

Sections 4.1 through 4.20 provide a description of each common block, showing the storage

order of variables within the block and usage notes (for specialized blocks). This is followed

by an alphabetized listing of the variables in the block, showing the definition and usage notes.

Section 4.21 provides an alphabetized index of all variables defined in Secs. 4.1 through 4.20

as an aid to locating a particular variable's definition. Unless noted otherwise, the variables

conform to the default naming convention discussed in Sec. 2.2.

The first five common blocks presented (/I4VAR/, /R4VAR/, /I4ARY/, /R4ARY/, and

/R8ARY/) always appear together in the program and appear in numerous routines. They are

stored as code module SHARED at ANL. Module SHARED also includes the IMPLICIT typing

specification used to make all real number variables DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word

machines and the setting of three variables via PARAMETER statements:

CSW
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)

CSW
INTEGER PNSTRU,PNRAD,PIFHTX
PARAMETER (PNSTRU=99, PNRAD=99, PIFHTX=5)

preceding the five common blocks. (The use of "CSW" in bracketing coding sections is

discussed in Sec. 2.1.) The definitions of the three variables set by the PARAMETER statement

are as follows (since they are not actually in any of the common blocks).

PIFHTX This type INTEGER variable sets the maximum number of fluids

allowed in any calculation (i.e. the maximum value allowed for input variable

IFHTX in NAMELIST GEOM). This variable is used to dimension arrays in

COMMON BLOCKs /I4ARY/ and /R4ARY/ and as a loop index in some input

processing routines. The value must be at least 1; there is no upper limit

imposed (however, some FORMAT statements only allow a 1-digit output field).
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PNRAD This type INTEGER variable sets the maximum number of

radiation surfaces allowed in any calculation (i.e. the maximum value allowed for

input variable NRAD in NAMELIST DATA). This variable is used to dimension

arrays in COMMON BLOCK /R4ARY/, dimension local arrays in routine

QSRAD, and as a loop index in some input processing routines. The value must

be at least 1; there is no useful purpose served by the value being greater than

2*PNSTRU (however, some FORMAT statements only allow a 3-digit output

field width).

PNSTRU This type INTEGER variable sets the maximum number of thermal

structure prototypes allowed in any calculation (i.e. the maximum number of

occurrences of NAMELIST T in the thermal structure prototype block of the

card-image input file and the maximum value allowed for input variable N in

these namelists). This variable is used to dimension arrays in COMMON

BLOCK /I4ARY/ and /R4ARY/ and as a loop index in some input processing

routines. The value must be at least 1; the storage algorithm requires that this

value not exceed 9999 (however, some FORMAT statements only allow a 3-digit

output field width).

The five common blocks which form the rest of module SHARED are discussed in Secs. 4.1

through 4.5.

4.1 COMMON BLOCK /I4VAR/

This common block contains simple integer variables. The declaration statement defining

the storage order is given by

COMMON /I4VAR / ISYMCH,IOUTO1,IOUT02,IOUT03,IMAX, JMAX, KMAX,
1 NSURF, NM, NM1, NL, NL1, IOUT04,IGEOM, IXMBUG,IYMBUG,
2 IZMBUG,IDLBUG,IMOBUG,IENBUG,IINBUG,IOUT05,IFENER,ITIBUG,IOUT06,
3 ITURK, IOUT08,NFCN, ISTATE,IDRAG, LMPRNT,NOFQT, IFROD, IFFLOT,
4 IFRES, NTMAX, ICONV, NTIME, NPR, LASTDT,ITERMX,ITER, IZREB,
5 LASTIT,IWIRE, IPART, IOUT09,NPL, NPINS, NSTREL,NREBP ,ITKBUG,
6 IFMAX, IWASEN,IBOIL, ISTOP1,ITURKE,IWASMO,ISTRUC, NRAD, ITDBUG,
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A IFHTX, IFRAD, ICALL, IFACTR,IUPDAT,ITLAST,ITKMX, ITMAXK,NTJUMP,
7 NSTRUC,NPARTS,NREGTS,NSURTS,NTTS, ISETEN,NEWTS, NMATER,IREBIT,
8 NFORCE,NCORR, IDTIME,IDDDP, IXREB, IYREB, IFPROP,IFREB, NREBRT,
9 ISETMO,LCONV, NHEATC,ITMAXE,ITENER,IFITEN,ICONVE,LHEAD, IGETCN,
A ITMASX,ITMAXP,ITMOMX,ITENMX,IBSBUG,IHTOUT,IFPUMP,
B ITAUTO,IFSHRT,IFLONG,ICHANG,I4VEND

This declaration statement is part of code module SHARED at ANL. The definitions of these

variable are as follows.

I4VEND Last variable in COMMON BLOCK /I4VAR/. Value is irrelevant.

Storage location is only referenced in connection with calculating the length of the

common block.

IBOIL Flag indicating whether code (routine BOIL) is to check for boiling

of fluid number 1. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: no; 1: yes

(requires IFPROP=0); 2: boiling was detected (set internally by routine BOIL).

IBSBUG Flag indicating whether the Boundary Surface Summary is to be

printed. Input in NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: 0: no; 1: yes; 2: yes and

terminate execution.

ICALL Counter used in determining whether to recompute the factorization

of the matrix for the pressure equation system within the conjugate-gradient

solution method. Initialized to 0 in routine INITAL. Incremented by 1 during

each call to routine CGLOOP (i.e. every outer iteration).

ICHANG Flag indicating whether time step size (DTIME) or maximum

number of outer iterations per time step (ITERMX) is being changed at this time

step. Set by routines AMAIN and TIMSTP and tested by routine AMAIN. Key

values: 0: no; 1: yes.
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ICONV Flag indicating convergence of the pressure (combined momentum

and mass) equation system. Set by routines MALOOP and REBAL. Obsolete;

only used in explicit-mode calculation.

ICONVE Flag indicating convergence of the fluid energy equation system.

Set by routine ENERGY. Key values: 0: no; 1: yes. Obsolete; only used in

explicit-mode calculations.

IDDDP Flag to select role of variable DDDP. Input in NAMELIST

DATA. Obsolete: only used in explicit-mode calculations.

IDLBUG Flag to activate debug printing during construction of pressure

equation in routine PEQN. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off;

>0: on.

IDRAG Flag to select drag force model for IGEOM >0. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: none; 1: nominal; 2: porosity adjusted.

IDTIME Flag to select time step size control method. Input in NAMELIST

DATA. Key values: 0: manual; 1: Courant-based automatic; 2: change-based

automatic.

IENBUG Flag to activate debug printing associated with fluid and structure

energy equations in routines QSRAD, TSTRUC, ENERGI, and ENRBAL. Input

in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0: on.

IFACTR Flag indicating whether new matrix factorization is to be computed

in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Set by routine

CGLOOP based on criteria ((a) first step in calculation, (b) first step in computer

run, or (c) it has been more than NUPDAT (=3) outer iterations since the last

factorization and the last outer iteration required more than NTLAST (=5) inner
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iterations to converge the pressure equation system); used by routine CNGRIC.

Key values: 0: no; 1: yes.

IFENER Flag to activate energy calculation. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

When ISETEN 1, routine AMAIN sets IFENER=0 on the step for which the

energy calculation is not being performed; the original input value is saved in

variable IWASEN for use by routine AMAIN in restoring IFENER after the step

is completed. Key values: 0: off; 1: on; 2: on with porosity-adjusted conduction.

(The enthalpy, temperature, and density remain constant during a time step when

IFENER=0.)

IFFLOT Flag indicating whether there are any transient velocity boundary

conditions. Set by routine INITAL. Key values: 0: none; 1: some.

IFHTX Flag indicating the number of fluids in the case. Input in

NAMELIST GEOM. Must not exceed the value of PARAMETER PIFHTX.

IFITEN Flag to select calculational mode for energy equation. Input in

NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: 0,1,2: obsolete explicit modes; 3: implicit

mode.

IFLONG Flag indicating that the time step size was too big for this step

when IDTIME=2. Set to 0 initially for each step by routine TIMSTP; set to 1

by routine TIMSTP if time step size was too big (i.e. per step changes exceeded

CHGMAX) to signal the need to cut the time step size by DTFACT and repeat

the time step.

IFMAX Not currently used. (Input in NAMELIST INPUTQ; default of 25

set in routine QGENER.)

IFPROP Flag indicating whether fluid number 1 uses detailed or simplified
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properties. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: detailed; 1: simplified.

IFPUMP Flag indicating type of pump model in use (for all pumps in the

case). Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: none; 1: specified speed; 2:

specified pressure; 3: homologous; 4: homologous with reverse flow precluded.

IFRAD Flag indicating whether the radiation heat transfer model is being

being used. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: no; >0: yes.

IFREB Flag indicating whether the user-specified rebalancing model is

being used. Input in NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: 0: no; >0: yes and value

is the amount of storage requested for this option.

IFRES Flag indicating use of restart file. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Key values: 0: no; 1: write at end; 2: read at beginning; 3: read at beginning and

write at end; 4: read velocity and temperature guess at beginning and write

normal restart file at end.

IFROD Flag indicating whether fuel rod model is used (and whether to

read NAMELIST INPUTOJ. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: no;

1: yes; 2: yes and perform one-dimensional initialization of fluid.

IFSHRT Flag indicating whether time step size was too small when

IDTIME=2. Initially set to 0; incremented by 1 in routine TIMSTP if time step

size was smaller than allowed by CHGMIN and CHGMAX limits; after the value

gets up to NSTEPS, then time step size is multiplied by DTFACT and IFSHRT

is reset to 0; any automatic time step size decrease will also result in resetting

IFSHRT to 0.

IGEOM Flag indicating the fluid geometry coordinate system. Input in

NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: -1: cylindrical (r,O,z); 0: Cartesian (x,y,z);
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IGETCN

IHTOUT

IINBUG

IMAX

IMOBUG

Not currently used.

Not currently used.

Not currently used.

Not currently used.

Not currently used.

Not currently used.

4-7

>0: hexagonal fuel assembly (value is number of fuel pins) in Cartesian system.

Flag indicating whether new values of DCONV (pressure equation

system convergence criterion) and Courant-based time step size are to be

computed during this time step by routine GDCONV. Set by routine WATSTP

based on variable NTIME and array NTHCON. Key values: 0: no; 1: yes.

Not currently used.

Flag activating debug printing from routine INITZ1. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0: on.

Maximum number of fluid cells in direction of first spatial position

coordinate index (I, which corresponds to x or r). Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Must be in range 1:IMAX <99.

Flag activating debug printing associated with the momentum

equation in routines AMAIN, TIMSTP, CGLOOP, and CNGRIC. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0: on.

IOUTO1

IOUTO2

IOUTO3

IOUTO4

IOUT05

IOUT06



Not currently used.

IOUTO9 Not currently used.

IPART Flag indicating type of partitioning for hexagonal fuel assembly

(IGEOM >0). Input in NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: 0: quarter pin; 1: full

pin.

IREBIT Mass rebalancing frequency: Mass rebalancing is performed before

every IREBIT'h inner iteration in the pressure equation solution if ISYMCH <5

and IFREB>0, IXREB>0, IYREB>0, or IZREB>0; must have IREBIT>0.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

ISETEN Flag to allow performing or skipping the energy equation solution

at time step numbers which are an integral multiple of ISETEN. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. Key values: <0: skip; >0: perform.

ISETMO Flag to allow performing or skipping the momentum equation

solution at time step numbers which are an integral multiple of ISETMO. Input

in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: <0: skip; >0: perform.

ISTATE Flag indicating type of run. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key

values: 0: begin steady state; 1: continue steady state; 2: begin transient; 3:

continue transient.

ISTOPl Flag indicating that run is to terminate after this time step due to

the volume porosity in an expansion cell being too low. (Allows orderly

termination with final print and restart file.) Set by routine BCFLOF; tested by

routine AMAIN. Key values: 0: continue; 1: terminate.

ISTRUC Flag indicating use of thermal structure model and presence of
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ISYMCH

ITAUTO

ITDBUG

ITENER
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card-image input. Input in NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: 0: no; 1: yes but

no input; 2: yes and read input. An input value of 2 is reset to 1 after the input

has been read.

Flag indicating solution method for pressure (combined mass and

momentum) equation system. Input in NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: 0,1,2:

obsolete explicit modes; 3: implicit successive overrelaxation; 4: implicit Jacobi;

5: implicit conjugate gradient. If ISETMO7 1, then ISYMCH is temporarily set

to -1 by routine AMAIN during steps in which the pressure equation solution is

skipped; the value is restored by AMAIN for the next step from variable

IWASMO. Other logic in the program requires this to be the first variable in

COMMON BLOCK /I4VAR/.

Flag indicating whether change-based automatic time step control

is activated. Initially set to 0 by routine INITAL; reset by routine TIMSTP if

IDTIME=2 and solution has satisfied CHGMIN limits once in a steady-state

calculation. (Used to preclude drastic time step size reductions at the beginning

of a steady-state calculation.) Key values: 0: off; 1: on.

Flag activating debug printing associated with turbulent kinetic

energy dissipation rate in routines TDLOOP and TDNER. Input in NAMELIST

DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0: on.

Iteration counter for explicit-mode fluid energy calculation.

(Obsolete.)

Maximum number of times per outer iteration to execute loop

containing calls to routines ESORCE, ENERGI, and SOLVEN/SOLVEV in

routine ENLOOP. Default value of 1 set in routine INITAL. (Although this

variable appears in NAMELIST DATA, the default value of 1 must not be

overridden by the user.)

ITENMX



ITER Outer iteration counter for a time step. Initialized to 0 at the

beginning of a new time step in routine AMAIN (or in routine TIMSTP if

repeating a time step); incremented by 1 at the beginning of each outer iteration

in routine TIMSTP.

ITERMX Current maximum number of outer iterations allowed per time step.

Set in routine AMAIN to (1) IT(1) initially and (2) IT(2) when the time step

number first exceeds LASTIT.

ITIBUG Flag to activate debug printing associated with general iteration

progression by routines AMAIN, TIMSTP, ENLOOP, SOLVEN, MOLOOP,

SOLVIT, and INITAL. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0:

on.

ITKBUG Flag activating debug printing associated with turbulent kinetic

energy equation in routines TKLOOP, TKENER, TKSORC, VELOG, and

VISFIX. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0: on.

ITKMX Maximum number of times per outer iteration to execute (1) loop

containing calls to routines TKSORC, TKENER, and SOLVEN/SOLVEV in

routine TKLOOP and (2) loop containing calls to routines TDNER and

SOLVEN/SOLVEV in routine TDLOOP. Default value of 1 set in routine

INITAL. (Although this variable appears in NAMELIST DATA, the default

value of 1 must not be overridden by the user.)

ITLAST Number of inner iterations required to converge the pressure

equation system on the previous call to routine CGLOOP. Set by CGLOOP.

Part of test used in setting IFACTR =1 in CGLOOP (every NUPDAT-th (= 3)

outer iteration if ITLAST NTLAST(=5)).

ITMASX Maximum number of times per call to routines XMOMI, YMOMI,
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ITMAXE

ITMAXK

ITMAXP

ITMOMX

ITURK

4-11

and ZMOMI to execute loop containing calls to routines PEQN,

SOLVIT/CGLOOP, and MOMENI in routine MOLOOP. Default value of 1 set

in routine INITAL. (Although this variable appears in NAMELIST DATA, the

default value of 1 must not be overridden by the user.)

Maximum number of inner iterations allowed per outer iteration in

solving the fluid energy equation system. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Passed

to routine SOLVEN/SOLVEV from ENLOOP.

Maximum number of inner iterations allowed per outer iteration in

solving the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate

equation systems. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Passed to routine

SOLVEN/SOLVEV from routines TKLOOP and TDLOOP.

Maximum number of inner iterations allowed per outer iteration in

solving the pressure equation system. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Passed to

routine SOLVIT or CGLOOP from routine MOLOOP.

Maximum number of times per outer iteration to execute loop

containing calls to routines XMOMI, YMOMI, ZMOMI, and the nested loop

shown under variable ITMASX (in which routines PEQN, SOLVIT/CGLOOP,

and MOMENI are called) in routine MOLOOP. Default value of 1 set in routine

INITAL. (Although this variable appears in NAMELIST DATA, the default

value of 1 must not be overridden by the user.)

Flag indicating which turbulence quantities are to be initialized at

the beginning of this run. Set in routine INITAL as follows:

ITURKE = 100*(ITURKE value from restart file or 0 if ISTATE=0)

+ (ITURKE value for this run)

Allows turbulence model to be turned on and properly initialized if the value of

ITURKE is changed during a continuation run.



ITURKE

IUPDAT

IWASEN

IWASMO

IWIRE

IXMBUG

IXREB

IYMBUG
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Flag indicating type of fluid turbulence model. Input in

NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: 0: user specified constant in space; 1: user

specified variable in space; 10: mixing length; 11: k; 12: k-e.

Outer iteration number (counts from beginning of calculation) at

which the matrix factorization was last computed in the conjugate-gradient

solution of the pressure equation system. Set by routine CGLOOP.

Holds original value of IFITEN during step when energy

calculation is being skipped. Set by routine INITAL and used by routine AMAIN

to restore the value of IFITEN after the skipped step.

Holds original input value of ISYMCH during step when pressure

(combined mass and momentum) calculation is being skipped. Set by routine

INITAL and is used by routine AMAIN to restore the value of ISYMCH after the

skipped step.

Flag indicating wire-wrap model type when hexagonal fuel

assembly is being used. Input in NAMELIST GEOM. Key values: 0: none; 1:

smeared; 2: discrete (cell integrated).

Flag activating debug printing associated with momentum equation

construction for first spatial coordinate direction (x or r) by routine XMOMI.

Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0: on.

Flag activating plane-by-plane mass rebalancing in direction of first

spatial coordinate (x or r). Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off; 1:

on.

Flag activating debug printing associated with momentum equation

construction for second spatial coordinate direction (y or 0) by routine YMOMI.



Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0: on.

IYREB Flag activating plane-by-plane mass rebalancing in direction of

second spatial coordinate (y or 9). Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0:

off; 1: on.

IZMBUG Flag activating debug printing associated with (1) momentum

equation construction for third spatial coordinate direction (z) by routine ZMOMI,

(2) transient velocity boundary conditions in routine BCFLOT, and (3) expansion

cell velocity boundary conditions in routine BCFLOF. Input in NAMELIST

DATA. Key values: 0: off; >0: on.

IZREB Flag activating plane-by-plane mass rebalancing in direction of

third spatial coordinate direction (z). Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values:

0: off; 1: on.

JMAX Maximum number of fluid cells in direction of second spatial

coordinate index (J, which corresponds to y or 0). Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Must be in range 1 JMAX <_99.

KMAX Maximum number of fluid cells in direction of third spatial position

coordinate index (K, which corresponds to z). Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Must be in range 1 < KMAX _99.

LASTDT Time step number after which to switch from time step size of

DT(1) to DT(2) when (1) IDTIME=0 or (2) IDTIME=2 but ITAUTO=0. Input

in NAMELIST DATA.

LASTIT Time step number after which to switch from IT(1) to IT(2)

maximum number of outer iterations per time step. Input in NAMELIST DATA.
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LCONV

LHEAD

LMPRNT

NCORR

NEWTS

NFCN

NFORCE

4-14

Flag indicating whether routine GDCONV (which computes new

values for variables DCONV, VELMAX, and COURDT) was called during this

time step. Set to 1 by routine GDCONV; reset to 0 by routine TIMSTP at the

end of the time step.

Flag indicating whether page header (page eject and column

headings for end-of-time-step print line) are to be written to the printable output

file before beginning the current time step. Key values: 0: no; 1: yes. Set to 1

(1) initially in routine INITAL, (2) by a call to routine OUTPUT, and (3) every

50' time step by routine TIMSTP; reset to 0 after page header is written by

routine TIMSTP.

Flag activating debug printing of geometry arrays for fluid cells

(arrays UK, MIM, MIP, MJM, MJP, MKM, MKP, AL, ALX, ALY, and ALZ)

and boundary surfaces (arrays MB, ISURF, and AREA) by routine GEOM3D.

Input in NAMELIST GEOM; incremented by 1 if routine FILLM detects fatal

geometry input errors. Key values: 0: off; 1: cell arrays; 2: cell and boundary

surface arrays; >0: execution terminates after the requested information is

printed.

Number of friction factor correlation sets input by user. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. Must be in range 1<_NCORR 20.

Flag indicating whether thermal structure definition input is present

in the card-image input file. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: 0: no;

1: yes (and must also have ISTRUC=2).

Number of transient functions defined by input in arrays TVAL,

FVAL, and NEND in NAMELIST DATA. Set in routine INITAL to the number

of consecutive nonzero entries in array NEND.

Number of force structure prototypes. Input in NAMELIST

GEOM. Must be in range 0!5NFORCE 99.



NHEATC Number of basic heat transfer correlations for which user is

supplying coefficients. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Must be in range

1< NHEATC 20.

NL Number of irregular surface elements. Set by routine BOXES,

FULPIN, or QTRPIN.

NL1 Total number of surface elements (regular plus irregular). Value

input in NAMELIST GEOM is used to allocate storage. If user inputs an

overestimate, the value is reset by routine BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN to the

actual number of surface elements before beginning the calculation (but after

storage allocation). There will be problems if this (1) exceeds 9998 or (2) is

input at ISTATE> 0.

NM Number of irregular. fluid cells. Set by routine BOXES, FULPIN,

or QTRPIN.

NM1 Total number of fluid cells (regular plus irregular). The value

input in NAMELIST GEOM is used to allocate storage. If the users inputs an

overestimate, the value is reset by routine BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN to the

actual number of cells before beginning the calculation (but after allocating

storage). There will be a problem if the user inputs this value at ISTATE>0.

NMATER Number of structure materials. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Must be in the range 1:5 NMATER 20.

NOFQT Indicates which transient function number is used in connection

with direct heat source in coolant. Input in NAMELIST DATA or INPUTQ; if

input in both places, the value in NAMELIST INPUTQ will be used. A value

of 0 indicates that heat source is constant; a value in the range 1 : NOFQT 25

indicates a transient function number.
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NPARTS Total number of partitions in all thermal structure prototypes. Set

by routine TSCAN and is used to allocate storage.

NPINS Number of fuel pins when IGEOM >0. Set by routine FULPIN

or QTRPIN to the value input for variable IGEOM in NAMELIST GEOM.

NPL Pointer indicating which element of array NTPLOT is currently

being used to decide whether routine PLTAPE (which writes a set of records to

the plot file) is to be called at the end of this time step. Initialized to 1 at the

beginning of routine AMAIN; reset as needed by routine WATSTP as called from

routine AMAIN.

NPR Pointer indicating which element of array NTPRNT is currently

being used to decide whether routine OUTPUT (which writes a set of records to

the printable output file) is to be called at the end of this time step. Initialized

to 1 at the beginning of routine AMAIN; reset as needed by routine WATSTP as

called from routine AMAIN.

NRAD Total number of radiating surfaces. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

NREBP Number of rebalancing passes. Although this variable appears in

NAMELIST DATA, the default value of 1 must not be overridden. (Reserved

for a future option.)

NREBRT Number of user-specified rebalancing regions. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. Must be in range 1:sNREBRT 99 when IFREB>0.

NREGTS Total number of material regions in all thermal structure

prototypes. Set by routine TSCAN.
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Total number of thermal structure elements. Set by routine

TSCAN.

NSTRUC Number of thermal structure prototypes. Set by routine TSCAN.

NSURF Number of boundary surfaces. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Must be in range 1 :5NSURF < 99.

NSURTS Number of thermal structure surface elements. Set by routine

TSCAN.

NTIME Current time step number. Set to 0 at the beginning of runs having

ISTATE=0 or 2 by routine INITAL or AMAIN; incremented by 1 before each

time step by routine AMAIN.

NTJUMP Turbulence equation system(s) is solved every NTJUMP*I time

step. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Must have NTJUMP>0.

NTMAX Time step number after which this run is to terminate. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

NTTS Number of thermal structure partitions. Set by routine TSCAN.

4.2 COMMON BLOCK /R4VAR/

This common block contains simple real number variables. (In some earlier versions of

COMMIX, these variables were declared to be REAL*4 on short-word machine, thus the "4"

in the block name; the current practice in COMMIX-1AR/P is for all real number variables to

be DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines.) The declaration statement defining the

storage order is given by
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COMMON /R4VAR / EG ,XMAXX ,YMAXX ,ZMAXX ,TSTART,TIMAX ,GRAVX,
1 GRAVY ,GRAVZ ,AO ,BO ,OMEGA ,DDDP ,OMEGAT,ALPHA ,OMEGAD,
2 PRNDLD,PRNDLK,PRNDLH,EPS6 ,CT1 ,CT2 ,TKIN ,TDIN ,
3 EPS1 ,EPS2 ,DCONV ,DLMAX ,TURBV ,TURBC ,DLSUM ,TREST ,QFLUX ,
4 CLADOD,PITCHX,PITCHY,FCX1 ,FCX2 ,FCX3 ,FCX4 ,FCX5 ,FCY 1
5 FCY2 ,FCY3 ,FCY4 ,FCY5 ,EPS3 ,DHOH ,ECMAX ,DTIME ,TIME
6 DUMAX ,DVMAX ,DWMAX ,VELMAX,WODIN ,WODOUT,CLOD ,SQRT3 ,PITCH,
7 WALLCL,CHARRE,CHART ,ZATO ,WIREP ,CWIREX,CWIREY,CWIREZ,
8 ROUTO1,OMEGAR,ROUT02,CDTURB,TURBCO,CDRAGX,CDRAGY,CDRAGZ,
9 CWIREI,CWIREO,HYDALL,HYDIN,HYDOUT,DLCUT,DCONV 1,RELAXK,OMEGAK,
A AKAPPA,QSCOOL,CDQTR ,PI ,EE ,COURDT,DTFUEL,DTWALL,RDTIME,
F DDPOT ,QRADTW,EMIW ,AREAW ,FINM ,OMR ,
G DTENER,DDDHMX,OMEGAE,EPS5 ,OMEGAV,DUMAXT,RELAXE,DVMAXT,
H DWMAXT,DHOHT ,CHGMIN,CHGMAX,DTFACT,R4VEND

This declaration statement is part of code module SHARED at ANL. The definitions of these

variables are as follows.

AKAPPA x: von Karman constant in turbulence model. Set by routine

INITAL to be 0.23/CDTURB**0.25.

ALPHA Future allowance for less than fully implicit advancement of

variables. Appears in NAMELIST DATA but user should not override the

default value of 1.0.

AO Constant in central/donor spatial differencing for explicit-mode

calculations. Input in NAMELIST DATA. (Obsolete.)

AREAW Not currently used.

BO Constant in central/donor spatial differencing for explicit-mode

calculations. Input in NAMELIST DATA. (Obsolete.)

CDQTR C, 025 : Constant in turbulence modeling. Set by routine INITAL

to be CDTURB**0.25.
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CDRAGX

CDRAGY

CDRAGZ

CDTURB

CHARRE

CHART

CHGMAX

CHGMIN

CLADOD

Cf,: Hexagonal assembly fuel-pin drag-force multiplier for x

direction for IDRAG >0. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Cf,,: Hexagonal assembly fuel-pin drag-force multiplier for y

direction for IDRAG >0. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Cf,: Hexagonal assembly fuel-pin drag-force multiplier for z

direction for IDRAG >0. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

C,: Constant in calculation of turbulent viscosity. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

Reh: Characteristic Reynolds number used to calculate turbulent

thermal conductivity when ITURKE < 10. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

TCh: Characteristic temperature used to calculate turbulent thermal

conductivity when ITURKE <10. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

t,,: Upper limit on step-to-step changes in kinetic energy,

temperature, and total viscosity when IDTIME=2; if changes exceed CHGMAX,

the time step size will be reduced by DTFACT and the current time step will be

repeated. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

sg Lower limit on step-to-step changes in kinetic energy,

temperature, and total viscosity when IDTIME=2; if changes remain below

CHGMIN for NSTEPS consecutive steps, the time step size will be increased by

DTFACT. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Fuel pin outer diameter [m] in hexagonal fuel assembly model.

Input in NAMELIST GEOM or INPUTQ.
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CLOD

COURDT

CTl

CT2

CWIREI

CWIREO

CWIREX

CWIREY

CWIREZ

DCONV

4-20

Fuel pin outer diameter [m] in hexagonal fuel assembly model. Set

to value of variable CLADOD by routine FULPIN, QTRPIN, or WIRE.

Courant-based time step size limit. Set in routine GDCONV to

density/UVWMAX (cf. variable DCONV in this common block). When

IDTIME=1, the time step size will be set to RDTIME*COURDT in routine

GDCONV.

C,: Constant in source term of equation for turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation rate. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

C2: Constant in source term of equation for turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation rate. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

C,: Multiplier on wire force for cells in interior of hexagonal fuel

assembly model. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Cl,,: Multiplier on wire force for cells adjacent to wall of

hexagonal fuel assembly model. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

C.: Multiplier on x-direction wire force in hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Cy: Multiplier on y-direction wire force in hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

CZ: Multiplier on z-direction wire force in hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

(S/V)pre Convergence basis for pressure equation system; mass

residual must be reduced below DCONV for convergence to be achieved. Set by



routine GDCONV to be EPSl*(UVWMAX+EPS2), where UVWMAX is the

current maximum mass flow rate per cell volume for the case.

DCONV1 Value of DLCUT*DCONV as used to eliminate cells from the

mass-momentum iteration for explicit-mode calculations. Set by routine

MALOOP. (Obsolete.)

DDDHMX Selects basis for DDDH in energy equation convergence in explicit-

mode calculations. Input in NAMELIST DATA. (Obsolete.)

DDDP Set by routine GDCONV to DDPOT*DTIME. Used by routine

DLCALC when solving the pressure equation system instead of

DDDPOT(M)*DTIME for cell number M if IDDDP 0. (Obsolete: only used

for explicit-mode calculations.)

DDPOT Set by routine GDDDP to be the maximum element in array

DDDPOT(M), where 1 < M NM 1. (Obsolete: only used for explicit-mode

calculations.)

DHOH Maximum step-to-step fractional change in enthalpy over all fluid

cells. Set by routine ENLOOP; used in convergence checks.

DHOHT Maximum outer-to-outer fractional change in enthalpy over all fluid

cells. Set by routine ENLOOP; used in convergence checks.

DLCUT Multiplier of 0.5*DCONV used to eliminate cells from mass-

momentum iterations for explicit-mode calculations. Input in NAMELIST

DATA. (Obsolete.)

DLMAX Maximum mass residual (i.e. max(DL(M)), for 1 < M NM1).

Calculated by routine SOLVIT or CNGRIC; reset to DLMAX/DCONV in routine
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TIMSTP after returning from routine MOLOOP.

DLSUM Sum of the elements in the mass residual array (DL(M)) for all

fluid cells (M=1,2,...,NM1). Computed and printed by routine OUTPUT; no

other references.

DTENER Time step size for explicit-mode energy calculation. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. (Obsolete.)

DTFACT $2: Factor by which current time step size is increased (by routine

AMAIN) and decreased (by routine TIMSTP) when IDTIME=2. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. Must have DTFACT> 1.0.

DTFUEL Time step size [s] for thermal structure energy calculation.

Although this variable appears in NAMELIST INPUTQ, the user should not input

a value. This time step size is set to 1.E40 for ISTATE < 1 and to DTIME for

ISTATE>2 by routines AMAIN and TIMSTP.

DTIME Current time step size [s]. Set by routines AMAIN and TIMSTP.

DTWALL Time step size [s] for duct wall energy equation boundary

conditions (KTEMP=500+nf). Although this variable appears in NAMELIST

DATA, the user should not input a value. This time step size is set to 1.E40 for

ISTATE 1 and to DTIME for ISTATE>2 by routines AMAIN and TIMSTP.

DUMAX Maximum time-step-to-time-step change in the I-direction velocity

component (array UL(M)) over all fluid cells M (= 1,2,...,NM1) divided by the

maximum fluid speed (variable VELMAX, which is defined elsewhere in this

section). Computed in routine MOLOOP.

DUMAXT Maximum outer-iteration-to-outer-iteration change in the I-direction
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DVMAX

DVMAXT

DWMAX

DWMAXT

ECMAX

EE

velocity component (array UL(M)) over all fluid cells M (=1,2,...,NM1).

Computed in routine MOMENT; reset to DUMAXT/(VELMAX*OMEGA) in

routine MOLOOP after returning from routine MOMENI. (OMEGA and

VELMAX are defined elsewhere in this section.)

Maximum time-step-to-time-step change in the J-direction velocity

component (array VL(M)) over all fluid cells M (=1,2,... ,NM1) divided by the

maximum fluid speed (variable VELMAX, which is defined elsewhere in this

section). Computed in routine MOLOOP.

Maximum outer-iteration-to-outer-iteration change in the J-direction

velocity component (array VL(M)) over all fluid cells M (=1,2,...,NM1).

Computed in routine MOMENT; reset to DVMAXT/(VELMAX*OMEGA) in

routine MOLOOP after returning from routine MOMENI. (OMEGA and

VELMAX are defined elsewhere in this section.)

Maximum time-step-to-time-step change in the K-direction velocity

component (array WL(M)) over all fluid cells M (=1,2,...,NM1) divided by the

maximum fluid speed (variable VELMAX, which is defined elsewhere in this

section). Computed in routine MOLOOP.

Maximum outer-iteration -to-outer-iteration change in the K-

direction velocity component (array WL(M)) over all fluid cells M

(=1,2,...,NM1). Computed in routine MOMENI; reset to

DWMAXT/(VELMAX*OMEGA) in routine MOLOOP after returning from

routine MOMENI. (OMEGA and VELMAX are defined elsewhere in this

section.)

Not currently used.

E: Constant in turbulence model. Set by routine INITAL to be
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EXP(20.0*CDQTR*AKAPPA)/(20.0*CDQTR).

EG Value is not currently used; however, other logic in the program

requires this to be the first variable in COMMON BLOCK /R4VAR/.

EMIW Not currently used.

EPS 1 c: Constant in pressure equation inner iteration convergence

criterion. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

EPS2 e2: Constant [kg/m3 - s] in pressure equation inner iteration

convergence criterion. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

EPS3 E3: Velocity and enthalpy outer iteration convergence criterion.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

EPS5 ae: Fluid enthalpy inner iteration convergence criterion. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

EPS6 ;k and e,: Turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation rate inner iteration convergence criterion. Input in NAMELIST

DATA.

FCX 1 Constant in x-direction friction for the hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Set by routine QGENER to 3.0*((PITCHY-CLADOD)/(PITCHY-

0.93*CLADOD))**2. Used by routine XMOMI.

FCX2 Constant in x-direction friction for the hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Set by routine QGENER to 0.6*PITCHY/CLADOD*(0.25+0.118/

((PITCHY/CLADOD-1.0)**1.08)). Used by routine XMOMI.
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Set by routine QGENER to 1.0-(CLADOD/PITCHY)**2. Not

currently used.

FCX4 Set by routine QGENER to PITCHY-CLADOD. Not currently

used.

FCX5 Constant in x-direction friction for hexagonal fuel assembly model.

Set by routine QGENER to FCX1/(1.0+2.16*CLADOD/(PITCHY-CLADOD)).

Used by routine XMOMI.

FCY 1 Constant in y-direction friction for the hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Set by routine QGENER to 3.0*((PITCHX-CLADOD)/(PITCHX-

0.93*CLADOD))**2. Used by routine YMOMI.

FCY2 Constant in y-direction friction for the hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Set by routine QGENER to 0.6*PITCHX/CLADOD*(0.25+0.118/

((PITCHX/CLADOD-1.0)**1.08)). Used by routine YMOMI.

FCY3 Set by routine QGENER to 1.0-(CLADOD/PITCHX)**2. Not

currently used.

FCY4 Set by routine QGENER to PITCHX-CLADOD. Not currently

used.

FCY5 Constant in y-direction friction for hexagonal fuel assembly model.

Set by routine QGENER to FCY1/(1.0+2.16*CLADOD/(PITCHX-CLADOD)).

Used by routine YMOMI.

FINM Not currently used.

GRAVX gX: Component of gravitational acceleration vector [m/s 2] in x
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direction. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

GRAVY

GRAVZ

HYDALL

HYDIN

HYDOUT

OMEGA

OMEGAD

OMEGAE

gy: Component of gravitational acceleration vector [m/s 2] in y

direction. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

gz: Component if gravitational acceleration vector [m/s2 ] in z

direction. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

DB: Overall hydraulic diameter [m] for hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Although this variable appears in NAMELISTs DATA and INPUTQ, it

should not be input; the value will be computed and printed in routine FULPIN

or QTRPIN but is not used subsequently.

Dh.: Hydraulic diameter [m] for (1) interior region of hexagonal

fuel assembly model and (2) turbulence model. Input in NAMELISTs DATA and

INPUTQ. Should not be input for IGEOM >0 when IPART=0; the input value

will be overridden by routine QTRPIN.

Db: Hydraulic diameter [m] adjacent to wall of hexagonal fuel

assembly model. Although in NAMELISTs DATA and INPUTQ, HYDOUT

should not be input when IPART=0; its value will be calculated by routine

QTRPIN.

w,: Relaxation factor for solution of the pressure equation system

when ISYMCH=3. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

0.: Relaxation factor for solution of the turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation rate equation system. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

0,h: Relaxation factor for solution of the fluid energy equation

system. Input in NAMELIST DATA.
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OMEGAK

OMEGAR

OMEGAT

OMEGAV

OMR

PI

PITCH

PITCHX

PITCHY

Ok: Relaxation factor for solution of the turbulent kinetic energy

equation system. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

(I,: Underrelaxation factor for advancement of fluid density across

a time step by routine TIMSTP when 0< OMEGAR 1. If OMEGAR <0, then

this signals that the fluid density remains at its initial value (in array RL, by cell)

in all terms except for the buoyancy term of the momentum equations (for which

the current density is obtained from array RLBOUS, as filled in routine

MOLOOP). Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Rl: Underrelaxation factor for advancement of turbulent viscosity

across a time step. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

(,: Relaxation factor for coefficients in the momentum equations.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

f,: Underrelaxation factor for advancement of radiation heat

transfer rate across a time step. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

r: Defined by routine BOXES, FULPIN, QTRPIN, or QGENER

to be 4.0*ATAN(1.0).

Center-to-center pin spacing in hexagonal fuel assembly model.

Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Px: x-direction component of center-to-center pin spacing in

hexagonal fuel assembly model. Default value is set by routine QGENER, but

this may be overridden by input in NAMELIST INPUTQ. Only used in routine

QGENER to set values of variables FCY1 through FCY5.

PY: y-direction component of center-to-center pin spacing in
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hexagonal fuel assembly model. Default value is set by routine QGENER, but

this may be overridden by input in NAMELIST INPUTQ. Only used in routine

QGENER to set the vales of variables FCX1 through FCX5.

v,: Turbulence Prandtl number used to compute an effective

viscosity for use in turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate equation system.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Qe: Turbulence Prandtl number used to compute turbulent thermal

conductivity for thermal energy transfer. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

at: Turbulence Prandtl number used to compute an effective

viscosity for use in turbulent kinetic energy equation system. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

Average constant heat flux [W/m 2] for pins in hexagonal fuel

assembly model. Input in NAMELIST INPUTQ.

Not currently used.

Average volumetric heat source [W/m3] in coolant. Input in

NAMELIST INPUTQ.

Last variable in COMMON BLOCK /R4VAR/. Value is

irrelevant. Storage location is only referenced in connection with calculating the

length of the common block.

#,: Factor which multiplies Courant-based maximum time step size

to get the actual time step size when IDTIME= 1. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

ws: Relaxation factor for solution of the fluid energy equation
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PKNDLH

PRNDLK

QFLUX

QRADTW

QSCOOL

R4VEND

RDTIME

RELAXE



system. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

RELAXK wk and w,: Relaxation factor for solution of the turbulent kinetic

anergy and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate equation systems. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

ROUT01 Not currently used.

ROUT02 Not currently used.

SQRT3 V3: Set by routine FULPIN or QTRPIN to be SQRT(3.0).

TDIN C,,;: Constant [m'] in equation which relates initial and inlet

turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate to turbulent kinetic energy. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

TIMAX Case time [s] after which this run will terminate. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

TIME Current case time [s]. Initialized to TSTART by routine INITAL

at the beginning of a run having ISTATE=O or 2. Incremented by DTIME in

routine AMAIN at the beginning of each time step.

TKIN Ck,,: Constant in equation which relates initial and inlet turbulent

kinetic energy to initial or inlet velocity. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

TREST Amount of central processor unit time [CPU s] to be reserved at

the end of a run to do any final edits and write a restart file. Compared with

value returned by routine TLEFTS after every (1) outer iteration in routine

TIMSTP and (2) time step in routine AMAIN. Input in NAMELIST DATA.
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TSTART

TURBC

TURBCO

TURBV

VELMAX

WALLCL

WIREP

WODIN

WODOUT

XMAXX

Initial case time in this run. Used to initialize TIME in routine

INITAL at ISTATE=0 and 2. Should be input as 0.0 in NAMELIST DATA at

ISTATE=0 and 2 and omitted from NAMELIST DATA at other times.

)40: Constant turbulent thermal conductivity [W/m2 .*C]. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

X,: Turbulent thermal conductivity [W/m2 .*C]. Initially set to

TURBC in routine INITAL; overridden by other values if ITURKE>0.

m: Constant turbulent viscosity [Pa- s]. Input in NAMELIST

DATA.

Maximum fluid speed [m/s]. Set by routine GDCONV.

Clearance [m] between fuel pin and duct wall in hexagonal fuel

assembly model. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

PM: Pitch [m] of wire wrap on pins in hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Sign of WIREP indicates direction of spiral when looking in the negative

z direction: >0 is counter clockwise and <0 is clockwise. Input in NAMELIST

GEOM.

d.g: Diameter [m] of wire wrap on pins in interior of hexagonal

fuel assembly model. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

d,,: Diameter [m] of wire wrap on pins adjacent to wall in

hexagonal fuel assembly model. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Set to X(IMAX)+0.5*DX(IMAX) by routine BOXES, FULPIN,

or QTRPIN and only used within these routines.
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YMAXX

ZATO

Set to Y(JMAX)+0.5*DY(JMAX) by routine FULPIN or QTRPIN

and only used within these routines.

z0: Axial position [m] at which wire wrap on pins is positioned

along the positive x axis relative to the pin center in the hexagonal fuel assembly

model. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

ZMAXX Set to Z(KMAX)+0.5*DZ(KMAX) by routine BOXES, FULPIN,

or QTRPIN and only used within these routines.

4.3 COMMON BLOCK /I4ARY/

This common block contains integer array variables. The declaration statement defining

the storage order is given by

COMMON /I4ARY / LCX (99),LCY (99),LCZ (99),
1 LCI (99),KFLOW (99),KTEMP (99),KPRES (99),MATWAL(99),
2 IHTWAL(99),LBS (99),LES (99),NTHPR (50),NTPRNT(51),
3 ISTPR (50),NTHCON(1 1),NLAST (25),NEND (25),KPROP (99),IT(2),
A KRADTS(1),INDTRO(PNSTRU),INDTRI(PNSTRU),NOHTX(PIFHTX),IBCFS(10),
4 NTPLOT(26),NREBM (99),NREBX (99),NREBY (99),NREBZ (99),
5 IMREB(99,4),NREBRS(5),MPIN (19),MWIRE(50, 19),I4AEND

This declaration statement is part of code module SHARED at ANL. The definitions of these

variables are as follows.

I4AEND

IBCFS (10)

Last variable in COMMON BLOCK /I4ARY/. Value is irrelevant.

Storage location is only referenced in connection with calculating the length of the

common block.

Fluid cell number which is adjacent to the i*b Boundary Surface

which is using the expansion-cell velocity boundary condition, where i is the

array index. Set by routine INITA2.
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IHTWAL(99) Element n of this array is the heat transfer correlation index

number to be used between boundary surface n and the adjacent fluid cell, where

1 S n S NSURF. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Values must be in range

0:s IHTWAL(n) S NHEATC for basic forms and 51 s IHTWAL(n) 99 for user-

coded forms. CAUTION: Array element IHTWAL(99) is also currently used to

hold the flag which indicates the type of numerical approximation employed for

heat flux between thermal structures and fluid; key values: 0: old; 1: better; 2:

best.

IMREB (99,4) Index offsets within cell-number array MREB (which is stored in

COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/) for use in the user-specified mass rebalancing

model. Filled in routine IREBAL such that MREB(IMREB(n,m)) has the

following meanings:

(n, 1): first fluid cell number in rebalancing region number n;

(n,2): first fluid cell number whose +I face is part of rebalancing surface

number n;

(n,3): first fluid cell number whose +J face is part of rebalancing surface

number n;

(n,4): first fluid cell number whose +K face is part of rebalancing

surface number n;

INDTRI(PNSTRU) Element n is the radiation surface number to which the inner

surface of the nth thermal structure belongs, where n NSTRUC. Array is filled

by routine INPSTR based on the values input for KRAD in NAMELISTs M.

Values are in the range 0!5 INDTRI(n) S NRAD.

INDTRO(PNSTRU) Element n is the radiation surface number to which the outer

surface of the n* thermal structure belongs, where n NSTRUC. Array is filled

by routine INPSTR based on the values input for KRAD in NAMELISTs M.

Values are in the range 0 5 INDTRO(n) NRAD.
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ISTPR (50)

IT (2)

KFLOW (99)

KPRES (99)

KPROP (99)

KRADTS(1)

KTEMP (99)

Indicates which planes of which variables or which thermal

structures are to be printed on the first call to routine OUTPUT in a run having

ISTATE=O or 2 (i.e at t=O). Meanings of values are same as for array NTHPR.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Maximum number of outer iterations allowed. Array elements are

as follows:

(1): Value used through time step number LASTIT.

(2): Value used after time step number LASTIT.

Element n is the type of velocity boundary condition for boundary

surface number n, where 1 n _NSURF. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key

values: -6: expansion cell; -5: continuative mass flow; -4: uniform velocity; -3:

free slip; -2: continuative velocity; -1: continuative mass flux; 1: constant;

100+nf: specified using transient function number nf; 200+nf: specified using

transient function number nf and temperature of radiation surface number nf.

Element n is the type of pressure boundary condition for boundary

surface number n, where 1 n _NSURF. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key

values: 0: not specified; 1: constant; 100+nf: specified using transient function

number nf. KPRES(n) >0 is only allowed on boundary surfaces having

KFLOW(n)=-6, -5, -2, or -1.

Element n is the fluid number adjacent to boundary surface number

n, where 1 5 n : NSURF. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Values must be in range

1 < KPROP(n) <IFHTX.

Not currently used.

Element n is the type of fluid energy boundary condition for

boundary surface number n, where 1 : n NSURF. Input in NAMELIST DATA.
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Key values: 1: constant temperature; 100+nf: temperature specified using

transient function number nf; 200: constant heat flux; 300+nf: heat flux specified

using transient function number nf; 400: adiabatic; 500+nf: duct wall with heat

source from transient function number nf; 600+m: recirculation temperature from

boundary surface m.

LBS (99)

LCI (99)

LCX (99)

LCY (99)

LCZ (99)

Not currently used.

Indexing array associating boundary surfaces with boundary surface

elements. IREGular boundary surface number N, for N= 1,2,... ,NSURF, is

composed of boundary surface element numbers LCI(N-1)+ 1 (or 1 for N=1)

through LCI(N). Set in routine BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN.

Indexing array associating boundary surfaces with boundary surface

elements. REGular boundary surface number N, for N=1,2,.. .,NSURF, having

its unit surface-normal vector pointing in the +1 direction is composed of

boundary surface element numbers LCZ(N-1)+ 1 (or LCI(NSURF)+ 1 for N= 1)

through LCX(N). Set in routine BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN. Other logic in

the program requires that this be the first item in COMMON BLOCK /I4ARY/.

Indexing array associating boundary surfaces with boundary surface

elements. REGular boundary surface number N, for N= 1,2,... ,NSURF, having

its unit surface-normal vector pointing in the +J direction is composed of

boundary surface element numbers LCX(N)+1 through LCY(N). Set in routine

BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN.

Indexing array associating boundary surfaces with boundary surface

elements. REGular boundary surface number N, for N =1,2,... ,NSURF, having

its unit surface-normal vector pointing in the +K direction is composed of

boundary surface element numbers LCY(N) +1 through LCZ(N). Set in routine

BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN.
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Not currently used.

MATWAL(99) Element n is the structure material number of wall for boundary

surface number n, where 1 : n : NSURF. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Values

are in the range 0S MATWAL(n) _NMATER. If KTEMP(n)=500+nf then

must have MATWAL(n) >0.

MPIN (19) Element n is the fluid cell number in the K=1 plane which is

adjacent to the lower-left quarter of fuel pin number n in the hexagonal fuel

assembly model when IPART=0. Filled in routine QTRPIN at the beginning of

a run having ISTATE=O; used in routine INTWIR. (BUG: This array should be

dimensioned dynamically based on IGEOM, rather than having a fixed

dimension.)

MWIRE (50,19) Element (k,n) is the fluid cell number in K-plane number k in

which the centroid of the wire wrap for fuel pin number n is located in the

hexagonal fuel assembly model when IWIRE=2. Set and printed in routine

INTWIR; not used otherwise. (BUG: This array should be dimensioned

dynamically based on IGEOM and KMAX, rather than having fixed dimensions.)

NEND (25) Pointer array associated with transient functions. As input in

NAMELIST DATA, element n is the number of pairs of data in arrays TVAL

and FVAL used to define transient function number n. During input processing,

routine INITAL alters these values such that element n becomes the total number

of data pairs used to define transient functions number 1 through number n. A

0 in element n indicates that there are only n-1 transient functions.

NLAST (25) Element n indicates the coefficient set number which was used the

last time that transient function number n was evaluated. Updated by routine

GETF on each call. Value used to be used to start the search process to

determine which coefficient set should be used on this call; no longer used to start

the search process.
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NOHTX (PIFHTX) Element n is the number of cells containing fluid number n, where

1 s n S IFHTX. Set by routine INITA3 based on input in the Fluid Cell Location

input block.

NREBM (99) Element n is the number of fluid cells in user-defined mass

rebalancing region number n, where n : NREBRT. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

NREBRS(5) Future allowance for multipass mass rebalancing. Although this

is in NAMELIST DATA, the user should not input any values.

NREBX (99) Element n is the number of x (or r)-direction cell faces forming

rebalancing surface n, where n:5 NREBRT. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

NREBY (99) Element n is the number of y (or 0)-direction cell faces forming

rebalancing surface n, where n :5NREBRT. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

NREBZ (99) Element n is the number of z-direction cell faces forming

rebalancing surface n, where n <_NREBRT. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

NTHCON(11) List of time step numbers at which routine GDCONV is to be

called to calculate (1) the time step size under IDTIME=1 and (2) the

convergence criteria variables DCONV and VELMAX. Input in NAMELIST

DATA. Key values: <0: time step frequency; =0: end of array; >0: time step

number.

NTHPR (50) Indicates which geometrical groupings of which variables are to be

printed by routine OUTPUT on all calls to routine OUTPUT except the first call

in an ISTATE=0 or 2 run (which is governed by the list in array ISTPR). Input

in NAMELIST DATA. Values are signed 5-digit integers having one of three

forms: (1) 8NNNN: print thermal structure number NNNN; (2) 9VVLL:

print variable code number VV (01=VELBN, 02=QBN, 03=MB, 04=HLB,
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05=TLB, 06=AREA, 07=RLB, 08=PB, 09=UK, 10=surface heat transfer

coefficient, 11 =TURKB, and 12 =TKEDB) for boundary surface number LL; (3)

VVPLL: print variable code number VV (01=UL, 02=VL, 03=WL, 04=HL,

05=TL, 06=AL, 07=RL, 08=P+PSTATO, 09=DL, 10=ALX, 11=ALY,

12=ALZ, 13=DRDT, 14=TURK, 15=QSOUR, 16=PSTATO, 17=P,

18=DDDPOT, 19=DDDH, 20=TURCON, 21=TURVIS, and 22=TKED) for

all cells or cell faces in plane number LL (s IMAX, JMAX, or KMAX) of plane

type P (1=I, 2=J, and 3=K). A positive value prints only the specified cell

plane, boundary surface, or thermal structure; a negative value prints (inclusively)

all cell planes, boundary surfaces, or thermal structures between the one specified

by this value and the one specified by the next value in the array. A value of 0

indicates the end of this array.

NTPLOT(26) List of time step numbers at which routine PLTAPE is called to

write information to the binary-format plot file. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Key values: <0: time step frequency; =0: end of array; >0 time step number.

NTPRNT(51) List of time step numbers at which routine OUTPUT is called to

print the variables indicated in arrays ISTPR and NTHPR. Input in NAMELIST

DATA. Key values: <0: time step frequency; =0: end of array; >0: time step

number.

4.4 COMMON BLOCK /R4ARY/

This common block contains real number array variables. (In some earlier versions of

COMMIX, these array variables were declared to be REAL*4 on short word machines, thus the

"4" in the block name; the current practice in COMMIX-1AR/P is for all real number variables

to be declared DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines.) The declaration statement

defining the storage order is given by
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COMMON /R4ARY / GRAVR (99),GRAVTH(99),TEMP (99),
1 VELOC (99),XNORML(99),YNORML(99),ZNORML(99),PRES (99),
2 HYDWAL(99),WALLDX(99),WALLQS(99),TSINK (99),HSINK (99),
3 TPRNT (51),TVAL (100),FVAL (100),YCOEF(100),CCOEF(100,3),
4 TEMPO(PIFHTX), PRESO(PIFHTX), DENSEO(PIFHTX),
5 XPRESO(PIFHTX), YPRESO(PIFHTX), ZPRESO(PIFHTX),
6 FC0K(PIFHTX), FC1K(PIFHTX), FCOMU(PIFHTX), FC1MU(PIFHTX),
7 FC0H(PIFHTX), FC1H(PIFHTX), FCORO(PIFHTX), FC1RO(PIFHTX),
8 FCOT(PIFHTX), FC1T(PIFHTX), GASMW(PIFHTX), FC0HR(PIFHTX),
A AREATR(PNRAD),TROD(PNRAD),QFLUID(2*PNSTRU),QSOLID(PNSTRU),
B QROLD(PNRAD),FVIEW(PNRAD,PNRAD),BCFSIN(10,4),PINPOW(1),
4 EMITS(PNRAD),AREATO(PNSTRU),AREATI(PNSTRU),QRNET(PNRAD),C0K(20),
5 CiK (20),C2K (20),C0CP (20),C1CP (20),C2CP (20),
6 CORO (20),C1RO (20),C2RO (20),QK (99),QU (10,10),
7 ALXN (10,10),ALYN (10,10),ALZN (10,10),WETLEN(10,10),R4AEND

This declaration statement is part of code module SHARED at ANL. The definitions of these

variables are as follows.

ALXN (10,10) Not currently used. (Originally used within the hexagonal fuel

assembly model. Although present in NAMELIST GEOM, values should not be

input.)

ALYN (10,10) Not currently used. (Originally used within the hexagonal fuel

assembly model. Although present in NAMELIST GEOM, values should not be

input.)

ALZN (10,10) Not currently used. (Originally used within the hexagonal fuel

assembly model. Although present in NAMELIST GEOM, values should not be

input.)

AREATI(PNSTRU) Element n is the total area [m2 ] of all inner surface elements of

thermal structure number n. Set by routine INPSTR.

AREATO(PNSTRU) Element n is the total area [m2 ] of all outer surface elements of

thermal structure number n. Set by routine INPSTR.
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AREATR(PNRAD) Element n is the total area [m2 ] of radiation surface number n,

where 1 sn : NRAD. Set by routine INPSTR.

BCFSIN(10,4) Element (n,i) stores information of type i for the n-th boundary

surface which is utilizing a KFLOW=-6 velocity boundary condition, where the

meaning of index i is as follows:

1: mass flow [kg] for this time step;

2: mass flow [kg] since t=0;

3: convected enthalpy [J] for this time step;

4: convected enthalpy [J] since t=0.

Set by routine BCFLOF at end of time step.

COCP (20) Coc: Element n is the 0-order coefficient [J/kg -*C] in the

polynomial form for specific heat capacity of structure material number n, where

n : NMATER. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

COK (20) Co,: Element n is the 0*-order coefficient [W/m. -C] in the

polynomial form for thermal conductivity of structure material number n, where

n _NMATER. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

CORO (20) C ,: Element n is the 0*-order coefficient [kg/m3] in the polynomial

form for density of structure material number n, where n < NMATER. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

C 1CP (20) C1c: Element n is the 1'-order coefficient [J/kg -*C 2 ] in the

polynomial form for specific heat capacity of structure material number n, where

n :5NMATER. Irput in NAMELIST DATA.

ClK (20) C,,: Element n is the 1V-order coefficient [W/m-*C2j in the

polynomial form for thermal conductivity of structure material number n, where

n NMATER. Input in NAMELIST DATA.
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C1RO (20) C,,: Element n is the 14-order coefficient [kg/m 3-*C] in the

polynomial form for density of structure material number n, where n : NMATER.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

C2CP (20) C2C: Element n is the 2t-order coefficient [J/kg -*C 3] in the

polynomial form for specific heat capacity of structure material number n, where

n:NMATER. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

C2K (20) C2X: Element n is the 2"-order coefficient [W/m -*C 3] in the

polynomial form for the thermal conductivity of structure material number n,

where n:5 NMATER. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

C2RO (20) C 2 ,: Element n is the 2-order coefficient [kg/m 3 -*C 2] in the

polynomial form for density of structure material number n, where n NMATER.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

CCOEF (100,3) Coefficients in polynomial representations of transient functions.

Computed in routine FITIT based on values input using arrays TVAL, FVAL,

and NEND in NAMELIST DATA. When TVAL(i) <t < TVAL(i+ 1), the

transient function value is computed (in routine GETF) from

f(t) = ((CCOEF(i,3)*(t-TVAL(i)) + CCOEF(i,2))*(t-TVAL(i))
+ CCOEF(i, l))*(t-TVAL(i)) + YCOEF(i)

The first NEND(1) entries in arrays TVAL, FVAL, YCOEF, and CCOEF are

for transient function number 1; entries NEND(1)+ 1 through NEND(2) are for

transient function number 2; etc.

DENSEO(PIFHTX) prer: Element n is the reference density [kg/m3] for fluid number n,

where n IFHTX, and is computed at temperature TEMPO(n) and pressure

PRESO(n) from the appropriate equation of state by routine INITAL.

EMITS (PNRAD) e: Element n is the emissivity of radiation surface number n,

n:5NRAD. Input in NAMELIST DATA.
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FCOH (PIFHTX) Cob: Element n is the 0h-order coefficient [J/kg] in the "simplified"

properties enthalpy expression for fluid number n. where n : IFHTX. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

FCOHR (PIFHTX) Element n is dp/dh [kg2/m3 - J] in the simplified properties for fluid

number n. Computed in routine INITA3 based on values input for the

coefficients used in the density and enthalpy functions. (Note: The term dp/dh

is a function of temperature and pressure, rather than being constant, when

GASMW(n) >0 and is computed as needed.)

FCOK (PIFHTX) Co,: Element n is the 0-order coefficient [W/m -*C] in the

simplified properties thermal conductivity expression for fluid number n, where

n:5IFHTX. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

FCOMU (PIFHTX) Co,: Element n is the 0h-order coefficient [Pa -s] in the simplified

properties laminar viscosity expression for fluid number n, where n IFHTX.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

FCORO (PIFHTX) Coo: Element n is the 0-order coefficient [kg/m3 ] in the simplified

properties linear density expression for fluid number n, where n :IFHTX. Input

in NAMELIST DATA. If FCORO(n) =0, then the ideal-gas-law density

expression will be used for fluid number n and GASMW(n) must be nonzero.

FCOT (PIFHTX) Element n is the 0*-order coefficient [*C] in the simplified

properties temperature expression for fluid number n, where n < IFHTX.

Computed by routine INITA3 based on values input for FCOH(n) and FC1H(n)

in NAMELIST DATA.

FC lH (PIFHTX) CIh: Element n is the first-order coefficient [J/kg -*C] in the

simplified properties enthalpy function for fluid number n, where n IFHTX.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.
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FC1K (PIFHTX) C,,: Element n is the first-order coefficient [W/m -*C2] in the

simplified thermal conductivity expression for fluid number n, where n IFHTX.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

FC1MU (PIFHTX) C1 ,: Element n is the first-order coefficient [Pa'-s/*C] in the

simplified properties laminar viscosity expression for fluid number n, where

n _IFHTX. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

FC1RO (PIFHTX) C,,: Element n is the first-order coefficient [kg/m3- C*] in the

simplified properties linear density expression for fluid number n, where

n !5IFHTX. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

FC1T (PIFHTX) Element n is the first-order coefficient [*C -"kg/J] in the simplified

properties temperature function for fluid number n, where n : IFHTX. Computed

by routine INITA3 based on values input for FCOH(n) and FC1H(n) in

NAMELIST DATA.

FVAL (100) Element n is the value of the transient function at TVAL(n). Input

in NAMELIST DATA. See array NEND in COMMON BLOCK /I4ARY/ for

information on indexing of transient functions.

FVIEW (PNRAD,PNRAD) F: Element (n,m) is the view factor for radiation heat transfer from

radiation surface n to radiation surface m (i.e. the fraction of the radiant energy

leaving radiation surface n which arrives at radiation surface m), where

m NRAD and nSNRAD. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

GASMW (PIFHTX) C2,: Element n is molecular weight [kg/kg-mole] used in the

simplified properties ideal-gas-law density function for fluid number n,

n - IFHTX. Input in NAMELIST DATA. To use the ideal-gas-law density for

fluid number n, input FCORO(n) =0 and GASMW(n) >0.
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GRAVR (99) g,: Element j is the r-direction component of the gravitational

acceleration vector [m/s 2] for fluid cells having the second spatial position index

j, 1lsj SJMAX, when IGEOM=-1. Computed in routine INITAL based on input

values of GRAVX and GRAVY. Other logic in the program requires this to be

the first item in COMMON BLOCK /R4VAR/.

GRAVTH(99) g,: Element j is the e-direction component of the gravitational

acceleration vector [m/s2 ] for fluid cells having the second spatial position index

j, for 1 j _JMAX, when IGEOM=-1. Computed in routine INITAL based on

input values of GRAVX and GRAVY.

HSINK (99) U,: Element n is the boundary-surface-to-sink heat transfer

coefficient [W/m2 - *C] for boundary surface n, for 1 : n NSURF; only used for

boundary surfaces having KTEMP=500+nf. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

HYDWAL(99) Db: Element n is the characteristic length [m] used in the fluid-to-

boundary-surface heat transfer coefficient correlation for boundary surface n,

where 1 <n <NSURF, when IHTWAL(n) 0. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

PINPOW(1) Not currently used. (Input in NAMELIST INPUTQ.)

PRES (99) Po: Element n [Pa] is used in connection with the "specified"

pressure boundary condition for boundary surface n, where 1 n : NSURF; when

KPRES(n) =1, PRES(n) is the pressure; when KPRES(n) =100+nf, the pressure

is PRES(n)*f,(t), where f,(t) is the value of transient function number nf at time

t. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

PRESO (PIFHTX) Pf: Element n is the reference pressure [Pa] at Cartesian-

coordinate position (XPRESO(n),YPRESO(n),ZPRESO(n)) for fluid number n, for

1 :5n : IFHTX. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Used by routine INITAL to fill

array PSTATO.
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QFLUID(2*PNSTRU) Net heat transfer rate [W] from thermal structure to fluid; element

n is for the outer surface of thermal structure n, and element 2*n is for the inner

surface of thermal structure n. Computed by routine QSTRUC; only used in

connection with printing thermal structure results in routine OUTPUT.

QU (10,10)

QK (99)

Element (i,j) is the relative power distribution for fluid cells having

the first spatial location index i, for 1s is IMAX, and the second spatial location

index j, for 1 sj :JMAX; used in conjunction with (1) arrays WALLQS and QK

for heat source in the boundary surface adjacent to the fluid cell and (2) variable

QSCOOL and array QK for direct heat source in the fluid cell (including the

hexagonal fuel assembly model). Input in NAMELIST INPUTQ.

Element m is the relative power distribution at spatial location

index m. The meaning of m depends on the model section: (1) for direct heat

source to coolant (using variable QSCOOL) and heat source in a boundary surface

(using variable WALLQS), m is the third spatial location index k, 1 : k : KMAX;

(2) for heat sources in thermal structures (using variable Q), the right-most digit

of IXYZ (either 1, 2, or 3) as input in NAMELIST T specifies which spatial

location index (first (1 i IMAX), second (1 j JMAX), or third

(1 k SKMAX)) is used for index m in array QK. Input in NAMELIST DATA

or INPUTQ.

QRNET (PNRAD) q,: Element n is the net radiation heat transfer rate to radiation

surface n, for 1 n S NRAD. Computed in routine QSRAD at the end of a fully

converged time step.

QROLD (PNRAD) Same as array QRNET except the values are for the previous time

step. Array is filled from array QRNET in routine QSRAD before computing

new values for QRNET.

QSOLID(PNSTRU) Element n is the net rate of energy storage in thermal structure n.
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R4AEND

TEMP (99)

Computed in routine TSTRUC; only used for printing thermal structure results

in routine OUTPUT.

Last variable in COMMON BLOCK /R4ARY/. Value is

irrelevant. Storage location is only referenced in connection with calculating the

length of the common block.

To or qw: Element n is used to set energy boundary conditions for

boundary surface n, where n s NSURF. Meaning depends on KTEMP(n): (1) for

KTEMP(n)=1, TEMP(n) is the temperature [*C]; (2) for KTEMP(n) = 100+nf,
the temperature [*C] is TEMP(n)*fMt); (3) for KTEMP(n) =200, TEMP(n) is the

heat flux [W/m2]; (4) for KTEMP(n)=300+nf, the heat flux [W/m2] is

TEMP(n)*f,(t); (5) for KTEMP >400, TEMP(n) is not used. (In the preceding,

f,(t) is the value of transient function number nf at time t.) Input in NAMELIST

DATA.

TEMPO (PIFHTX) T,: Element n is the initial reference temperature [*C] for fluid

number n, 1 :5n _NSURF. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

TPRNT (51) List of case times [s] at which routine OUTPUT is to be called to

produce printed output; the routine is called when the case time equals or first

exceeds the times specified in this array; the time step size is not adjusted to hit

a print time exactly. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Key values: TRPNT(n) <0.0:

call OUTPUT at times which are an integral multiple of I TPRNT(n) I and are at

(or after) time TPRNT(n +1) for the rest of the case; TPRNT(n) =0.0: end of

array; TPRNT(n) > 0.0: call OUTPUT at (or after) time TPRNT(n) and the call

after this one is governed by TPRNT(n+1).

TROD (PNRAD) Tr: Element n is the temperature [*C] of radiation surface number

n, for 1 S n S NRAD. Computed by routine TSTRUC.
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TSINK (99) T,: Element n is the sink temperature [*C] (on the nonfluid side)

for boundary surface n, for n s NSURF, when KTEMP(n) =500+nf. Input in

NAMELIST DATA.

TVAL (100) Element n is the value of the independent variable at which the

transient function has the value FVAL(n). (The independent variable is the

temperature [*C] of radiation surface nf for KFLOW=200+nf and is time [s] for

all other transient functions.) Input in NAMELIST DATA. The first NEND(1)

values are for transient function number 1; values NEND(1) +1 through NEND(2)

are for transient function number 2, etc.

VELOC (99) u.: Element m is used to set the velocity in the direction of the

unit surface normal vector for boundary surface m, where m S NSURF; for

KFLOW(m) =1, VELOC(m) is the velocity [m/s]; for KFLOW(m) =100+nf or

200+nf, the velocity [m/s] is VELOC(m)*f,(x), where f,(x) is the value of

transient function nf at time x =t or temperature x =TROD(nf); for other

KFLOW(m) values, VELOC(m) is not used. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

WALLDX(99) L.: Element n is the wall thickness [m] for boundary surface n,

n NSURF. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Required when KTEMP(n) =500+nf;

optional when KTEMP(n) <400; not used for KTEMP(n) =400 or 600+nss.

WALLQS(99) q"'wo: Element n is the reference heat source [W/m3 ] in boundary

surface n, n < NSURF, when KTEMP(n) =500+nf. Input in NAMELIST DATA.

Used in conjunction with arrays QU(i,j) and QK(k) and transient function number

nf.

WETLEN(10, 10) Element (i,j) is the wetted perimeter (due to fuel pins, assembly

wall, etc.) for the fluid cell having spatial location indices I=i and J =j for the

hexagonal fuel assembly model. Computed in routine FULPIN or QTRPIN.

(BUG: This array should be dimensioned dynamically based on IGEOM and
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IPART, rather than having fixed dimensions.)

XNORML(99) nx or n,: Element n is the component in the first spatial coordinate

direction (x or r) of the unit surface normal vector (points toward the fluid) for

boundary surface number n, where 1 s n s NSURF. Input in NAMELIST

GEOM. Must be in range -1 S XNORML(n)S 1.

XPRESO(PIFHTX) xg: Element n is the x coordinate [m] of the position at which the

reference pressure PRESO(n) is specified for fluid number n, for 1 : n IFHTX.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

YCOEF (100) Values of the zeroth-order coefficient in the transient function

range covering the independent variable range TVAL(i) through TVAL(i+ 1).

Computed by routine FITIT. The first NEND(1) values are for transient function

number 1; values NEND(1) +1 through NEND(2) are for transient function

number 2; etc. See array CCOEF in this section for further information.

YNORML(99) ny or n: Element n is the component in the second spatial

coordinate direction (y or 0) of the unit surface normal vector (points toward the

fluid) for boundary surface number n, where 1 n <_NSURF. Input in

NAMELIST GEOM. Must be in range -1< YNORML(n) 1.

YPRESO(PIFHTX) y,,: Element n is the y coordinate [m] of the position at which the

reference pressure PRESO(n) is specified for fluid number n, for 1 <n <IFHTX.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

ZNORML(99) nZ: Element n is the component in the third spatial coordinate

direction (z) of the unit surface normal vector (points toward the fluid) for

boundary surface number n, where 1 <_n <_NSURF. Input in NAMELIST

GEOM. Must be in range -1 <_ZNORML(n) 1.
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ZPRESO(PIFHTX) z,,: Element n is the z coordinate [m] of the position at which the

reference pressure PRESO(n) is specified for fluid number n, for 1 n : IFHTX.

Input in NAMELIST DATA.

4.5 COMMON BLOCK /R8ARY/

This common block contains real number arrays and a few simple real number variables.

(In some earlier versions of COMMIX, these were the only real number variables declared to

be REAL*8 on short-word machines, thus the "8" in the block name; the current practice in

COMMIX-1AR/P is for all real number variables to be DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word

machines.) The declaration statement defining the storage order is given by

COMMON /R8ARY /
1 X (99),Y (99),Z

DX (99),DY (99),DZ (99),
(99),DT (4),TIME8, DTIME8,R8AEND

This declaration statement is part of code module SHARED at ANL. The definitions of these

variables are as follows.

DT (4)

DTIME8

DX (99)

Array of time step size [s] information. Input in NAMELIST

DATA. Array elements are defined as follows:

(1): At,: time step size through step number LASTDT.

(2): At2 : time step size after step number LASTDT; also holds current

time step size when IDTIME=2 and ITAUTO=1.

(3): At,,,i: minimum time step size allowed when IDTIME=2.

(4): At.: maximum time step size allowed when IDTIME=2.

At: Current time step size [s]. (Same value as stored in variable

DTIME in COMMON BLOCK /R4VAR/.) Set by routine AMAIN.

Ax; or Dr;: Width [m] in first spatial coordinate direction of main

control volume identified by spatial location indices (i,j ,k). Array is indexed by
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DY (99)

DZ (99)

R8AEND

TIME8

X (99)

Y (99)

first spatial location index i, for 1 i s IMAX. Input in NAMELIST GEOM for

IGEOM <0; calculated by QTRPIN or FULPIN for IGEOM >0. Other logic in

the program requires this to be the first item in COMMON BLOCK /R8ARY/.

Ay or A O: Width [m or radian] in second spatial coordinate

direction of main control volume identified by spatial location indices (i,j,k).

Array is indexed by second spatial location index j, for 1< j JMAX. Input in

NAMELIST GEOM for IGEOM< 0; calculated by QTRPIN or FULPIN for

IGEOM>0.

Azk: Width [m] in third spatial coordinate direction of main control

volume identified by spatial location indices (i,j,k). Array is indexed by third

spatial location index k, for 1 : k : KMAX. Input in NAMELIST GEOM.

Last variable in COMMON BLOCK /R8ARY/. Value is

irrelevant. Storage location is only referenced in connection with calculating the

length of the common block.

t: Current case time [s]. (Same value as stored in variable TIME

in COMMON BLOCK /R4VAR/.) Set by routine AMAIN.

x or r;: First spatial position coordinate [m] of center of main

control volume identified by spatial location indices (i,j,k). Array is indexed by

first spatial location index i, for 1 _is _IMAX. Computed by routine BOXES,

FULPIN, or QTRPIN to be

X(I) = 0.5*DX(I) for I=1
X(I) = X(I-1)+0.5*(DX(I-1)+DX(I)) for I=2,3,...,IMAX

yor B,: Second spatial position coordinate [m or radian] of center

of main control volume identified by spatial location indices (i,j,k). Array is

indexed by second spatial location index j, for 1 :j < JMAX. Computed by

routine BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN to be
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Y(J) = 0.5*DY(J) for J=1
Y(J) = Y(J-1)+0.5*(DY(J-1)+DY(J)) for J=2,3,...,JMAX

Z (99) zk: Third spatial position coordinate [m] of center of main control

volume identified by spatial location indices (i,j,k). Array is indexed by third

spatial location index k, for 1 ksKMAX. Computed by routine BOXES,

FULPIN, or QTRPIN to be

Z(K) = 0.5*DZ(K) for K=1
Z(K) = Z(K-1)+0.5*(DZ(K-1)+DZ(K)) for K=2,3,...,KMAX

4.6 COMMON BLOCK /ADDCON/

This common block contains integer variables. The declaration statement defining the

storage order is given by

COMMON /ADDCON/ IS(250),LBL1,LBL2,LBL3,LBL4,LBL5 ,LBL6,LBL7

This declaration statement is code module ADDCON at ANL. The block contains storage

pointers and block lengths on the restart file. Brief definitions follow; further specifics are

described under COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ (Sec. 4.7).

Element n points to the beginning storage position of the array

identified by index number n within array S in COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/, for

1 : n : 179. Element number 250 is the total length of storage, in units of

computer words, needed for COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ for this computer run.

These array elements are set by the main program at the beginning of a computer

run. Elements 180 through 249 are reserved for future array allocations. The

correspondence between the index n and the actual array which is stored

beginning at location S(IS(n)) in COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ is shown by the

following listing.
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n S(IS(n))
1 MIP
4 MJM
7 UK
10 MSWEEP#
13 ALX
16 AL
19 VL
22 HL
25 ARUL
28 REALB
31 DDDH
34 OARW
37 TURVIS
40 WWIRE
43 ISURF
46 VELBN
49 TLB
52 ITSCB
55 RODFR
58 MATERL
61 CLENTH
64 SIZE
67 AC I
70 AC4
73 ACO
76 TURCON
79 EKL
82 POLD
85 ICELL+
88 NA+
91 P+
94 BPO+
97 AU+
100 MIPNv
103 MKMNv
106 TEMPO1v
109 TEMPO4v
112 MTOMDw
115 KKw
118 MJMDw
121 MJPDw
124 IICELw
127 NMAXw
130 NMMw
133 XXXw
136 C2w

n S(IS
2 MIM
5 MKP
8 IDODL#
11 MREB
14 ALY
17 RL
20 WL
23 TL
26 ARVL
29 QSOUR
32 OARU
35 PSTATO
38 UWIRE
41 P
44 AREA
47 QBN
50 PB
53 HYDRAlI
56 STAREA
59 HEAT
62 REYLEN
65 ICEL
68 AC2
71 AC5
74 BCO
77 TTS

80 EKLOLD
83 RLOLD
86 JCELL+
89 NM+
92 F+
95 VOL+
98 A+
101 MJMNv
104 MKPNv
107 TEMPO2v
110 MOTOMRw
113 IIw
116 MDTOMRw
119 MKMDw
122 MKPDw
125 NDGw
128 NLw
131 NAAw
134 DDINVw
137 C3w

n S(IS(n))
3 MJP
6 MKM
9 IFORCE
12 TURKO
15 ALZ
18 UL
21 DL
24 DRDT
27 ARWL
30 DDDPOT
33 OARV
36 TURK
39 VWIRE
42 MB
45 RLB
48 HLB
51 TURKB
54 HYDRA2
57 STVOL
60 ICORR
63 FORCEF
66 HSTREL
69 AC3
72 AC6
75 DUMMYl
78 INDHTX
81 TLOLD
84 DRDTOL
87 NMNP+
90 R+
93 FF+
96 AL+
99 MIMNv
102 MJPNv
105 IREDv
108 TEMPO3v
111 MTOMRw
114 JJw
117 MIMDw
120 MIPDw
123 MRTOMDw
126 MINDEXw
129 NUw
132 FFFw
135 Clw
138 CIUw
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n S(IS(n)) n S(IS(n)) n_ S(IS(nf
139 C2Uw 140 C3Uw 141 AAw
142 AALw 143 AAUw 144 MIMTS
145 MIPTS 146 MJMTS 147 MJPTS
148 MKMTS 149 MKPTS 150 NIMTS
151 NIPTS 152 NJMTS 153 NJPTS
154 NKMTS 155 NKPTS 156 MIME
157 MIPE 158 MJME 159 MJPE
160 MKME 161 MKPE 162 MTSODD
163 NTSODD 164 SPHODL 165 QNOGHT
166 QPRIME 167 ALNC 168 TKED
169 TKEDO 170 TKEL'B 171 BKOLD
172 BDOLD 173 MIMT 174 MIPT
175 MJMT 176 MJPT 177 MKMT
178 MKPT 179 TURVIO

For index n values of 8,10,16, 25-28, 30-34, 67-74, and 106-109, multiple array

names are associated with storage location S(IS(n)); only the primary name is

shown in the above list; however, all names are shown in Sec. 4.7. The suffixes

The suffixes used with variable names in the above list have the following

meanings: (1) a "+" indicates that the array is only used in the conjugate-

gradient-solution routines; some of these names are used for other variables in the

rest of the program; (2) a "v" indicates that the array is only used in vectorized

versions of the program; (3) a "w" indicates that the array is only used in the

vectorized conjugate-gradient-solution routines; (4) a "#" indicates that storage is

allocated based on the array containing real numbers (i.e. DOUBLE PRECISION

on short-word machines) rather than integer numbers. None of these suffixes are

part of the actual variable name; they merely indicate a characteristic of the

variable.

LBL1 Length, in units of computer words, of record number 5 on the

restart file. This record contains nonoptional arrays, as identified by their IS

array index, in the following order ("-" indicates an inclusive range): 75, 1-8, 10,

13-35, 41-50, 78-84. Set by the main program at the beginning of a computer

run.
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LBL2 Length, in units of computer words, of record number 6 on the

restart file. This record contains arrays associated with the force structure model,

as identified by their IS array index, in the following order ("-" indicates an

inclusive range): 9, 60-63. If NFORCE=0, then LBL2=0, these arrays are not

used, and this record is not present on the restart file. Set by the main program

at the beginning of a computer run.

LBL3 Length, in units of computer words, of record number 7 on the

restart file. This record contains an array associated with the user-specified mass

rebalancing model, as identified by its IS array index: 11. If IFREB=0, then

LBL3 =0, this array is not used, and this record in not present on the restart file.

Set by the main program at the beginning of a computer run.

LBL4 Length, in units of computer words, of record number 8 on the

restart file. This record contains arrays associated with the turbulence model, as

identified by their IS array index, in the following order ("-" indicates an

inclusive range): 37, 76, 12, 36, 51, 167, 168-172. If ITURKE=0, then

LBL4 =0, these arrays are not used, and this record is not present on the restart

file. If ITURKE> 0, then the number of these arrays actually used and, thus,

present on the restart file depends on the value of ITURKE: ITURKE 1: 37 and

76; ITURKE 10: add 12, 36, 51, and 167; ITURKE >11: add 168-172. Set by

the main program at the beginning of a computer run.

LBL5 Length, in units of computer words, of record number 9 on the

restart file. This record contains arrays associated with the wire wrap model, as

identified by their IS array index, in the following order ("-" indicates an

inclusive range): 38-40. If IWIRE=0, then LBL5 =0, these arrays are not used,

and this record is not present on the restart file. Set by the main program at the

beginning of a computer run.
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LBL6 Length, in units of computer words, of record number 10 on the

restart file. This record contains arrays associated with the thermal structure

model, as identified by their IS array index, in the following order ("-" indicates

an inclusive range): 52-59, 64-66, 77. If ISTRUC=0, then LBL6=0, these

arrays are not used, and this record is not present on the restart file. Set by the

main program at the beginning of a computer run.

LBL7 Length, in units of computer words, of the storage block holding

temporary arrays; these arrays are not written to the restart file. This block

contains implicit solution procedure arrays, as identified by their IS array index,

in the following order ("-" indicates an inclusive range): 67-74, 85-98, 99-143,

144-155, 156-161, 162-166, 173-179. Some of these arrays are only allocated

for certain model choices and on certain machine types: 99-143 are only for

vector machines; 144-155 and 162-166 are only for ISTRUC >0; 173-179 are

only for ITURKE> 11 on vector machines. Set by the main program at the

beginning of a computer run.

4.7 COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/

This common block contains the arrays whose lengths vary depending on the complexity

of the case. The formal declaration statements which define the storage order are given by

INTEGER S,SPAEND
COMMON /SPACE/ S(sdim),SPAEND

The dimension of array S (i.e. sdim) is specified by the user explicitly in routine ALTER (which

is supplied by the user for compilation during each computer run -- cf. App. C of Ref. 2); all

other routines having this common block have the sdim value as 2; the value of sdim in routine

ALTER governs the true space allocation. Variable SPAEND is only used in connection with

finding the length of the block; its value is irrelevant. The meaning of array S is somewhat

more complicated and is discussed below.
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Arrays are allocated in this common block based on the storage allocation array IS in

COMMON BLOCK /ADDCON/. The storage order is such that the arrays shown under LBL1

are allocated first (in the order shown there, i.e. DUMMYl, MIP, MIM, ... , DRDTOL),

followed by the variables shown under LBL2 (i.e. IFORCE, ... , FORCEF), LBL3 (i.e. MREB),

LBL4 (i.e. TURVIS, ... , BDOLD), LBL5 (i.e. UWIRE, VWIRE, WWIRE), LBL6 (i.e. ITSCB,

... , TTS), and LBL7 (i.e. ACi, ... , TURVIO). Effectively, the first element of each one of

these arrays is EQUIVALENCEd with its proper location in array S. By way of example, the

first element of the TL array (fluid temperature) is stored at location S(IS(23)), and this array

may be passed from one routine to another by specifying S(IS(23)) in the actual argument list

in the CALL statement. A prime example of this array passing may be seen by comparing the

argument list in the CALL of routine AMAIN from the main program with routine AMAIN's

entry point description. This indexing is a little tricky on short-word machines, since both

integer and real number arrays are being stored in array S and real number variables are

declared to be DOUBLE PRECISION; the indexing provided by array IS is always an offset in

words, not number of variables, and array S is declared to be INTEGER (or REAL*4) for the

purposes of this storage scheme.

The following arrays are stored in COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/; the listing is

alphabetized for ease of reference. Shown for each array are the effective dimension (i.e.

number of entries) in parentheses, the corresponding index in the IS array in square brackets,

the definition (either in words or in terms of other variables), and what routine(s) define or alter

the values. The array dimensions are shown in terms of the following FORTRAN variables:

NL1: maximum number of surface elements allowed (as input in NAMELIST GEOM).

NM1: maximum number of fluid cells allowed (as input in NAMELIST GEOM).

NPLANS: number of fully diagonal planes (=IMAX+JMAX+KMAX-2).

NTSCUP: maximum number of nonadjacent cells coupled to another cell by thermal

structures (as set by a PARAMETER statement in the source code -- same value

as defined for NODD).

MAXPTP: maximum number of cells in a diagonal plane (computed by routine

MXPLNS).

MIJK: maximum number of cells in a regular plane (=max(IMAX*JMAX,

JMAX*KMAX, IMAX*KMAX)).
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MTP1: one plus the maximum number of fluid cells possible in a three dimensional

region which is IMAX cells in the I direction by JMAX cells in the J direction

by KMAX cells in the K direction (=1 +IMAX*JMAX*KMAX).

Other variable names used in this regard (i.e. NFORCE, NREGTS, NSURTS, NSTRUC,

IFREB, NPARTS, NTTS) are defined in COMMON BLOCK /I4VAR/. The symbol "v", "w",

"+", or "#" following an array name indicates an array type, as discussed in Sec. 4.6.

A+ (7,NM1) [IS(98)] Coefficient matrix in

conjugate-gradient solution procedure for the pressure equation system. Stored

in stripe form; indexed using indirect addressing. Filled in routine COMMAT

to be A(i,m)= ACOFj(m)*ALO(m), where m=1,2,...,NM1, i=1,2,3,4,5,6,7

correspond to j = 0,?,1,5,6,2,4, the sign is plus for i =1 and minus for all other

i values, ACOFj are the original coefficient arrays from routine PEQN, and ALO

is the volume porosity. (Array AA is the analogue of this array on vector

machines.)

AALw (6,MTP1) [I5(142)] Lower triangular factor of

matrix AA in conjugate-gradient solution procedure for the pressure equation

system on vector machines. Stored in stripe form using regular geometric cell

numbering (second index). Filled by routine FACNCV. (Array AL is the

analogue of this array on scalar machines.)

AAUw (7,MTP1) [IS(143)] Upper triangular factor of

matrix AA in conjugate-gradient solution procedure for the pressure equation

system on vector machines. Stored in stripe form using regular geometric cell

numbering (second index). Filled by routine FACNCV. (Array AU is the

analogue of this array on scalar machines.)

AAw (7,MTP1) [IS(141)] Coefficient matrix in

conjugate-gradient solution procedure for the pressure equation system on vector
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machines. Stored in stripe form using regular geometric cell numbering (second

index). Filled by routine RESORT. (Array A is the analogue of this array on

scalar machines)

ACO (NM1) [IS(73)] a*: Element n is the

coefficient of 40 (central term) in the finite-difference equation for variable 4 for

fluid cell number n. This array is also referred to by the names ATO and ACOFO

in the program. Set by one of the equation-builder routines (PEQN, TKENER,

TDNER, or ENERGI) and passed to one of the solver routines (SOLVIT,

CGLOOP, SOLVEN, or SOLVEV).

ACI (NM1) [IS(67)] a,41: Element n is the

coefficient of 4, (coupling to -I direction) in the finite-difference equation for

variable 4 for fluid cell number n. This array is also referred to by the names

ATi and ACOF1 in the program. Set by one of the equation-builder routines

(PEQN, TKENER, TDNER, or ENERGI) and passed to one of the solver

routines (SOLVIT, CGLOOP, SOLVEN, or SOLVEV).

AC2 (NM 1) [IS(68)] a2 : Element n is the

coefficient of 42 (coupling to +I direction) in the finite-difference equation for

variable 4 for number cell number n. This array is also referred to by the names

AT2 and ACOF2 in the program. Set by one of the equation-builder routines

(PEQN, TKENER, TDNER, or ENERGI) and passed to one of the solver

routines (SOLVIT, CGLOOP, SOLVEN, or SOLVEV).

AC3 (NM1) [IS(69)] a3 : Element n is the

coefficient of 43 (coupling to -J direction) in the finite-difference equation for

variable 4 for fluid cell number n. This array is also referred to by the names

AT3 and ACOF3 in the program. Set by one of the equation-builder routines

(PEQN, TKENER, TDNER, or ENERGI) and passed to one of the solver

routines (SOLVIT, CGLOOP, SOLVEN, or SOLVEV).
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AC4 (NM1) [IS(70)] a: Element n is the

coefficient of 44 (coupling to +J direction) in the finite-difference equation for

variable 4 for fluid cell number n. This array is also referred to by the names

AT4 and ACOF4 in the program. Set by one of the equation-builder routines

(PEQN, TKENER, TDNER, or ENERGI) and passed to one of the solver

routines (SOLVIT, CGLOOP, SOLVEN, or SOLVEV.

AC5 (NM1) [IS(71)] a: Element n is the

coefficient of 40 (coupling to -K direction) in the finite-difference equation for

variable 4 for fluid cell number n. This array is also referred to by the names

AT5 and ACOF5 in the program. Set by one of the equation-builder routines

(PEQN, TKENER, TDNER, or ENERGI) and passed to one of the solver

routines (SOLVIT, CGLOOP, SOLVEN, or SOLVEV).

AC6 (NM1) [IS(72)] a.: Element n is the

coefficient of 46 (coupling to +K direction) in the finite-difference equation for

variable 4 for fluid cell number n. This array is also referred to by the names

AT6 and ACOF6 in the program. Set by one of the equation-builder routines

(PEQN, TKENER, TDNER, or ENERGI) and passed to one of the solver

routines (SOLVIT, CGLOOP, SOLVEN, or SOLVEV).

ACOFO (NM1) [IS(73)] a0 : See array ACO.

ACOF1 (NM1) [IS(67)] a0: See array ACI.

ACOF2 (NM 1) [IS(68)] a2 : See array AC2.

ACOF3 (NM1) [IS(69)] a3 : See array AC3.

ACOF4 (NM1) [IS(70)] a: See array AC4.
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ACOF5 (NM1)

ACOF6 (NM1) [IS(72)] a0: See array AC6.

AL (NM1) [IS(16)] y,: Element n is the volume

porosity for fluid cell number n. Default values set by routine BOXES, FULPIN,

QTRPIN, or FILLM; overridden by values specified using 'AL ' records in the

Internal Cell Initialization block of the card-image input file. When IGEOM=-1,

routine REDEF alters the values stored in this array to be the product of the

volume porosity and the cell-center radius (X(i)); therefore, the value of

AL(n)*DX(i)*DY(j)*DZ(k) is the fluid volume of fluid cell number n whose

spatial location indices are (i,j,k) for all values of IGEOM. (Identified by the

name ALO in the conjugate-gradient solution routines.)

AL+ (6,NM1) [IS(96)] Lower-triangular factor of

matrix A in the conjugate-gradient solution procedure for the pressure equation

system. Stored in stripe form; indexed using indirect addressing. Filled in

routine FACINC. (Array AAL is the analogue of this array on vector machines.)

ALO (NM1) [IS(16)] y,: See array AL.

ALNG (NM 1) [IS(167)] f: Element n is the turbulence

length scale [m] for fluid cell number n when ITURKE= 10 or 11. Set by routine

TLFIX.

ALX (NM1) [IS(13)] 'y or -y,: Element n is the

surface porosity in the x or r direction on the +1 face of fluid cell number n.

Default values set by routine BOXES, FULPIN, QTRPIN, or FILLM; overridden

by values specified using 'ALX ' records in the Internal Cell Initialization block

of the card-image input file. When IGEOM=-1, routine REDEF alters the values

stored in this array to be the product of the surface porosity and the cell-edge
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radius (X(i)+ 0.5*DX(i)); therefore, the value of ALX(n)*DY(j)*DZ(k) is fluid

flow area on the +I face of fluid cell number n whose spatial location indices are

(i,j,k) for all values of IGEOM. If the +1 face of a cell lies on a boundary

surface, the area must be obtained from array AREA rather than using arrays

ALX, DY, and DZ.

ALY (NM1) [IS(14)] y, or -y,: Element n is the

surface porosity in the y or 0 direction on the +J face of fluid cell number n.

Default values set by routine BOXES, FULPIN, QTRPIN, or FILLM; overridden

by values specified using 'ALY ' records in the Internal Cell Initialization block

of the card-image input file. When IGEOM=-1, routine REDEF alters the values

stored in this array to be the product of the surface porosity and the cell-center

radius (X(i)); therefore, the fluid flow area on the +J face of fluid cell number

n whose spatial location indices are (i,j,k) is ALY(n)*DX(i)*DZ(k) for

IGEOM 0 and ALY(n)*DX(i)*DZ(k)/X(i) for IGEOM=-1. If the +J face of

a cell lies on a boundary surface, the area must be obtained from array AREA

rather than using arrays ALY, DX, and DZ.

ALZ (NM1) [IS(15)] -yr: Element n is the surface

porosity in the z direction on the +K face of fluid cell number n. Default values

set by routine BOXES, FULPIN, QTRPIN, or FILLM; overridden by values

specified using 'ALZ ' records in the Internal Cell Initialization block of the card-

image input file. When IGEOM=-1, routine REDEF alters the values stored in

this array to be the product of the surface porosity and the cell-center radius

(X(i)); therefore, the value of ALZ(n)*DX(i)*DY(j) is fluid flow area on the +K

face of fluid cell number n whose spatial location indices are (i,j,k) for all values

of IGEOM. If the +K face of a cell lies on a boundary surface, the area must

be obtained from array AREA rather than using arrays ALZ, DX, and DY.

AREA (NL1) [IS(44)] Ab: Element n is the area of

boundary surface element number n. Set by routine BOXES (using values input
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in the Boundary Surface Identification block of the card-image input file) for

IGEOM 0 and by routine FULPIN or QTRPIN (based on input values in

NAMELIST GEOM) for IGEOM>0.

ARUL (NM1) [IS(25)] Coefficient array used in the

I-direction momentum equation for the explicit-in-time formulation, which is not

the recommended solution method; set in routine XMOM; used in routine

MOMENT. (Storage location S(IS(25)) is also used for the following temporary

arrays: IDUM4 in routine OUTPUT and SCHL in routine ENLOOP.)

ARVL (NM1) [IS(26)] Coefficient array used in the

J-direction momentum equation for the explicit-in-time formulation, which is not

the recommended solution method; set in routine YMOM; used in routine

MOMENT. (Storage location S(IS(26)) is also used for the following temporary

arrays: IDUM2 in routine OUTPUT and "-l in routine TIMSTP.)

ARWL (NM1) [IS(27)] Coefficient array used in the

K-direction momentum equation for the explicit-in-time formulation, which is not

the recommended solution method; set in routine ZMOM; used in routine

MOMENT. (Storage location S(IS(27)) is also used for the following temporary

arrays: IDUM3 in routine OUTPUT, RMU in routines TDLOOP and TKLOOP,

and c" in routine TIMSTP.)

ATO (NM1) [IS(73)] a : See array ACO.

ATl (NM1) [IS(67)] a,0: See array ACl.

AT2 (NM 1) [IS(68)] a2 : See array AC2.

AT3 (NM1) [IS(69)] a3 : See array AC3.
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AT4 (NM1)

AT5 (NMI) [IS(71)] as54: See array AC5.

AT6 (NM1) [IS(72)] a* : See array AC6.

AU+ (7,NM1) [IS(97)] Upper-triangular factor of

matrix A in the conjugate-gradient solution procedure. Stored in stripe form;

indexed using indirect addressing. Filled in routine FACINC. (Array AAU is

the analogue of this array on vector machines.)

BCO (NM1) [IS(74)] bo0 : Element n is the constant

term in the finite-difference equation for variable 4 for fluid cell number n. This

array is also referred to by the names BTO and BCOFO in the program. Set by

one of the equation-builder routines (PEQN, TKENER, TDNER, or ENERGI)

and passed to one of the solver routines (SOLVIT, CGLOOP, SOLVEN, or

SOLVEV).

BCOFO (NM 1) [IS(74)] bo0 : See array BCO.

BDOLD (NM1) [IS(172)] Beginning of step BCO array

values for the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate equation system when

ALPHA <1.0. Current program requires ALPHA =1.0.

BKOLD (NMI) [IS(171)] Beginning of step BCO array

values for the turbulent kinetic energy equation system when ALPHA < 1.0.

Current program requires ALPHA=1.0.

BPO+ (NM 1) [IS(94)] Element n is the constant term

in the pressure equation for fluid cell number n in the conjugate-gradient solution

method. Loaded from array BCO in routine CGLOOP; modified in routine

UPDATE to include the effect of pressure boundary conditions.
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BTO (NM!)

Cl w (MTP1) [IS(135)] Coupling coefficients to cells

in the preceding diagonal plane in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on vector machines. Filled in routine COFSRT.

ClUw (MTP1) [IS(138)] Coupling coefficients to cells

in the following diagonal plane in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on vector machines. Filled in routine COFSRT.

C2w (MTP1) [IS(136)] Coupling coefficients to cells

in the preceding diagonal plane in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on vector machines. Filled in routine COFSRT.

C2Uw (MTP1) [IS(139)] Coupling coefficients to cells

in the following diagonal plane in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on vector machines. Filled in routine COFSRT.

C3w (MTP1) [IS(137)] Coupling coefficients to cells

in the preceding diagonal plane in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on vector machines. Filled in routine COFSRT.

C3Uw (MTP1) [IS(140)] Coupling coefficients to cells

in the following diagonal plane in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on vector machines. Filled in routine COFSRT.

CLENTH (NFORCE) [IS(61)] Dh,f: Element n is the

characteristic length [m] for force structure prototype number n. Input in

NAMELIST DATA. If CLENTH(n) <0, then the appropriate cell width (i.e.

DX(i), DY(j) (or X(i)*DY(j)), or DZ(k)) will be used for Dh, f for each cell in

which this force structure prototype is used.
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DDDH

DDDPOT

DDINVw (MTPl) [IS(134)] Used in the conjugate-gradient

solution of the pressure equation system on vector machines. Set in routine

COFSRT to DDINV(MRTOMD(M))=1.0/AAU(1,M) for later use in routine

LOWFCV.

DL (NMl) [IS(21)] 5,/V,: Element n is the mass

residual [kg/m3-" s] for fluid cell number n. Computed by routines SOLVIT or

CNGRIC and DLCALC.

(NMl) [IS(24)] dp/dt: Element n is the

derivative of fluid density with respect to time [kg/m3 -"s] for fluid cell number n.

Computed in routine TIMSTP near the end of each outer iteration during a

transient calculation. (DRDT is zero during a steady-state calculation.)

(NM 1) [IS(84)] Same as array DRDT except

that values are for the end of the previous time step. Set to DRDT(n) in routine

TIMSTP at the beginning of a time step.
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(NMl) [IS(31)] d(6p/Vr)/dh: Element n is the

derivative of the mass residual with respect to the enthalpy for fluid cell number

n in the explicit-mode solution, which is not the recommended mode; computed

in routine GDDDH; used in routine ENERGY. (Storage location S(IS(31)) is

also used for array WLOLD in the implicit-mode solution.)

(NMl) [IS(30)] d(5,/V,)/dP: Element n is the

derivative of the mass residual with respect to the pressure for fluid cell number

n in the explicit-mode solution, which is not the recommended mode; computed

in routine GDDDP; used in routine DLCALC if IDDDP 0. (Storage location

S(IS(30)) is also used for array VLOLD in the implicit-mode solution.)

DRDT

DRDTOL



DUMMY1 (MUK) [IS(75)] Multipurpose scratch array:

used primarily by routine OUTPUT to organize the information to be printed by

planes.

EKL (NM1) [IS(79)] E: Element n is the kinetic

energy of fluid cell number n. Computed in routine TIMSTP near the end of

each outer iteration. Only used in connection with the change-based automatic

time-step-size control (IDTIME=2).

EKLOLD (NM 1) [IS(80)] Same as array EKL except that

values are for the end of the previous time step. Set to EKL(n) at the beginning

of a time step in routine TIMSTP.

F+ (NM1) [IS(92)] Modified source term in the

conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Filled in routine

COMMAT to be F(M)=BPO(M)*ALO(M), where BPO is the original source term

from routine PEQN and ALO is the volume porosity.

FF+ (NM1) [IS(93)] Intermediate result from

solving the upper-triangular matrix system in the conjugate-gradient solution of

the pressure equation system. Computed by routine UPPFAC.

FFFw (MTP 1) [IS(132)] Right-hand side of upper- and

lower-triangular matrix systems in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on vector machines. Computed and used only within routine

FACNCV; initially filled from array F.

FORCEF (NFORCE) [IS(63)] C: Element n is the overall

force multiplier for force structure prototype number n. Input in NAMELIST

DATA.
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HEAT (NREGTS) [IS(59)] q"' and Ug,,: Element

ITSCB((n-1)*11+3)+2*r-1 is the volumetric heat source [W/m3] in region

number r of thermal structure number n; set in routine INPSTR based on the

values input for Q in NAMELISTs M. Element ITCSB((n-1)*l1+3)+2*r is the

gap heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 - 0C] between region numbers r and r+ 1 of

thermal structure number n; set in routine INPSTR based on the values input for

HGAP in NAMELISTs M.

HL (NM1) [IS(22)] h: Element n is the fluid

enthalpy [J/kg] in fluid cell number n. Computed by routine SOLVEN or

SOLVEV for every inner and outer iteration.

HLB (NL1) [IS(48)] hb: Element n is the fluid

enthalpy [J/kg] for boundary surface element number n. Initialized by routine

ICTEMP from the equation of state based on the values input for temperature and

pressure. Computed by routine BCTEMP, BCTEMT, BCTEMO, or DUCTWA

depending on the type of energy boundary condition.

HOLD (NM1) [IS(10)] Same as array HL except that

values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at the

beginning of each time step. (Storage location S(IS(10)) is also used for array

MSWEEP.)

HSTREL (NSURTS) [IS(66)] U,: Element ITSCB((n-

1)*11 +3)+e is the heat transfer coefficient [W/m 2 -*C] between the surface of

element number e of thermal structure number n and the adjacent fluid cell; if

only one surface (outside or inside) interacts with fluid then this value is for that

surface. If both sides of thermal structure number n interact with fluid, then the

above value is for the outside surface and element ITSCB((n-

l)*1 +3)+(ITSCB((n-l)*11+1)/10000+e is the value for the inside surface.

Computed in routine HSTRUC based on the values input for IHT and HYD in

NAMELISTs F and the local fluid conditions.
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HYDRA1 (NSTRUC) [IS(53)] De: Element n is the

characteristic length [m] used in converting the Nusselt number to a heat transfer

coefficient for the outside surface of thermal structure number n. Set in routine

INPSTR based on the values input for HYD in NAMELISTs F.

HYDRA2 (NSTRUC) [IS(54)] Dh: Element n is the

characteristic length [m] used in converting the Nusselt number to a heat transfer

coefficient for the inside surface of thermal structure number n. Set in routine

INPSTR based on the values input for HYD in NAMELISTs F.

ICEL (NSURTS) [IS(65)] Element I TSCB((n-

1)*11 +3)+e is the fluid cell number (<_NM1) adjacent to the surface of element

number e of thermal structure number n; if only one surface (inside or outside)

interacts with fluid then this is the cell adjacent to that surface. If both sides of

thermal structure number n interact with fluid, this is the cell adjacent to the

outside surface and element ITSCB((n-1)*l 1 +3)+ITSCB((n-1)*11 + 1)/10000+e

is the number of the cell adjacent to the inside surface. Set in routine INPSTR

based on the 'OUT ' and 'IN ' records in the Thermal Structure Location block

of the card-image input file.

ICELL+ (NM1) [IS(85)] Cell mapping array in the

conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Filled in routine

ELIM such that ICELL(n) is the number of the n' fluid cell remaining in the

equation system after cells having pressure boundary conditions have been

eliminated.

ICORR (NFORCE) [IS(60)] Element number n is the

friction factor correlation index number to be used for force structure number n.

Input in NAMELIST DATA; used in routine FORCES.
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IDODL# (NM1) [IS(8)] Element n is a flag indicating

whether fluid cell number n is to be considered in calculating the mass residual

in routine DLCALC in the explicit-mode momentum calculation, which is not the

recommended mode. Key values: 0: no; 1: yes. Array is nominally initialized

to 1; element n is set to 0 when mass residual drops below 0.5*DCONV for fluid

cell n. Space is allocated for this array on the basis of it containing real numbers

(i.e. DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines). (Storage location S(IS(8))

is also used for array RMU in routine MOLOOP.)

IDUML# (NM1) [IS(33)] Temporary work space in

routine OUTPUT. Space is allocated for this array on the basis of it containing

real numbers (i.e. DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines). (Storage

location S(IS(33)) is also used for array OARV in routines YMOM and

MOMENT.)

IDUM2# (NM1) [IS(26)] Temporary work space in

routine OUTPUT. Space is allocated for this array on the basis of it containing

real numbers (i.e. DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines). (Storage

location S(IS(26)) is also used for array ARVL in routines YMOM and

MOMENT and p f in routine TIMSTP.)

IDUM3# (NM1) [IS(27)] Temporary work space in

routine OUTPUT. Space is allocated for this array on the basis of it containing

real numbers (i.e. DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines). (Storage

location S(IS(27)) is also used for array ARWL in routines ZMOM and

MOMENT, RMU in routines TDLOOP and TKLOOP, and p in routine

TIMSTP.)

IDUM4# (NM i) [IS(25)] Temporary work space in

routine OUTPUT. Space is alixsated for this array on the basis of it containing

real numbers (i.e. DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines). (Storage
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location S(IS(25)) is also used for array ARUL in routines XMOM and

MOMENT and SCHL in routine ENLOOP.

IFORCE (NM1) [IS(9)] Element n is the force

structure number(s) being used in fluid cell number n. Set in routine INFORC,

based on the 'XFOR', 'YFOR', and 'ZFOR' records in the Force Structure

Location input block, to be a 6-digit integer of the form "iijjkk", where "ii" is the

force structure number used in the I direction (i.e. x or r), "jj" is the force

structure number used in the J direction (i.e. y or 0), and "kk" is the force

structure number used in the K direction (i.e. z). (This storage scheme imposes

limits: (1) NFORCE< 99 and (2) no -- ore than one force structure per direction

per cell.)

IICELw (MTP1) [IS(124)] Cell numbering array in the

conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on vector machines.

Set in routine CGLOOP to IICEL(m)=m, for m=1,2,...,MTOT, after returning

from routine RESORT; only used later in routine FACNCV.

IIw (MTP1) [IS(11 3)] Element MR is the first spatial

location index (I) of fluid cell number MR (=((J-1)*IMAX+(I-1))*KMAX+K)

in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering system in the conjugate-gradient solution

method on vector machines. Set on first entry to routine RESORT.

IJK (NM 1) [IS(7)] Element n is the set of three

spatial location indices for fluid cell number n. Set in routines BOXES,

FULPIN, or QTRPIN and FILLM, based on input in NAMELIST GEOM and

the Boundary Surface Identification block of the card-image input file, to a 6-digit

integer of the form "iijjkk", where "ii" is the spatial location index in the I

direction (i.e. x or r), "jj" is the spatial location index in the J direction (i.e. y

or 0), and "kk" is the spatial location index in the K direction (i.e. z). (This

storage scheme imposes limits: (1) IMAX 599, (2) JMAX 99, and (3)

KMAX 99.)
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INDHTX (NM1) [IS(78)] Element n is the fluid number

in cell number n. Set to default value of 1 in routine INITAL; overridden by

'HTEX' records in the Fluid Cell Location block of the card-image input file.

Values must be in the range 1 to IFHTX (inclusive).

IREDv (NM1+1) [IS(105)] Element n identifies whether

fluid cell number n is in the "red" or "black" system of variables in the

vectorized successive overrelaxation solution method. Set in routine SOLVEV

during first entry. Key values: 0: black; 1: red.

ISURF (NL1) [IS(43)] Element n is the boundary

surface number to which boundary surface element number n belongs. Set in

routine BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN. Values are in the range from 1 to

NSURF (inclusive).

ITSCB (NSTRUC*11) [IS(52)] Element number (n-1)*l1l+s

is information of type number s for thermal structure number n, where 1 :ss5 11

and 1 n ! NSTRUC. Set in routines TSCAN and INPSTR based on the

Thermal Structure Prototype and Location blocks of the card-image input file.

Thermal structure number n is defined by the n' occurrence of NAMELIST T in

the Thermal Structure Prototype input block; it does not necessarily correspond

to the value specified for N in NAMELISTs T (see s=9 below). The information

stored for each s value is as follows.

s=l: Number of fluid cells coupled to thermal structure number n; value stored

is 10000*NAD1+NAD2, where NADI is the number of fluid cells

adjacent to the outside surface and NAD2 is the number of fluid cells

adjacent to the inside surface; if both sides of a thermal structure interact

with fluid then NAD1=NAD2 >0; if only one side of a thermal structure

interacts with fluid, then either (1) NAD1 >0 and NAD2=0 or (2)

NAD1=0 and NAD2>0.
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s=2: Indicates which side(s) of thermal structure n interacts with fluid.

Allowed values are: 01: inside surface only; 10: outside surface only; 11:

both inside and outside surfaces.

s=3: Base offset in arrays ICEL and HSTREL, which store information by

surface element, for thermal structure number n. Surface elements are

defined by the order of the 'OUT ' and 'IN ' records for a given thermal

structure; both outside and inside surface elements are counted; all outside

surface elements are numbered before any inside surface elements for

each thermal structure.

s=4: Surface heat transfer correlation numbers, stored as 1000*IHT1+IHT2,

where IHT1 is the correlation number used on the outside surface and

IHT2 is the correlation number used on the inside surface; these

correlation numbers are input as IHT in NAMELISTs F.

s=5: Region and partition counts for thermal structure number n; value stored

is 1000*NREG+NPRT, where NREG is the number of regions and

NPRT is the number of partitions. For this purpose, the gap between

regions is counted as a region but is not counted as a partition; therefore,

NREG is twice the number of NAMELISTs M and NPRT is the sum of

NP over the NAMELISTs M.

s=6: IPREG: Base offset in arrays MATERL, HEAT, and SIZE, which store

information by region, for thermal structure number n.

s=7: IPTTS: Base offset in array TTS, which stores information by element

and partition, for thermal structure number n.

s=8: IPPAR: Base offset in arrays STAREA and STVOL, which store

information by partition, for thermal structure number n.

s=9: Index number for thermal structure number n. This is the value of N in

NAMELISTs T. (This is usually the same value as n (but does not have

to be); allows thermal structure prototype numbers to be used

nonconsecutively.)

s=10: Geometry type and alignment direction of thermal structure number n.

This is IXYZ in NAMELISTs T and is a 3-digit integer of the form "ttd",
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where "tt" is the geometry type (00 is cylinder, 01 is slab, 10 is sphere)

and "d" is the alignment direction (1 is I, 2 is J, and 3 is K).

s=11: Transient function number used with heat source for thermal structure

number n. This is NT in NAMELISTs T.

JCELL+ (NM1) [IS(86)] Element n is the number of the

n' fluid cell which is coupled to cells which provide a pressure boundary

condition in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system.

Filled in routine STORE. Used in routine UPDATE to include the effect of

pressure boundary conditions as a modified source term, so that the cells

providing the pressure boundary conditions can be eliminated from the equation

system.

JJw (MTP1) [IS(114)] Element MR is the second

spatial location index (J) of fluid cell number MR (=((J-1)*IMAX+(I-

1))*KMAX+K) in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering system in the conjugate-

gradient solution method on vector machines. Set on first entry to routine

RESORT.

KKw (MTP1) [IS(115)] Element MR is the third spatial

location index (K) of fluid cell number MR (=((J-1)*IMAX+(I-i))*KMAX+K)

in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering system in the conjugate-gradient solution

method on vector machines. Set on first entry to routine RESORT.

MOTOMRw (NMl+1) [IS(1 10)] Cell-mapping array in the

conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on vector machines.

Set in routine RESORT to MOTOMR(ICELL(M))=((J-l)*IMAX+I-

1)*KMAX+K, where I, J, and K are the spatial location indices for fluid cell

number ICELL(M) for each cell M in the pressure equation system.
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MATERL

MB

MDTOMRw

MIM

(NREG) [IS(58)] Element ITSCB((n-

1)*11+3)+2*r-1 is the structure material index number (input as MI in

NAMELISTs M) and number of partitions (input as NP in NAMELISTs M) for

region number r of thermal structure number n, stored as 1000*MI+NP. Set in

routine INPSTR based on the stated input. (Array elements ITSCB((n-

1)*11+3)+2*r are set to 0 in routine INPSTR but are, otherwise, not used.)

(NL1) [IS(42)] Element n is the fluid cell

number which is adjacent to boundary surface element number n (and pointed to

by the surface's unit-normal vector). Set in routine BOXES, FULPIN, or

QTRPIN.

(MTP1) [IS(116)] Cell/plane mapping for use in

conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set using

NSUM=O
DO 50 N=1,NPLANS
DO 50 L=1,NMAX(N)
NSUM=NSUM+ 1

50 MDTOMR(NSUM)=MINDEX(L,N)

during first entry to routine RESORT. (The inverse of this mapping is array

MRTOMD.)

(NM1) [IS(2)] If MIM(n)>0, then MIM(n)

is the number ( NMl) of the fluid cell which is on the -I side of fluid cell

number n. If MIM(n) <0, then the -I face lies on a boundary surface; if

MIM(n) =-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface and n is the boundary

surface element number; for other MIM(n) <0 values, this is a REGular boundary

surface and ; MIM(n); is the boundary surface element number. Set by routine

BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN based on input in NAMELIST GEOM and the

Boundary Surface Identification input block. (This numbering scheme imposes

a limit: NL1 <9998.)
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MIMDw (MTP1) [IS(117)] Element MD points to the fluid

cell on the -I side of fluid cell number MD in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering

system in conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first

entry to routine RESORT using

IF (II(MR)-1.GT.0) MIMD(MD)=MRTOMD(MR-KMAX)
IF (II(MR)-1..LE.0) MIMD(MD) =IMAX*JMAX*KMAX +1

where MR=MDTOMR(MD) and MD=1,2,...,IMAX*JMAX*KMAX.

MIME (NM1+ 1) [IS(156)] Similar to array MIM but used

only in successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid energy equation

system on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV from

routine ENLOOP (IFROM=1 and IWAL99=IHTWAL(99)) as follows: (1) if the

-I face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element but this cell is

coupled to the cell on the -I side by a thermal structure and IWAL99 = 2, then

MIME(n)=MIMTS(n); (2) if the -I face of fluid cell number n is a boundary

surface element but (a) this cell is not coupled to the cell on the -I side by a

thermal structure or (b) IWAL99 2, then MIME(n) = NMI1+1; (3) otherwise the

-I face is not a boundary surface element and MIME(n) = MIM(n).

MIMNv (NMl +1) [IS(99)] Similar to array MIM but used

only in the conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during

first entry to routine OPERXD (and only used within this routine) as follows: (1)

if the -I face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MIMN(n) =NM 1+1; (2) otherwise, MIMN(n) =MIM(n).

MIMTv (NMl+1) [IS(173)] Similar to array MIM but used

only in the successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid turbulence

equation systems on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV

from routine TKLOOP or TDLOOP (IFROM=2 and IWAL99=0) as follows: (1)

if the -I face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MIMT(n) =NM 1+1; (2) otherwise, MIMT(n) =MIM(n).
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MIMTS (NM1 +1) [IS(144)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the -I side by thermal structure

number NIMTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MIMTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99)=2.

MINDEXw (MAXPTP,NPLANS) [IS(126)] Element (n,m) is the index

pointing to the n* cell in the m' diagonal plane in the conjugate-gradient solution

method on vector machines. Set on first entry to RESORT.

MIP (NM1) [IS()] If MIP(n)>0, then MIP(n) is

the number (<NM1) of the fluid cell which is on the +I side of fluid cell

number n. If MIP(n) <0, then the +I face lies on a boundary surface; if

MIP(n) =-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface and n is the boundary

surface element number; for other MIP(n) <0 values, this is a REGular boundary

surface and ; MIP(n)I is the boundary surface element number. Set by routine

BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN based on input in NAMELIST GEOM and the

Boundary Surface Identification input block. (This numbering scheme imposes

a limit: NL1 9998.)

MIPDw (MTP1) [IS(120)] Element MD points to the fluid

cell on the +I side of fluid cell number MD in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering

system in conjugate-gadient solution method on vector machines. Set during first

entry to routine RESORT using

IF (II(MR) +1. LE. IMAX) MIPD(MD) =MRTOMD(MR +KMAX)

IF (II(MR) +1. GT.IMAX) MIPD(MD) =IMAX*JMAX*KMAX +1

where MR=MDTOMR(MD) and MD=1,2,...,IMAX*JMAX*KMAX.

MIPE (NM1 +1) [IS(157)] Similar to array MIP but used

only in successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid energy equation

system on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV from

routine ENLOOP (IFROM =1 and IWAL99 =IHTWAL(99)) as follows: (1) if the

+I face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element but this cell is
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coupled to the cell on the +I side by a thermal structure and IWAL99 = 2, then

MIPE(n) =MIPTS(n); (2) if the +I face of fluid cell number n is a boundary

surface element but (a) this cell is not coupled to the cell on the +I side by a

thermal structure or (b) IWAL99 2, then MIPE(n) =NMI1+1; (3) otherwise the

+1 face is not a boundary surface element and MIPE(n)=MIP(n).

MIPNv (NMI +1) [IS(100)] Similar to array MIP but used

only in the conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during

first entry to routine OPERXD (and only used within this routine) as follows: (1)

if the +1 face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MIPN(n) = NM 1+1; (2) otherwise, MIPN(n) = MIP(n).

MIPTv (NM1 +1) [IS(174)] Similar to array MIP but used

only in the successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid turbulence

equation systems on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV

from routine TKLOOP or TDLOOP (IFROM=2 and IWAL99=0) as follows: (1)

if the +1 face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MIPT(n) = NM 1+1; (2) otherwise, MIPT(n) = MIP(n).

MIPTS (NM1 +1) [IS(145)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the +1 side by thermal structure

number NIPTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MIPTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99) =2.

MJM (NM 1) [IS(4)] If MJM(n) >0, then MJM(n)

is the number (<_NM1) of the fluid cell which is on the -J side of fluid cell

number n. If MJM(n) <0, then the -J face lies on a boundary surface; if

MJM(n) =-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface and n is the boundary

surface element number; for other MJM(n) <0 values, this is a REGular boundary

surface and ; MJM(n) I is the boundary surface element number. Set by routine

BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN based on input in NAMELIST GEOM and the
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Boundary Surface Identification input block. (This numbering scheme imposes

a limit: NL1 9998.)

MJMDw (MTP1) [IS(118)] Element MD points to the fluid

cell on the -J side of fluid cell number MD in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering

system in conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first

entry to routine RESORT using

IF (JJ(MR)-1.GT.O) MJMD(MD) =MRTOMD(MR-KMAX*IMAX)
IF (JJ(MR)-1..LE.0) MJMD(MD) = IMAX*JMAX*KMAX +1

where MR =MDTOMR(MD) and MD=1,2,...,IMAX*JMAX*KMAX.

MJME (NML +1) [IS(158)] Similar to array MJM but used

only in successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid energy equation

system on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV from

routine ENLOOP (IFROM=1 and IWAL99=IHTWAL(99)) as follows: (1) if the

-J face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element but this cell is

coupled to the cell on the -J side by a thermal structure and IWAL99=2, then

MJME(n)=MJMTS(n); (2) if the -J face of fluid cell number n is a boundary

surface element but (a) this cell is not coupled to the cell on the -J side by a

thermal structure or (b) IWAL99; 2, then MJME(n) = NM 1+1; (3) otherwise the

-J face is not a boundary surface element and MJME(n) =MJM(n).

MJMNv (NMI +1) [IS(101)] Similar to array MJM but used

only in the conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during

first entry to routine OPERXD (and only used within this routine) as follows: (1)

if the -J face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MJMN(n) = NM 1+1; (2) otherwise, MJMN(n) = MJM(n).

MJMTv (NMl+1) [IS(175)] Similar to array MJM but used

only in the successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid turbulence

equation systems on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV
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from routine TKLOOP or TDLOOP (IFROM=2 and IWAL99=0) as follows: (1)

if the -J face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MJMT(n) =NM1 +1; (2) otherwise, MJMT(n) =MJM(n).

MJMTS (NM1 +1) [IS(146)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the -J side by thermal structure

number NJMTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MJMTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99)=2.

MJP (NM1) [IS(3)] If MJP(n) >0, then MJP(n) is

the number (<_NM1) of the fluid cell which is on the +J side of fluid cell

number n. If MJP(n) <0, then the +J face lies on a boundary surface; if

MJP(n) =-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface and n is the boundary

surface element number; for other MJP(n) <0 values, this is a REGular boundary

surface and ; MJP(n) I is the boundary surface element number. Set by routine

BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN based on input in NAMELIST GEOM and the

Boundary Surface Identification input block. (This numbering scheme imposes

a limit: NL1 _9998.)

MJPDw (MTP1) [IS(121)] Element MD points to the fluid

cell on the +J side of fluid cell number MD in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering

system in conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first

entry to routine RESORT using

IF (JJ(MR)+1.LE.JMAX) MJPD(MD) =MRTOMD(MR+KMAX*IMAX)
IF (JJ(MR)+1.GT.JMAX) MJPD(MD)=IMAX*JMAX*KMAX+1

where MR=MDTOMR(MD) and MD=1,2,...,IMAX*JMAX*KMAX.

MJPE (NMI1+1) [IS(159)] Similar to array MJP but used

only in successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid energy equation

system on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV from

routine ENLOOP (IFROM=1 and IWAL99=IHTWAL(99)) as follows: (1) if the
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+J face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element but this cell is

coupled to the cell on the +J side by a thermal structure and IWAL99 =2, then

MJPE(n) =MJPTS(n); (2) if the +J face of fluid cell number n is a boundary

surface element but (a) this cell is not coupled to the cell on the +J side by a

thermal structure or (b) IWAL99 2, then MJPE(n) =NM1 +1; (3) otherwise the

+J face is not a boundary surface element and MJPE(n) =MJP(n).

MJPNv (NMl +1) [IS(102)] Similar to array MJP but used

only in the conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during

first entry to routine OPERXD (and only used within this routine) as follows: (1)

if the +J face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MJPN(n) =NMl+1; (2) otherwise, MJPN(n) =MJP(n).

MJPTv (NMl+1) [IS(176)] Similar to array MJP but used

only in the successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid turbulence

equation systems on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV

from routine TKLOOP or TDLOOP (IFROM=2 and IWAL99=0) as follows: (1)

if the +J face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MJPT(n) =NM1 +1; (2) otherwise, MJPT(n) =MJP(n).

MJPTS (NML+1) [IS(147)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the +J side by thermal structure

number NJPTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MJPTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99)=2.

MKM (NM1) [IS(6)] If MKM(n) >0, then MKM(n)

is the number ( NM1) of the fluid cell which is on the -K side of fluid cell

number n. If MKM(n) <0, then the -K face lies on a boundary surface; if

MKM(n) =-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface and n is the boundary

surface element number, for other MKM(n) <0 values, this is a REGular

boundary surface and ;MKM(n)I is the boundary surface element number. Set
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by routine BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN based on input in NAMELIST GEOM

and the Boundary Surface Identification input block. (This numbering scheme

imposes a limit: NL1 9998.)

MKMDw (MTP1) [IS(119)] Element MD points to the fluid

cell on the -K side of fluid cell number MD in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering

system in conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first

entry to routine RESORT using

IF (KK(MR)-1.GT.0) MKMD(MD)=MRTOMD(MR-1)
IF (KK(MR)-1..LE.0) MKMD(MD) =IMAX*JMAX*KMAX 4 1

where MR=MDTOMR(MD) and MD=1,2,...,IMAX*JMAX*KMAX.

MKME (NMl+1) [IS(160)] Similar to array MKM but

used only in successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid energy

equation system on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV

from routine ENLOOP (IFROM= 1 and IWAL99=IHTWAL(99)) as follows: (1)

if the -K face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element but this cell

is coupled to the cell on the -K side by a thermal structure and IWAL99 =2, then

MKME(n) =MKMTS(n); (2) if the -K face of fluid cell number n is a boundary

surface element but (a) this cell is not coupled to the cell on the -K side by a

thermal structure or (b) IWAL99 2, then MKME(n) =NM1 +1; (3) otherwise

the -K face is not a boundary surface element and MKME(n)=MKM(n).

MKMNv (NMl+1) [IS(103)] Similar to array MKM but

used only in the conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set

during first entry to routine OPERXD (and only used within this routine) as

follows: (1) if the -K face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element,

then MKMN(n) =NM1 +1; (2) otherwise, MKMN(n) =MKM(n).

MKMTv (NMl+1) [IS(177)] Similar to array MKM but

used only in the successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid turbulence

equation systems on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV
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from routine TKLOOP or TDLOOP (IFROM=2 and IWAL99=0) as follows: (1)

if the -K face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MKMT(n) =NM 1+1; (2) otherwise, MKMT(n) =MKM(n).

MKMTS (NM1+1) [IS(148)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the -K side by thermal structure

number NKMTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MKMTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99) =2.

MKP (NM1) [IS(5)] If MKP(n) >0, then MKP(n)

is the number (5NM1) of the fluid cell which is on the +K side of fluid cell

number n. If MKP(n) <0, then the +K face lies on a boundary surface; if

MKP(n)=-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface and n is the boundary

surface element number; for other MKP(n) <0 values, this is a REGular boundary

surface and | MKP(n) I is the boundary surface element number. Set by routine

BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN based on input in NAMELIST GEOM and the

Boundary Surface Identification input block. (This numbering scheme imposes

a limit: NL1 9998.)

MKPDw (MTP1) [IS(122)] Element MD points to the fluid

cell on the +K side of fluid cell number MD in the diagonal-plane cell-numbering

system in conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first

entry to routine RESORT using

IF (KK(MR) +1.LE.KMAX) MKPD(MD) = MRTOMD(MR +1)

IF (KK(MR) +1. GT. KMAX) MKPD(MD) = IMAX*JMAX*KMAX +1

where MR=MDTOMR(MD) and MD=1,2,...,IMAX*JMAX*KMAX.

MKPE (NMl+ 1) [IS(161)] Similar to array MKP but used

only in successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid energy equation

system on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV from

routine ENLOOP (IFROM=1 and IWAL99=IHTWAL(99)) as follows: (1) if the

+K face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element but this cell is
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coupled to the cell on the +K side by a thermal structure and IWAL99=2, then

MKPE(n) =MKPTS(n); (2) if the +K face of fluid cell number n is a boundary

surface element but (a) this cell is not coupled to the cell on the +K side by a

thermal structure or (b) IWAL99 2, then MKPE(n) =NM 1+1; (3) otherwise the

+K face is not a boundary surface element and MKPE(n)=MKP(n).

MKPNv (NMl+ 1) [IS(104)] Similar to array MKP but used

only in the conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during

first entry to routine OPERXD (and only used within this routine) as follows: (1)

if the +K face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MKPN(n) =NM 1+1; (2) otherwise, MKPN(n) =MKP(n).

MKPTv (NMl+ 1) [IS(178)] Similar to array MKP but used

only in the successive-overrelaxation solution method for the fluid turbulence

equation systems on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine SOLVEV

from routine TKLOOP or TDLOOP (IFROM=2 and IWAL99=0) as follows: (1)

if the +K face of fluid cell number n is a boundary surface element, then

MKPT(n)=NMl+ 1; (2) otherwise, MKPT(n)=MKP(n).

MKPTS (NM1+1) [IS(149)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the +K side by thermal structure

number NKPTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MKPTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99) =2.

MREB (IFREB) [IS(11)] List of cells which form

regions and cells whose faces form surfaces in the user-specified mass rebalancing

model. Set in routine IREBAL at beginning of a run having IFREB >0 and

NEWREB=1 based on the values input for arrays NREBM, NREBX, NREBY,

and NREBZ in NAMELIST DATA and the records in the Rebalancing Region

Location input block. The first NREBM(l) entries are the fluid cell numbers

which form rebalancing region number 1; the next NREBX(1) entries are the fluid
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cell numbers whose +1 faces are part of rebalancing surface number 1; the next

NREBY(1) entries are the fluid cell numbers whose +J faces are part of

rebalancing surface number 1; the next NREBZ(1) entries are the fluid cell

numbers whose +K faces are part of rebalancing surface number 1; the next

NREBM(2), NREBX(2), NREBY(2), and NREBZ(2) entries are the

corresponding fluid cell numbers for rebalancing region and surface number 2;

this storage pattern continues for rebalancing region and surface numbers

3,4,...,NREBRT. Array IMREB in COMMON BLOCK /I4ARY/ contains the

indexing offsets needed to access the cell-number information in array MREB.

MRTOMDw (MTP1) [IS(123)] Cell/plane mapping for use in

conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set using

NSUM=0
DO 50 N=1,NPLANS
DO 50 L=1,NMAX(N)
NSUM=NSUM+ 1

50 MRTOMD(MINDEX(L,N))=NSUM

during first entry to routine RESORT. (The inverse of this mapping is array

MDTOMR.)

MSWEEP#

MTOMDw

(NM!) [IS(1O)] Not currently used (although

appears in the argument lists for routines INITAL, TIMSTP, MALOOP,

')LCALC, and REBAL). Storage allocation for this array is based on it

containing real numbers (i.e. DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines)

rather than integers as one might infer from the variable name. (Storage location

S(IS(10) is also used for array HOLD.)

(NMl+1) [IS(112)] Cell mapping array used in

conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first entry to

routine RESORT using

MTOMD(M) =MRTOMD(MOTOMR(ICELL(M)))

for M=1,2,...,NX (= number of cells in pressure equation system 5 NM1).
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MTOMRw

MTSODD

NA+

NAAw

NDGw

(NMl+1) [IS(11l)] Cell mapping used in

conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first entry to

routine RESORT using

MTOMR(M)=((J-1)*IMAX+(I-1))*KMAX+K

where I, J, and K are the spatial location indices of fluid cell number ICELL(M)

and M=1,2,...,NX (= number of cells in pressure equation system <_NM1).

(NM1 + 1,NTSCUP) [IS(162)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the m' nonadjacent fluid cell by thermal structure number

NTSODD(n,m) and that fluid cell's number is MTSODD(n,m). Set in routine

LODODD (as called from routine GETMTS) at the beginning of a job when

IHTWAL(99) =2.

(7,NM1) [IS(88)] Index array in the conjugate-

gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Set in routine SORTC such

that element (n,i) holds the n-position which the term NM(n,i) occupied in the

NM array before it was shuffled for cell number i. Used in routines FACINC

and OPERXC. (See array NM in this section for additional information.)

(7,MTP1) [IS(131)] Analogous to array NA but

used on vector machines, for which cell numbers (second array index) conform

to the regular geometric ordering. Initially filled using array NA in routine

RESORT; used in routine FACNCV.

(MTP1) [IS(125)] Cell/plane mapping array,

holding the diagonal plane number to which each cell belongs, in conjugate-

gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first entry to routine

RESORT using

NDG(((J-1)*IMAX + (I-1))*KMAX +K) =I +J + K-2

where I, J, and K are the spatial cell location indices.
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NIMTS (NM1 +1) [IS(150)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the -I side by thermal structure

number NIMTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MIMTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99) =2.

NIPTS (NMl+1) [IS(151)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the +I side by thermal structure

number NIPTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MIPTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99) =2.

NJMTS (NMl +1) [IS(152)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the -J side by thermal structure

number NJMTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MJMTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99) =2.

NJPTS (NMl+1) [IS(153)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the +J side by thermal structure

number NJPTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MJPTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99) =2.

NKMTS (NMl+1) [IS(154)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the -K side by thermal structure

number NKMTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MKMTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99) =2.

NKPTS (NMl+1) [IS(155)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the adjacent fluid cell on the +K side by thermal structure

number NKPTS(n) and that fluid cell's number is MKPTS(n). Set in routine

GETMTS at beginning of job when IHTWAL(99)=2.
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NLw (NPLANS) [IS(128)] Element n is the first cell

number (in the regular geometric cell-numbering pattern) in diagonal plane

number n in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on

vector machines. Set during first call to RESORT; used in LOWFCV.

NM+ (9,NM1) [IS(89)] Fluid cell number index array

used in conjunction with array A in conjugate-gradient solution method. Array is

initially constructed in routine COMMAT, such that element (1,n) is the fluid cell

number and elements (2,n) through (7,n) are the fluid cell number,; which are

adjacent to cell n in the -J, -I, -K, +K, +I, and +J directions, respectively. The

ordering is shuffled in routine SORTC after zeroing entries where there is no

coupling, such that (1) elements (m,n), for m=1,2,...,7, form an ascending

sequence of cell numbers; (2) element (8,n) is the value of m corresponding to

the cell number (i.e. element (8,n) is n); and (3) element (9,n) is how many of

elements (m,n), m=1,2,...,7, are nonzero.

NMAXw (NPLANS) [IS(127)] Element n is the number of

fluid cells in diagonal plane number n in conjugate-gradient solution method on

vector machines. Set during first entry to routine RESORT.

NMMw (9,MTP1) [IS(130)] Similar to array NM but

information is stored by cell number in the diagonal-plane system for the

conjugate-gradient solution method on vector machines. Set during first entry to

routine RESORT; used in routines FACNCV and COFSRT.

NMNP+ (6,NM1) [IS(87)] If nonzero, then the pressure

in fluid cell number NMNP(m,n) provides a boundary condition on side m (where

m=1 through 6 correspond to the -I, +I, -J, +J, -K, and +K sides, respectively)

of fluid cell number n in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation

system. Set in routine STORE; used in routine UPDATE.
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NTSODD (NM1 + 1,NTSCUP) [IS(163)] If nonzero, then fluid cell

number n is coupled to the m* nonadjacent fluid cell by thermal structure number

NTSODD(n,m) and that fluid cell's number is MTSODD(n,m). Set in routine

LODODD (as called from routine GETMTS) at the beginning of a job when

IHTWAL(99) =2.

NUw (NPLANS) [IS(129)] Element n is the last cell

number (in regular geometric cell-numbering pattern) in diagonal plane number

n in conjugate-gradient solution of pressure equation system on vector machines.

Set during first entry to routine RESORT; used in routine FACNCV.

OARU (NM1) [IS(32)] Originally used in explicit

formulation of the I-direction momentum equation, which is not the recommended

solution method; set in routine XMOM; values need to stay intact through their

use in routine MOMENT. (Storage location S(IS(32)) is also used for the

following temporary arrays: RDUM1 in routine OUTPUT, SPHL in routine

ENLOOP, and SCHL in routines TDLOOP and TKLOOP.)

OARV (NM1) [IS(33)] Originally used in explicit

formulation of the J-direction momentum equation, which is not the recommended

solution method; set in routine YMOM; values must stay intact through their use

in routine MOMENT. (Storage location S(IS(33)) is also used for temporary

array IDUMI in routine OUTPUT.)

OARW (NM1) [IS(34)] Originally used in explicit

formulation of the K-direction momentum equation, which is not the

recommended solution method; set in routine ZMOM; values need to stay intact

through their use in routine MOMENT. (Storage location S(IS(34)) is a candidate

for use as a temporary array in other routines or for deletion.)
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P (NM1) [IS(41)] P: Element n is the pressure

[Pa] in fluid cell number n relative to the value in array element PSTATO(n).

(The current total pressure is P(n)+PSTATO(n).) Set in routine CNGRIC or

SOLVIT depending on method used to solve the pressure equation system.

P+ (NM1) [IS(91)] Intermediate result (used in

computing the initial residual) in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system. Set by calling routine OPERXC from routine CNGRIC to

P=A*X, where A is the coefficient matrix and X is the initial value of the

solution vector (i.e. pressure).

PB (NL1) [IS(50)] Pb: Element n is the total

pressure [Pa] at boundary surface element number n. Value is always set to

P(MB(N))+PSTATO(MB(N)). Initialized in routine ICTEMP; reset in routines

BCTEMP, BCTEMT, BCTEMO, and DUCTWA as case progresses. (Not clear

that this array is really used effectively, since pressure is really not defined on

boundary surfaces -- any specified boundary pressure is immediately transferred

to the center of the neighboring fluid cell.)

POLD (NM 1) [IS(82)] Identical to array P but values

are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at the beginning

of the time step.

PSTATO (NM1) [IS(35)] Po: Element n is the reference

pressure [Pa] in fluid cell number n. (The current total pressure is

P(n)+PSTATO(n).) Set in routine INITAL to the initial gravity head (using

values input in arrays TEMPO, FRESO, XPRESO, YPRESO, and ZPRESO in

NAMELIST DATA and the cell's position in Cartesian coordinates).

QBN (NL1) [IS(47)] qb: Element n is the heat flux

[W/m2 ] for boundary surface element number n. For "specified heat flux" fluid
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energy boundary conditions, this is set to user-specified input values (using array

TEMP in NAMELIST DATA or 'QBN ' records in the Boundary Value

Initialization block of the card-image input file) and updated in routine BCTEMT

as needed during the case. For other types of fluid energy boundary conditions,

this is computed in routine BCTEMP, BCTEMO, or QDUCTW (using TLB(n),

TL(MB(n)), and other quantities).

(NM! +1 ,6+NTSCUP) [IS(165)] Element (n,m) is the net

volumetric heat transfer rate [W/m3] to fluid cell number n from the thermal

structure which connects this fluid cell to the fluid cell indicated by index m when

IHTWAL(99) > =1. Index m values of 1 through 6 refer to the cells immediately

adjacent to cell n on the -I, +I, -J, +J, -K, and +K sides, respectively; higher

values of index m refer to the cells which are not immediately adjacent to cell n.

Set in routine QSTRUC.

QPRIME (NM! + 1,6+NTSCUP) [IS(166)] Element (n,m) is the derivative

[kg/m3 s] of the net volumetric heat transfer rate to fluid cell number n from the

thermal structure which connects this fluid cell to the fluid cell indicated by index

m with respect to the enthalpy in the fluid cell indicated by index m when

IHTWAL(99) =2. Index m values of 1 through 6 refer to the cells immediately

adjacent to cell n on the -I, +I, -J, +J, -K, and +K sides, respectively; higher

values of index m refer to the cells which are not immediately adjacent to cell n.

Set in routine QSTRDS.

(NM1) [IS(29)] q"': Element n is the net

volumetric heat source rate [W/m3] to fluid cell number n. When thermal

structures are used, this is computed in routine QSTRUC; when thermal

structures are not used, this is input using 'QSOU' records in the Internal Cell

Initialization block of the card-image input file.
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R+ (NM1) [IS(90)] Mass residual in the conjugate-

gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Computed in routine CNGRIC.

RDUM1 (NM1) [IS(32)] Temporary work space in

routine OUTPUT. (Storage location S(IS(32)) is also used for the following

arrays: OARU in routines XMOM and MOMENT, SPHL in routine ENLOOP,

and SCHL in routines TDLOOP and TKLOOP.)

REALB (NM1) [IS(28)] Not currently used. (Storage

location S(IS(28)) is currently used for array ULOLD.)

REYLEN (NFORCE) [IS(62)] Dh2n: Element n is the

characteristic length [m] used in computing the Reynolds number for use in

computing the friction factor for force structure number n. Input in NAMELIST

DATA.

RL (NM1) [IS(17)] p: Element n is the fluid

density [kg/m3] for fluid cell number n. Computed in routine TIMSTP (using h,

P, and the equation-of-state information) near the end of each outer iteration.

RLB (NL1) [IS(45)] Pb: Element n is the fluid

density [kg/m3] for boundary surface element number n. Set by routines which

set array TLB.

RLOLD (NM 1) [IS(83)] Same as array RL except

values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at the

beginning of a time step.

RMU (NMl) [IS(8)] : Element n is the total

(laminar plus turbulent) viscosity [Pa'-s] for fluid cell number n. Defined in

routine MOLOOP for temporary use in routines XMOMI, YMOMI, and
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ZMOMI. (Storage location S(IS(8)) is also used for array IDODL in routine

DLCALC.)

RMU (NM1) [IS(27)] : Element n is the total

(laminar plus turbulent) viscosity [Pa. s] for fluid cell number n when

ITURKE 11. Defined in routines (1) TKLOOP for temporary use in routines

TKSORC and TKENER and (2) TDLOOP for temporary use in routine TDNER.

(Storage location S(IS(27)) is also used for array ARWL in routines ZMOM and

MOMENT and array IDUM3 in routine OUTPUT.)

RODFR (NSTRUC) [IS(55)] Element n is the geometry

multiplicity factor for thermal structure number n. Set in routine INPSTR to

value input for RODFR in NAMELISTs T. Exact meaning depends its sign and

on IXYZ as described in the Input Guide.

S (sdim) [special] See beginning of this section.

SCHL (NM1) [IS(25)] Similar to array QSOUR but

is heat source rate per "cell volume" rather than per "cell fluid volume". Used

in routine ENLOOP (and routines it calls). (Storage location S(IS(25)) is also

used for array ARUL in routines XMOM and MOMENT and array IDUM4 in

routine OUTPUT.)

SCHL (NM1) [IS(32)] (1) Part of source term (i.e.

Pk+Gk-pE, cf. Eq. 7.7 of Ref. 1) in turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent kinetic

energy dissipation rate equation systems when ITURKE 11; defined in routine

TKSORC; used in routines TKENER and TDNER. (2) Velocity gradient term

(i.e. {(au/8x;)[(aui/ax)+(au1/8x)]}" 2 in Eq. 7.32 of Ref. 1) in turbulent viscosity

expression when ITURKE= 10; defined in routine VELOG; used in routine

VISFIX. (Storage location S(IS(32)) is also used for array OARU in routines

XMOM and MOMENT, array SPHL in routine ENLOOP, and array RDUMI in

routine OUTPUT.)
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SIZE (NREGTS) [IS(64)] Thermal structure thicknesses:

(1) Element ITSCB((n-1)*11 +3)+2*r-1 is the partition thickness (input as DR

in NAMELISTs M) for region number r of thermal structure number n. (2)

Element ITSCB((n-1)*11+3)+2*r is the gap thickness (input as SOAP in

NAMELISTs M) between region numbers r and r+ 1 for thermal structure

number n. Array is filled in routine INPSTR based on the stated input.

SPAEND [special] Last variable in COMMON

BLOCK /SPACE/. Value is irrelevant. Storage location is only referenced in

connection with calculating the length of the common block.

SPHL (NM1) [IS(32)] dq"'/dh: Element n is the

derivative of the net heat source rate with respect to enthalpy for fluid cell n;

contributions are computed in routines BCTEMO, QDUCTW, and QSTRUC;

used in routine ENERGI. (Storage location S(IS(32)) is also used for array

OARU in routines XMOM and MOMENT, array SCHL in routines TDLOOP

and TKLOOP, and array RDUM1 in routine OUTPUT.)

SPHODL (NMI + 1,NTSCUP) [IS(164)] Element (n,m) is the derivative

of the net heat transfer rate to fluid cell n from the thermal structure which

couples this fluid cell to the mh nonadjacent fluid cell with respect to the enthalpy

in the ml nonadjacent fluid cell when IHTWAL(99) =2. Set in routine ENERGI

(to QPRIME(n,6+m) times the fluid volume in cell n).

STAREA (NPARTS) [IS(56)] Element I T S C B((n -

1)*i1+8)+p is the surface area between partition numbers p and p-1 for thermal

structure number n. If the corresponding value of RODFR is negative, then this

is an area factor rather than an absolute area. Set in routine INPSTR based on

input in the Thermal Structure Prototype and Location blocks of the card-image

input file.
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STVOL

TEMBTO (NM1+1)

TEMDEL

TEMPOlv

TEMPO2v

TEMPO3v

[IS(106)]

[IS(109)](NM1+1)

See array TEMPOl.

See array TEMPO4.

(NM! +1) [IS(106)] Element n holds the constant

(source plus boundary value) term for fluid cell n in the successive-overrelaxation

solution method for nonmomentum equation systems on vector machines. Set and

used in routine SOLVEV, in which it is identified by the name TEMBTO.

(Storage location S(IS(106)) is also used for array TEMPV in routine OPERXD.)

(NM! +1) [IS(107)] Element n is the new variable

(either h, k, or e) value for fluid cell number n in the successive-overrelaxation

solution method for nonmomentum equation systems on vector machines.

Computed during each inner iteration in routine SOLVEV, in which it is

identified by the name TEMPV1. (Storage location S(IS(107)) is also used for

array TEMPY in routine OPERXD.)

(NM 1+1) [IS(108)] Values of the solution variable

(either h, k, or e) being held constant during the successive-overrelaxtion solution

method for nonmomentum equation systems on vector machines; these are the

values for the "red" cells when the "black" cells' values are being updated and

the values for the "black" cells when the "red" cells' values are being updated.

Array is filled from array TEMPO2 after the "red" and "black" cell loops during

each inner iteration in routine SOLVEV, in which the array is identified by the

name TEMPV2. (Storage location S(IS(108)) is also used for array XR in routine

CNGRIC.)
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(NPARTS) [IS(57)] Element ITSCB((n-

1)*11+8)+p is the volume of partition number p for thermal structure number

n. If the corresponding value of RODFR is negative, then this is a volume factor

rather than an absolute volume. Set in routine INPSTR based on input in the

Thermal Structure Prototype and Location blocks of the card-image input file.



TEMP04v

TEMPVw

TEMPVlv

TEMPV2v

TEMPYw

TKED

TKEDB

(NM1+1)

(NM1+1)

[IS(107)]

[IS(108)]

See array TEMPO2.

See array TEMPO3.

(NM1 +1) [IS(107)] Temporary work space array

holding copy of array F is routine OPERXD which computes F=A*X as part of

the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on vector

machines. (Storage location S(IS(107)) is also used for array TEMPV1 in routine

SOLVEV.)

(NM1) [IS(168)] e: Element n is the turbulent

kinetic energy dissipation rate [m2/s3] for fluid cell number n when ITURKE 11.

Computed in routine TDLOOP (possibly by calling routine SOLVEN or

SOLVEV).

(NL1) [IS(170)] Eb: Element n is the turbulent

kinetic energy dissipation rate (e) [m2/s3] for boundary surface element number

n when ITURKE 11. Initialized in routine INITUR; updated in routine

BCTURB during each outer iteration.
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(NM1 +1) [IS(109)] Element n is the fractional

change in the solution variable (either h, k, or e) for fluid cell number n during

this inner iteration in the successive-overrelaxation solution method for

nonmomentum equation systems on vector machines. Computed at the end of

each inner iteration in routine SOLVEV, in which it is identified by the name

TEMDEL.

(NM! +1) [IS(106)] Temporary work space array

holding copy of array X in routine OPERXD which computes F=A*X as part of

the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on vector

machines. (Storage location S(IS(106)) is also used for array TEMBTO in routine

SOLVEV.)



TKEDO (NM1) [IS(169)] Same as array TKED except

that the values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP

at the beginning of each time step.

TL (NM1) [IS(23)] T: Element n is the fluid

temperature [*C] for fluid cell number n. Computed in routine TIMSTP (using

h, P and the equation-of-state information) near the end of each outer iteration.

TLB (NL1) [IS(49)] Tb: Element n is the

temperature [*C] of boundary surface element number n. For specified-

temperature fluid energy equation boundary conditions, this is initialized in

routine ICTEMP (using input from array TEMP in NAMELIST DATA and

'TLB ' records in the Boundary Value Initialization block of the card-image input

file) and updated in routine BCTEMO as needed during the case. For other

boundary conditions, this is computed in routine BCTEMP, BCTEMT, or

QDUCTW (using QBN(n), TL(MB(n), and other quantities).

TLOLD (NM 1) [IS(81)] Same as array TL except that

the values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at

the beginning of each time step.

TTS (NTTS) [IS(77)] Element I T S C B((n -

1)*11 +7)+(e-1)*NPRT+p is the temperature [*C] (at the center) of partition

number p of element number e of thermal structure number n, where

NPRT=MOD(ITSCB((n-1)*11+5),1000). Computed in routine TSTRUC.

TURCON (NM1) [IS(76)] X: Element n is the turbulent

thermal conductivity [W/m -*C] for fluid cell number n when ITURKE> 0.

When ITURKE= 1, this array is initially filled using the value of input variable

TURBC in NAMELIST DATA and overridden on a cell-by-cell basis using the

values specified using 'TURC' records in the Internal Celi Initialization block of
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the card-image input file. When ITURKE> 10, these array values are computed

in routine VISFIX (ITURKE= 10) or TURV12 (ITURKEL. 11) during each outer

iteration (between the solutions of the fluid momentum and energy equation

systems).

TURK (NM1) [IS(36)] k: Element n is the turbulent

kinetic energy [m2/s2] for fluid cell number n when ITURKE 11. Computed by

routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV (as called from routine TKLOOP).

TURKB (NL1) [IS(51)] kb: Element n is the turbulent

kinetic energy [m2/s2] for boundary surface element number n when

ITURKE 11. Initialized by routine INTURK and updated by routine BCTURB

during each outer iteration.

TURKO (NM1) [IS(12)] Same as array TURK except

that values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at

the beginning of each time step.

TURVIO (NM 1) [IS(179)] Same as array TURVIS except

that values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at

the beginning of each time step.

TURVIS (NM 1) [IS(37)] t: Element n is the turbulent

viscosity for [Pa. s] fluid cell number n when ITURKE> 0. When ITURKE=1,

this array is initially filled using the value of input variable TURBV in

NAMELIST DATA and overridden on a cell-by-cell basis using the values

specified using 'TURV' records in the Internal Cell Initialization block of the

card-image input file. When ITURKE? 10, these array values are computed in

routine VISFIX (ITURKE= 10) or TURV12 (ITURKE 11) during each outer

iteration (between the solutions of the fluid momentum and energy equation

systems).
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UL (NM1) [IS(18)] u: Element n is the x- (or r-)

direction velocity [m/s] on the +1 face of fluid cell number n. (If MIP(n) <0,

then the +I face lies on a boundary surface and the velocity on this cell face is

not stored in array UL; for MIP(n) =-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface

and the velocity is implicitly 0; for other MIP(n) <0 values, this is a REGular

boundary surface and the velocity is -VELBN(-MIP(n)).) Computed in routine

MOMENI (after solving the pressure equation system) during each outer iteration.

ULOLD (NM 1) [IS(28)] Same as array UL except that

values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at the

beginning of each time step. (Storage location S(IS(28)) is also used for array

REALB.)

UWIRE (NM1) [IS(38)] Element n is the geometry

coefficient of the x-direction component of the wire-wrap force vector (i.e.

fX/(pwlw|)) for fluid cell number n when IGEOM >0 and IWIRE=2. Computed

in routine GETWIR at the beginning of a run.

VELBN (NL1) [IS(46)] u: Element m is the velocity

[m/s] in the direction of the unit surface-normal vector (i.e. VELBN(m) >0 is

flow from the boundary toward the adjacent fluid cell) for boundary surface

element number m. For specified-value velocity boundary conditions, this array

is initially filled in routine ICTEMP (using values input for array VELOC in

NAMELIST DATA), may be overridden by 'VELB' records in the Boundary

Value Initialization block of the card-image input file, and is updated during

every time step by routine BCFLOT for transient boundary conditions. For

continuative velocity boundary conditions, the array values are computed in

routine BCFLOW (using values from arrays UL, VL, WL, and other quantities)

during every time step.
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VL (NM1) [IS(19)] v: ;clement n is the y- (or 0-)

direction velocity [m/s] on the +J face of fluid cell number n. (If MJP(n) <0,

then the +J face lies on a boundary surface and the velocity on this cell face is

not stored in array VL; for MJP(n) =-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface

and the velocity is implicitly 0; for other MJP(n) <0 values, this is a REGular

boundary surface and the velocity is -VELBN(-MJP(n)).) Computed in routine

MOMENI (after solving the pressure equation system) during each outer iteration.

VLOLD (NM 1) [IS(30)] Same as array VL except that

values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at the

beginning of each time step. (Storage location S(IS(30)) is also used for array

DDDPOT(NM 1).)

VOL+ (NM1) [IS(95)] V,: Element n is the volume

[m3] of fluid in fluid cell number n as used in the conjugate-gradient solution

method. Computed in routine VOLCEL at the beginning of a run. (This array

could be used in more places in the program if it were defined for all cells, rather

than just being defined for those cells in which the pressure is being computed.)

VWIRE (NM 1) [IS(39)] Element n is the geometry

coefficient of the y-direction component of the wire-wrap force vector (i.e.

fy/(pw l w| )) for fluid cell number n when IGEOM >0 and IWIRE=2. Computed

in routine GETWIR at the beginning of a run.

WL (NM1) [IS(20)] w: Element n is the z-direction

velocity [m/s] on the +K face of fluid cell number n. (If MKP(n) <0, then the

+K face lies on a boundary surface and the velocity on this cell face is not stored

in array WL; for MKP(n)=-9999, this is an IREGular boundary surface and the

velocity is implicitly 0; for other MKP(n) <0 values, this is a REGular boundary

surface and the velocity is -VELBN(-MKP(n)).) Computed in routine MOMENI

(after solving the pressure equation system) during each outer iteration.
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WLOLD (NM1) [IS(31)] Same as array WL except that

values are for the end of the previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at the

beginning of each time step. (Storage location S(IS(31)) is also used for array

DDDH(NM 1).)

WWIRE (NM1) [IS(40)] Element n is the geometry

coefficient of the z-direction component of the wire-wrap force vector (i.e.

f/(pw I w I)) for fluid cell number n when IGEOM >0 and IWIRE=2. Computed

in routine GETWIR at the beginning of a run.

XRw (NMI +1) [IS(108)] Temporary work space array

holding absolute value of array DL (which is the mass residual) in routine

CNGRIC as part of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation

system on vector machines. (Storage location S(IS(108)) is also used for array

TEMPV2 in routine SOLVEV.)

XXXw (MTP1) [IS(133)] Solution vector for upper- and

lower- triangular matrix system (i.e. AAL*AAU*XXX=FFF) in the conjugate-

gradient solution of the pressure equation system on vector machines. Computed

and used in routine LOWFCV.

4.8 COMMON BLOCK /MACHIN/

This common block contains three INTEGERs used in connection with the storage

allocation scheme (i.e. arrays IS in COMMON BLOCK /ADDCON/ and S in COMMON

BLOCK /SPACE/). The values of all three variables are set in the BLOCK DATA routine and

are constant for a given type of computer. The declaration statement defining the storage order

is given by:

COMMON /MACHIN/ NOBPI,NOWPD,NOWPS

This common block generally occurs in routines where routine LOCF is used. The definitions
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of these variables are as follows.

NOBPI Amount of storage, in units of the results returned by routine

LOCF, occupied by one integer variable. Key values: for IBM mainframes (and

many short-word workstations), the value should be 4 bytes per integer variable

(thus giving rise to the name of the variable "number of bytes per integer"); for

Cray machines, the value should be 1 word per integer variable.

NOWPD Number of words of storage for one double-precision real variable.

Key values: for short-word machines, the value should be 2; for long-word

machines, the value should be 1 (since there are no DOUBLE PRECISION

variables). (This variable was introduced in an earlier IBM version of COMMIX

in which most real variables were declared REAL and only a few were declared

DOUBLE PRECISION.)

NOWPS Number of words of storage for one single-precision real variable.

Key values: for short-word machines, the value should be 2 (since all real

variables are DOUBLE PRECISION); for long-word machines, the value should

be 1. (This variable was introduced in an earlier IBM version of COMMIX in

which most real variables were declared REAL and only a few were declared

DOUBLE PRECISION.)

4.9 COMMON BLOCK /REBALS/

The primary use of this common block is for storage of the equation system to be solved

for mass rebalancing in routines REBAZ and REBAZG. The equation system to be solved for

the pressure-correction factors (AP,) is given by

cn*AP- + a,*AP, + b0*APn+ 1 = do

where n ranges from 1 up to the number of rebalancing regions (=M below); the coefficients

for this tridiagonal matrix system are set in routine REBAZ or REBAXG and the system is

solved in routine TDMA; after the solution is unpacked, the coefficient arrays are no longer

needed. The declaration statement defining the storage order in these routines is given by:
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COMMON /REBALS/ A(99),B(99),C(99),D(99),DP(99)

The definitions of these variables are as follows.

A (99) a;: Vector holding the main diagonal, where element n+1

corresponds to the coefficient for rebalancing region n, for n=1,2,...,M.

(Element A(1) is not used.)

B (99) -be: Vector holding the negative of the upper diagonal, where

element n +1 corresponds to the coefficient for rebalancing region n, for

n=1,2,...,M-1. (Element B(1) is not used and element B(M) is zero.)

C (99) -c.: Vector holding the negative of the lower diagonal, where

element n +1 corresponds to the coefficient for rebalancing region n, for

n=2,3,....,M. (Element C(1) is not used and element C(2) is zero.)

D (99) d: Vector holding the right hand side, where element n +1

corresponds to the term for rebalancing region n, for n=1,2,...,M. (Element

D(1) is not used.)

DP (99) AP.: Vector holding the solution, where element n+1 is the

pressure correction for rebalancing region n, for n =1,2,... ,M. (Element DP(1)

is not used.)

Since the arrays in this common block are not needed after leaving routine REBAZ or

REBAZG, their storage space is used for temporary arrays in other routines (COMMIX,

INITAL, INITZl, QGENER, IREBAL, REBAL, REBALX, REBALY, REBALZ, INPSTR,

QSTRUC, QSTRDS, TSTRUC, and FITIT).
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4.10 COMMON BLOCK /IMPL/

This common block contains one integer variable and is used to pass the value of

NTSCUP (which is set by a PARAMETER statement) to certain routines where it was not

permissible (or not convenient) to pass the value through the argument list. The declaration

statement defining the storage order is given by:

COMMON /IMPL/ NODD

The definition of this variable is as follows.

NODD The maximum number of nonadjacent fluid cells to which a fluid

cell may be coupled by thermal structures. (This variable has the same value as

variable NTSCUP.)

4.11 COMMON BLOCK /CSCAN/

This common block is used to pass information about the contents of the Thermal

Structure Prototype block of the card-image input file from routine TSCAN to routine INPSTR.

The declaration statement defining the storage order is given by

COMMON /CSCAN/ LOOK(PNSTRU+ 1)

where PNSTRU is the maximum number of thermal structure prototypes allowed in any run (and

is set by a PARAMETER statement in the source coding). The definition of this array is as

follows.

LOOK (PNSTRU+ 1) Element n contains the value 100*NMS+NOS for the n* thermal

structure prototype in the Thermal Structure Prototype input block, where NMS

is the number of material regions (i.e. the number of NAMELISTs M) and NOS

indicates whether the inner (NOS =01), outer (NOS =10), or both (NOS= 11)
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surface(s) of the thermal structure prototype interact with fluid (i.e. the

occurrence(s) of NAMELIST F). A zero is used to indicate the end of this array

(i.e. if LOOK(9)=0, then there are 8 thermal structure prototypes). Filled by

routine TSCAN during first reading of the Thermal Structure Prototype input

block; used by routine INPSTR in second reading of the Thermal Structure

Prototype input block in determining the order of the NAMELISTs; not needed

after returning from INPSTR.

4.12 COMMON BLOCK /TIMING/

The real number variables in this common block are used to collect central-processor-unit

(CPU) time usage information during the running of a case. This information is used primarily

by the code developers. The "DTxxxx" values are summations of elapsed time, in units of CPU

seconds, for various coding segments and the "Txxxxx" values are intermediate times used in

computing the elapsed times. Timing information is obtained by calling system routine

SECOND on Cray machines and COMMIX-1AR/P routine TLEFTS (which calls an appropriate

system routine) on all other machines. The declaration statement defining the storage order is

given by:

COMMON /TIMING/ DTMOEQ,DTMOSO,DTENEQ,DTENSO,DSTRUC,DTRAD,
+DTSTP,TMOEQ,TENEQ,DTTEEQ,DTTESO,TTEEQ,DTTDEQ, DTTDSO,TTDEQ,
+ CRATIM(26)

This declaration statement appears in routines AMAIN, ENLOOP, MOLOOP, TDLOOP,

TKLOOP, and TIMSTP. The definitions of these variables are as follows.

CRATIM (26) Reserved for future timing information.

DSTRUC CPU time spent solving the thermal structure energy equations for

new temperatures; more specifically, the time spent in routine TSTRUC (and

routines called by it) as called from routine TIMSTP. (A significant block of

time associated with thermal structures is due to calling routine QSTRUC; the
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DTENEQ

DTENSO

DTMOEQ

DTMOSO

DTRAD
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time spent in QSTRUC is currently included as part of DTENEQ.)

CPU time spent constructing the fluid energy equation system;

more specifically, the time elapsed between calling routin' ENLOOP from

routine TIMSTP and calling routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV from routine

ENLOOP and, thus, includes the time spent in routines BCTEMT, HSTRUC,

ESORCE, and ENERGI (and routines called by them).

CPU time spent solving the fluid energy equation system; more

specifically, the time elapsed between calling routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV from

routine ENLOOP and the return from routine ENLOOP to routine TIMSTP and,

thus, includes the time spent in routines SOLVEN or SOJJVEV and ENRBAL

(and routines called by them).

CPU time spent constructing the pressure (combined mass and

momentum) equation system; more specifically, the time elapsed between calling

routine MOLOOP from routine TIMSTP and calling routine SOLVIT or

CGLOOP from routine MOLOOP and, thus includes the time spent in routines

BCFLOT, XMOMI, YMOMI, ZMOMI, PEQN, GETDL, REBAZ, and

REBAZG (and routines called by them).

CPU time spent solving the pressure (combined mass and

momentum) equation system; more specifically, the time elapsed between calling

routine SOLVIT or CGLOOP from routine MOLOOP and the return from

routine MOLOOP to routine TIMSTP and, thus, includes the time spent in

routines SOLVIT or CGLOOP, GETDL, MOMENT, and BCFLOW (and the

routines called by them).

CPU time spent constructing and solving the radiation heat transfer

equation system; more specifically, the time spent in routine QSRAD (and

routines it calls) as called from routine TIMSTP.



DTSTP

DTTDEQ

DTTDSO

DTTEEQ

DTTESO

TENEQ
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CPU time spent doing computations; more specifically, the time

spent in routine TIMSTP (and routines it calls) as called from routine AMAIN.

(This is essentially everything but input and output processing time and includes

the times subtotalled in the other "DTxxxx" variables.)

CPU time spent constructing the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation

rate equation system; more specifically, the time elapsed between calling routine

TDLOOP from routine TIMSTP and calling routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV from

routine TDLOOP and, thus, includes the time spent in routine TDNER (and

routines called by it).

CPU time spent solving the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate

equation system; more specifically, the time elapsed between calling routine

SOLVEN or SOLVEV from routine TDLOOP and the return from routine

TDLOOP to routine TIMSTP and, thus, includes the time spent in routine

SOLVEN or SOLVEV.

CPU time spent constructing the turbulent kinetic energy equation

system; more specifically, the time elapsed between calling routine TKLOOP

from routine TIMSTP and calling routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV from routine

TKLOOP and, thus, includes the time spent in routines TKSORC and TKENER

(and routines called by them).

CPU time spent solving the turbulent kinetic energy equation

system; more specifically, the time elapsed between calling routine SOLVEN or

SOLVEV from routine TKLOOP and the return from routine TKLOOP to routine

TIMSTP and, thus, includes the time spent in routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV.

CPU time at which routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV was last called

from routine ENLOOP; used to calculate values for variables DTENEQ and

DTENSO.



TMOEQ CPU time at which routine SOLVIT or CGLOOP was last called

from routine MOLOOP; used to calculate values for variables DTMOEQ and

DTMOSO.

TTDEQ CPU time at which routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV was last called

from routine TDLOOP; used to calculate values for variables DTTDEQ and

DTTDSO.

TTEEQ CPU time at which routine SOLVEN or SOLVEV was last called

from routine TKLOOP; used to calculate values for variables DTTEEQ and

DTTESO.

4.13 COMMON BLOCK /TEMPRY/

This common block is used to pass time-step-size control information between routines

AMAIN and TIMSTP when IDTIME=2. The declaration statement defining the storage order

is given by

COMMON /TEMPRY/ IFIRST,NSTEPS

The definitions of these variables are as follows.

IFIRST The value of this variable is set to 1 (in routine AMAIN) at the

beginning of the first time step taken after a time step size increase due to step-

to-step changes being less than CHGMIN for NSTEPS consecutive time steps.

If routine TIMSTP later finds that the time step size must be reduced during this

step in order to keep step-to-step changes below CHGMAX, then the value of

NSTEPS is doubled. During all other time steps, the value is 0.

NSTEPS N: The number of consecutive time steps which must be

completed using the same time step size with step-to-step changes less than
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CHGMIN in order for the time step size to be increased when IDTIME=2. (The

test of IFSHRT versus NSTEPS is made in routine AMAIN.) Initialized to 5 in

routine AMAIN at beginning of job. The value is doubled in routine TIMSTP

if the time step size must be decreased (in order to keep step-to-step changes less

than CHGMAX) during a step for which the time step size was just increased.

(This doubling of NSTEPS helps avoid useless time step size increases in ill-

behaved cases. There is no corresponding logic to decrease the value of NSTEPS

if things are going smoothly, although the value is reset to 5 at the beginning of

each job.)

4.14 COMMON BLOCK /ARINC/

This common block contains CHARACTER-type variables for use by routines BARIN and

INFORC in identifying records in several of the fixed-format blocks of the card-image input file.

The declaration statements defining the storage order are given by

CHARACTER*4 LABEL,IEND,IFORC,IXFOR,IYFOR,IZFOR
COMMON /ARINC/ LABEL(20),IEND,IFORC,IXFOR,IYFOR,IZFOR

These declaration statements are part of code module ARIN at ANL and are used in conjunction

with COMMON BLOCK /ARINI/. The values of these variables are all initialized in the

BLOCK DATA routine. All values are left justified with blank fill. The definitions of these

variables are as follows.

IEND Character string 'END '; used in identifying the end of the Force

Structure Location, Boundary Value Initialization, and Internal Cell Initialization

input blocks in routines INFORC and BARIN.

IFORC Character string 'FORC'; not currently used.

IXFOR Character string 'XFOR'; used in identifying records in the Force

Structure Location input block in routine INFORC.
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IYFOR

IZFOR

LABEL (20)

of the

n=l:
n=4:
n=7:
n=10:
n=13:
n=16:
n=19:

The following listing shows which character string is stored in each

n elements of this array:

'AREA' n=2: 'RLB ' n=3: 'VELB'
'QBN ' n=5: 'HLB ' n=6: 'TLB '
'PB ' n=8: 'ALX' n=9: 'ALY '
'ALZ ' n=l1: 'AL ' n=12: 'UL '
'VL ' n=14: 'WL ' n=15: 'HL '
'TL ' n=17: 'QSOU' n=18: 'P
'TURV' n=20: 'TURC'

The first 7 elements are used in identifying records in the Boundary Value

Initialization input block and the last 13 elements are used in identifying records

in the Internal Cell Initialization input block, all within routine BARIN.

4.15 COMMON BLOCK /ARINI/

This common block contains INTEGER-type variables for use in processing records in

the Boundary Value Initialization and Internal Cell Initialization blocks of the card-image input

file. The declaration statement defining the storage order is given by

COMMON /ARINI/ KOM(20),KOF(20),NVAR

This declaration statement is part of code module ARIN at ANL and is used in conjunction with

COMMON BLOCK /ARINC/. The definitions of these variables are as follows.

KOF (20) Element n is the beginning location in array S (in COMMON

BLOCK /SPACE/) of the array associated with element LABEL(n). This array

is filled (and later used) in routine BARIN as follows:
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KOF(1)=IS(44) (array AREA)
KOF(3)=IS(46) (array VELBN)
KOF(5) = IS(48) (array HLB)
KOF(7) =IS(50) (array PB)
KOF(9) = IS(14) (array ALY)
KOF(11)=IS(16) (array AL)
KOF(13)=IS(19) (array VL)
KOF(15)=IS(22) (array HL)
KOF(17) = IS(29) (array QSOUR)
KOF(19)=IS(37) (array TURVIS)

KOF(2)=IS(45) (array RLB)
KOF(4) =IS(47) (array QBN)
KOF(6)=IS(49) (array TLB)
KOF(8)=IS(13) (array ALX)
KOF(10)=IS(15) (array ALZ)
KOF(12)=IS(18) (array UL)
KOF(14)=IS(20) (array WL)
KOF(16)=IS(23) (array TL)
KOF(18)=IS(41) (array P)
KOF(20)=IS(76) (array TURCON)

KOM (20)

NVAR

Element n indicates the type of the array associated with element

LABEL(n), where a value of 1 indicates DOUBLE PRECISION, 2 indicates

REAL, and 3 indicates INTEGER. The array is filled with the value 2, except

KOM(18)=1, in the BLOCK DATA routine and used in routine BARIN. (This

array is somewhat superfluous at this point since (a) all real number variables are

DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines, (b) all real number variables are

REAL on long-word machines, and (c) no INTEGER arrays are fillable using the

Boundary Value Initialization and Internal Cell Initialization input blocks.)

The number of useful entries in array LABEL in COMMON

BLOCK /ARINC/. This is set to 20 (i.e. the current dimension of array LABEL,

since all elements are used) in the BLOCK DATA routine and used in routine

BARIN.

4.16 COMMON BLOCK /INDLIM/

This common block is used to pass values from routine BARIN to routine RSET2 or

RSET3 when processing records in the Boundary Value Initialization and Internal Cell

Initialization blocks of the card-image input file. The declaration statement defining the storage

order is given by

COMMON /INDLIM/ RVAL,IVAL,IB,IE,JB,JE,KB,KE,LB,LE

The values of these variables, except for LB and LE, are the values read from the input record.
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The definitions of these variables are as follows.

IB Beginning value of range for spatial location index I.

IE Ending value of range for spatial location index I.

IVAL An INTEGER value to be assigned to array elements corresponding

to fluid cells (or cell faces) having spatial location indices (I,J,K) or to boundary

surface element numbers L having spatial location indices (I,J,K), where

IB <_I <_IE, JB J _JE, KB <K <KE, and LB _L <_LE. (Not currently used

since no INTEGER arrays are filled using these input blocks.)

JB Beginning value of range for spatial location index J.

JE Ending value of range for spatial location index J.

KB Beginning value of range for spatial location index K.

KE Ending value of range for spatial location index K.

LB The first boundary surface element number for boundary surface

number N. Set in BARIN based on the value read for N; used in routine RSET3

(but not in routine RSET2).

LE The last boundary surface element number for boundary surface

number N. Set in BARIN based on the value read for N; used in routine RSET3

(but not in routine RSET2).

RVAL A real number value (type REAL on long-word machines and type

DOUBLE PRECISION on short-word machines) to be assigned to array elements

corresponding to fluid cells (or cell faces) having spatial location indices (I,J,K)
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or to boundary surface element numbers L having spatial location indices (I,J,K),

where IB I IE, JB J:5JE, KB< K KE, and LB L _LE.

4.17 COMMON BLOCK /CCORR/

This common block contains the constants used in the basic form allowed for the friction

factor correlations for the force structure model. The declaration statement defining the storage

order is given by

COMMON /CCORR / ACORRL(20),BCORRL(20),CCORRL(20),
+ ACORRT(20),BCORRT(20),CCORRT(20),REYTRN(20),CCOEND

This declaration statement is identified as module CCORR in the code at ANL. The friction

factor, F, from correlation number M (set by M =ICORR(NF), where NF is the force structure

number) is computed in routine FORCES when 1 M NCORR _20 using coding equivalent

to

IF (RE.LE.REYTRN(M)) THEN
F = ACORRL(M)*RE**BCORRL(M) + CCORRL(M)

ELSE
F = ACORRT(M)*RE**BCORRT(M) + CCORRT(M)

ENDIF

where RE is the Reynolds number; this coding may be viewed as allowing for a laminar and a

turbulent range within each correlation. (The dimension of these arrays could be increased (up

to a limit of 99) but changes would be needed in routine FORCES. Currently, friction factor

correlation numbers 81-87 and 90-95 are special forms coded directly in routine FORCES.) The

seven arrays in this common block are input in NAMELIST DATA. These arrays are currently

passed to routine FORCES from the calling routine through the parameter list, rather than the

common block statement appearing in routine FORCES. The definitions of these variables are

as follows.

ACORRL(20) CaFfm: Element m is the Reynolds number multiplier in friction

factor correlation number m for RE REYTRN(m) (e.g. laminar). Other logic

in the program requires this to be the first item in COMMON BLOCK /CCORR/.
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ACORRT(20) Cam: Element m is the Reynolds number multiplier in friction

factor correlation number m for RE> REYTRN(m) (e.g. turbulent).

BCORRL(20) CbFt: Element m is the Reynolds number exponent in friction

factor correlation number m for RE <_REYTRN(m) (e.g. laminar).

BCORRT(20) Cba: Element m is the Reynolds number exponent in friction factor

correlation number m for RE> REYTRN(m) (e.g. turbulent).

CCOEND Last variable in COMMON BLOCK /CCORR/. Value is

irrelevant. Storage Location is only referenced in connection with calculating the

length of the common block.

CCORRL(20) CcFtm: Element m is the additive constant in friction factor

correlation number m for RE <_REYTRN(m) (e.g. laminar).

CCORRT(20) Cem: Element m is the additive constant in friction factor

correlation number m for RE> REYTRN(m) (e.g. turbulent.

REYTRN(20) Re,.: Element m is the transition Reynolds number for friction

factor correlation number m. Array elements ACORRL(m), BCORRL(m), and

CCORRL(m) are used for RE <_REYTRN(m) (e.g. laminar), and array elements

ACORRT(m), BCORRT(m), and CCORRT(m) are used for RE> REYTRN(m).

4.18 COMMON BLOCK /CHEATC/

This common block contains the constants used in the basic structure/fluid heat transfer

correlations. The declaration statement defining the storage order is given by

COMMON /CHEATC/ HEATC1(20),HEATC2(20),HEATC3(20),HEATC4(20),
+ CHEEND
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This declaration statement is identified as module CHEATC at ANL. When the heat transfer

correlation index number, n, is in the range 1 5 n <NHEATC 20, the heat transfer coefficient,

U, is computed in routine HEATCF from U=(Xt/Dh)*Nun, where X is the laminar thermal

conductivity, D. is the characteristic length, Nu. is the Nusselt number calculated from

HEATC 1(n) +HEATC2(n)*Re**HEATC3(n)*Pr**HEATC4(n), Re is the Reynolds number, and

Pr is the Prandtl number. (The dimension of these arrays could be increased (up to a limit of

50) but some error traps would need to be changed in the program. Heat transfer coefficients

indexed by correlation numbers 51 through 99 are computed in routine HEATCU, which must

be supplied by the user in order to use correlation number in this range.) The four arrays in this

common block are input in NAMELIST DATA. The definitions of these variables are as

follows.

CHEEND

HEATC 1(20)

HEATC2(20)

HEATC3(20)

HEATC4(20)

Last variable in COMMON BLOCK /CHEATC/. Value is

irrelevant. Storage location is only referenced in connection with calculating the

length of the common block.

ClN0 : Element n is the additive constant in the expression used to

compute the Nusselt number from heat transfer correlation number n. Other logic

in the program requires this to be the first item in COMMON BLOCK

/CHEATC/.

C2Nn: Element n is the multiplicative constant in the expression used

to compute the Nusselt number from heat transfer correlation number n.

C3Nn: Element n is the Reynolds number exponent in the expression

used to compute the Nusselt number from heat transfer correlation number n.

C4Nn: Element n is the Prandtl number exponent in the expression

used to compute the Nusselt number from heat transfer correlation number n.
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4.19 COMMON BLOCK /CPUMP/

This common block contains variables associated with pump modeling and are, thus, only

used when IFPUMP >0 in NAMELIST DATA. The declaration statements defining the storage

order are given by

DOUBLE PRECISION NCUT <-- short-word machines only
REAL NCUT <-- long-word machines only
INTEGER PUMEND
COMMON /CPUMP/ CORPH8(9), CORPT8(18),
+ REYTRP(5), ACORP(5), BCORP(5), CCORP(5), DPSS(5), PSSO(5),
+ ALPHAL(5), ALPHAT(5), PUMLEN(5), QFLOW(5), QFLOWR(5),
+ PUMPS(5), PUMPSR(5), PUMPH(5), PUMPHR(5), TORQ(5), TORQR(5),
+ TORQF(5), TORQFR(5), TORQM(5), CUTPH(3), CUTPT(3), CUTPF(3),
+ PINER(5), CORPH(15), CORPT(8), CORPF(9),
+ QCUT, QCUTC, DENRO, NCUT,
+ ICORP(5), IDIRP(5), NTPUMP(5), UKPP(5), NTORQM(5),
+ NCORRP, NPUMP, IFQCUT, IPUBUG, IPTRAN, PUMEND

These declaration statements are identified as code module CPUMP at ANL. The definitions

of these variables are as follows.

ACORP(5) a: Element n is the overall multiplicative coefficient [Pa] in the

pressure-increase expression for pump number n when IFPUMP =1. Input in

NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

ALPHAL(5) d1.: Element n is the exponent [-] of I Q| when the Reynolds

number is less than or equal to REYTRP(n) in the pressure-increase expression

for pump number n when IFPUMP=1. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in

routine PUMPQ.

ALPHAT(5) da: Element n is the exponent [-] of Q when the Reynolds

number is greater than REYTRP(n) in the pressure-increase expression for pump

number n when IFPUMP= 1. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine

PUMPQ.
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BCORP(5)

CCORP(5)

CORPF(9)

CORPH(15)

CORPH8(9)

CORPT(8)

CORPT8(18)

b.: Element n is the multiplicative coefficient [-] of N - Q the in

pressure-increase expression for pump number n when IFPUMP =1. Input in

NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

co: Element n is the multiplicative coefficient [-] of l ild in the

pressure-increase expression for pump number n when IFPUMP =1. Input in

NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

Cf,;: Element i is the i* coefficient in the frictional torque function

(WF) when IFPUMP=3 or 4 and ICORP(n)=1 for pump number n. Input in

NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

Not currently used (although appears in NAMELIST PUMP).

Ch,;: Element i is the i* coefficient in the head function (WH) when

IFPUMP = 3 or 4 and ICORRP(n) =1 for pump number n. Input in NAMELIST

PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ. Other logic in the program requires this to

be the first item in COMMON BLOCK /CPUMP/.

C ,,: Element i (2 i:56) is the it coefficient ih the hydraulic torque

function (WT) when IFPUMP=3 or 4 and ICORP(n)=50 for pump number n.

Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ. (Element numbers 1,

7, and 8 are not currently used.)

C ,,: Element i is the i' coefficient in the hydraulic torque function

(WT) when IFPUMP = 3 or 4 and ICORP(n) =1 for pump number n. Element

numbers 1 through 9 are used when IFPUMP=3, and element numbers 10

through 18 are used when IFPUMP=4. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in

routine PUMPQ.
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CUTPF(3)

CUTPH(3)

CUTPT(3)

DENRO

DPSS(5)

ICORP(5)

IDIRP(5)

Cf,,,;:Element i (1 : i: 2) is the relative speed at which to switch

from range i to range i +1 in the frictional torque function (WF) when

IFPUMP=3 or 4 and ICORP(n)=1 for pump number n. Input in NAMLEIST

PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ. (Element number 3 is not currently used.)

Not currently used (although CUTPH(1) =2.053 is set in routine

INPUMP.)

Not currently used (although appears in NAMELIST PUMP).

p*g: Product of fluid density and gravitational acceleration

[kg/m 2/s 2] used in converting from head [m] to pressure [Pa] when IFPUMP=3

or 4. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

AP,,,,: Element n is the pressure increase supplied by pump number

n at steady state. Set to value of AP, in routine PUMPQ when IFPUMP= 1, 3,

or 4 and ISTATE _ 1 (i.e steady-state calculation). Used to compute AP, in

routine PUMPQ when IFPUMP=2 and ISTATE 2 (i.e. transient calculation).

Element n is the correlation number to use for pump number n

when IFPUMP= 1, 3, or 4. Input in NAMELIST DATA. Used in routine

PUMPQ. Allowed values: IFPUMP=1: must be 1; IFPUMP=3 or 4: 1 is

general homologous model and 50 is CRBR pump.

Element n indicates the orientation (i.e. flow direction) for pump

number n. Set in routine INPUMP based on records in the Pump Location block

of the card-image input file. Used in routines XMOMI, YMOMI, and ZMOMI

(in conjunction with array IJKPP) to determine whether routine PUMPQ is to be

called when constructing the momentum equation for a specific momentum

control volume. Key values: 1: x (or r) direction (set by reading a 'PUMX'

record); 2= y (or 0) direction (set by reading a 'PUMY' record); 3: z direction

(set by reading a 'PUMZ' record).
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IFQCUT Flag indicating whether variable QCUTC has been set when

IFPUMP=3 or 4, ICORP(n)=1, and ISTATE 2. Set and used in routine

PUMPQ. Key values: 0: no; 1: yes.

IJKPP(5) Element n contains the spatial location indices of the fluid cell in

which pump number n is located. Set in routine INPUMP to 10000*IB+

100*JB+KB, where IB, JB, and KB are the spatial location indices specified in

the record for pump number n in the Pump Location block of the card-image

input file. Used in routines XMOMI, YMOMI, and ZMOMI (in conjunction

with array IDIRP) to determine whether routine PUMPQ is to be called when

constructing the momentum equation for a specific momentum control volume.

(This storage scheme imposes limits: IMAX 99, JMAX 99, and KMAX

< 99.)

IPTRAN Flag indicating method to be used in integrating the pump motor

torque (rm) when IFPUMP=3 or 4, NTORQM(n) >0 for pump number n, and

ISTATE>2. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ. Key

values: 0: approximate; 1: exact.

IPUBUG Flag activating printing associated with pumps in routine PUMPQ.

Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Key values: 0: off; >0: on. (This generally

should be >0, else the user will be provided with too little information regarding

the pumps; the appropriate nonzero value currently depends on IFPUMP; code

needs to be restructured to add pump output to the Global Balances page (printed

by routine OUTPUT), unify the hierarchy of IPUBUG, and allow input of

IPUBUG in NAMELIST DATA.)

NCORRP Number of different pump correlation sets when IFPUMP=1.

Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine INPUMP. Key value: Must be 1.

(Current logic in routine PUMPQ does not allow for multiple correlation sets.)
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NCUT

NPUMP

NTORQM(5)

NTPUMP(5)

PINER(5)

PSSO(5)

N,,: Relative speed below which to use a linear head versus flow

relationship when IFPUMP=3 or 4, ICORP(n)=1 for pump number n, and

ISTATE 2. In contrast to the normal typing declarations in FORTRAN, this is

a real number variable. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ

(in conjunction with variable QCUT) in setting the value of QCUTC. (Further

details are given under the entry for variable QCUTC.)

The number of pumps in the calculation when IFPUMP> 0. Input

in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in numerous routines (e.g. TIMSTP, PUMPQ,

XMOMI, YMOMI, and ZMOMI). Restriction: NPUMP 5.

Element n is the number of the transient function used in setting the

relative motor torque for pump number n when IFPUMP = 3 or 4 and

ISTATE 2. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

Restrictions: (1) NTORQM(n) 25; (2) if NTPUMP(n) >0 then NTORQM(n) = 0
and vice versa.

Element n is the number of the transient function used in setting (1)

the relative speed for pump number n when IFPUMP =1, 3, or 4 and ISTATE 2

and (2) the relative pressure increase for pump number n when IFPUMP =2 and

ISTATE> 2. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

Restrictions: (1) IFPUMP=1 or 2: 1 :5NTPUMP(n) <25; (2) IFPUMP=3 or 4:

(a) 0 5 NTPUMP(n) 25; (b) if NTORQM(n) >0 then NTPUMP(n) =0 and vice

versa.

I: Element n is the moment of inertia [kg m 2 ] for the rotating

elements of pump number n when IFPUMP=3 or 4, NTORQM(n) >0, and

ISTATE 2. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

Same as array PUMPS except that values are for the end of the

previous time step. Set in routine TIMSTP at the beginning of each time step.
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PUMEND

PUMLEN(5)

PUMPH(5)

PUMPHR(5)

PUMPS(5)

PUMPSR(5)

QCUT

Last variable in COMMON BLOCK /CPUMP/. Value is

irrelevant. Storage location is only referenced in connection with calculating the

length of the common block.

L: Element n is the characteristic length [m] used in computing the

Reynolds number for pump number n when IFPUMP=1. Input in NAMELIST

PUMP. The Reynolds number is computed in routine PUMPQ and is compared

with array element REYTRP(n) to decide whether to use array element

ALPHAL(n) or ALPHAT(n) as the exponent in the pressure increase correlation.

H: Element n is the head [m] supplied by pump number n for

IFPUMP=3 or 4. Computed in routine PUMPQ. (Although it appears in

NAMELIST PUMP, values should not be input.)

HR: Element n is the reference head [m] for pump number n when

IFPUMP=3 or 4. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

N: Element n is the speed [revolution/minute] for pump number n

when IFPUMP=1, 3, or 4. Input in NAMELIST PUMP at ISTATE=O;

computed in routine PUMPQ for ISTATE> 2. Used in routines TIMSTP and

PUMPQ.

NR: Element n is the reference speed [revolution/minute] for pump

number n when IFPUMP=1, 3, or 4. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in

routines TIMSTP and PUMPQ.

Qcu,: Relative volumetric flow rate below which to use a linear head

versus flow relationship when IFPUMP=3 or 4, ICORP(n) =1 for pump number

n, and ISTATE>2. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ (in

conjunction with variable NCUT) in setting the value of QCUTC. (Further

details are given under the entry for variable QCUTC.)
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QCUTC

QFLOW(5)

QFLOWR(5)

REYTRP(5)

TORQ(5)

Ht/Qv,: Relative head to relative flow ratio used in computing

pump head in low-head/low-flow regime when IFPUMP=3 or 4, ICORP(n)=1,

and ISTATE;22. Value is set to (PUMPH(n)/PUMPHR(n))/(QFLOW(n)/

QFLOWR(n)) in routine PUMPQ when the following two relationships are first

satisfied for any pump number n: (1) relative pump speed (PUMPS(n)/

PUMPSR(n)) is less than NCUT and (2) relative volumetric flow rate

(QFLOW(n)/QFLOWR(n)) is less than QCUT. After these relationships are

satisfied for any pump, the low-head/low-flow regime linear head versus flow

relationship will be used for all pumps which satisfy the above two relationships

(and the same value of QCUTC is used for all pumps). (Although QCUTC

appears in NAMELIST PUMP, a value should not be input.)

Q: Element n is the volumetric flow rate [m3/s] for pump number

n when IFPUMP= 1, 3, or 4. Computed in routine PUMPQ based on current

velocity in pump. Used in routines TIMSTP and PUMPQ. (BUG: For

IFPUMP=1, the equations behave as if QFLOW(n) = QFLOWR(n) for all values

of ISTATE.)

QR: Element n is the reference volumetric flow rate [m3/s] for pump

number n when IFPUMP=1, 3, or 4. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in

routines TIMSTP and PUMPQ.

Re,: Element n is the transition Reynolds number used in deciding

whether to use array element ALPHAL(n) or ALPHAT(n) as the exponent in the

pressure increase correlation for pump number n when IFPUMP =1. Input in

NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

Th: Element n is the hydraulic torque [N.- m] for pump number n

when IFPUMP=3 or 4. Computed in routine PUMPQ. (Although this array

appears in NAMELIST PUMP, values should not be input.)
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TORQF(5)

TORQFR(5)

TORQM(5)

TORQR(5)

rf: Element n is the frictional torque [N. m] for pump number n

when IFPUMP=3 or 4. Computed and used in routine PUMPQ.

rt: Element n is the reference frictional torque [N. m] for pump

number n when IFPUMP=3 or 4 and ICORP(n)=50. Input in NAMELIST

PUMP. Used in routine PUMPQ.

re: Element n is the reference motor torque [No m] for pump

number n when IFPUMP=3 or 4, NTORQM(n) >0, and ISTATE>2. Set in

routine PUMPQ to be the sum of the hydraulic and frictional torques when

ISTATE _1. (This array appears in NAMELIST PUMP; any values input at

ISTATE=0 will be ignored; if any values are input in the card-image input file

at ISTATE=2, the corresponding internally calculated value will be overridden.)

re: Element n is the reference hydraulic torque [N' m] for pump

number n when IFPUMP=3 or 4. Input in NAMELIST PUMP. Used in routine

PUMPQ.

4.20 COMMON BLOCK /CR/

This common block is used in routine SMOOTH for temporary storage during the cubic-

spline fitting of the transient functions. The declaration statement defining the storage order is

given by

COMMON /CR/ R(200),R1(200),R2(200),T(200),T1(200),U(200),V(200)

Since this common block only appears in one routine, the variables in the common block are

local to routine SMOOTH and their definitions are given as part of the discussion of that

routine. (CLEANUP: These variables should probably just be allocated to normal local storage

or possibly within COMMON BLOCK /REBALS/.)
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4.21 Index of Global Variables

This section is an alphabetized listing of all global variables shown in Sections 4.1 through

4.20 as an aid to locating the definition of a particular variable. Shown for each variable are

its name (followed by its dimensions in parentheses if the variable is an array) and the name of

the common block (e.g. /SPACE/) in which the variable is stored, which, thus, identifies the

text section in which the variable is defined. For the few variables in these sections which are

not in a common block, the text section (e.g. 4.0) in which the variable is defined is shown

instead of a common block name.

A(99)
A(7,NM1)
AA(7,MTP1)
AAL(6,MTP1)
AAU(7,MTP1)
ACO(NM1)
ACl(NM1)
AC2(NM 1)
AC3(NM 1)
AC4(NM1)
AC5(NM1)
AC6(NM1)
ACOFO(NM1)
ACOF1(NM1)
ACOF2(NM 1)
ACOF3(NM1)
ACOF4(NM 1)
ACOF5(NM 1)
ACOF6(NM1)
ACORP(5)
ACORRL(20)
ACORRT(20)
AKAPPA
AL(NM1)
AL(6,NM1)
ALO(NM1)
ALNG(NM 1)
ALPHA
ALPHAL(5)
ALPHAT(5)
ALX(NM1)
ALXN(10,10)
ALY(NM1)
ALYN(10,10)
ALZ(NM 1)
ALZN(10,10)
AO
AREA(NL1)
AREATI(PNSTRU)
AREATO(PNSTRU)
AREATR(PNRAD)

/REBALS/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/CPUMP/
/CCORR/
/CCORR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/

AREAW
ARUL(NM1)
ARVL(NM1)
ARWL(NM1)
ATO(NM 1)
AT1(NM1)
AT2(NM1)
AT3(NM1)
AT4(NM1)
AT5(NM1)
AT6(NM1)
AU(7,NM1)
B(99)
BCO(NM1)
BCFSIN(10,4)
BCOFO(NM1)
BCORP(5)
BCORRL(20)
BCORRT(20)
BDOLD(NM 1)
BKOLD(NM 1)
BO
BPO(NM1)
BTO(NM 1)
C(99)
COCP(20)
COK(20)
CORO(20)
C1(MTP1)
C1CP(20)
C1K(20)
Cl RO(20)
C1U(MTP1)
C2(MTP1)
C2CP(20)
C2K(20)
C2RO(20)
C2U(MTP1)
C3(MTP1)
C3U(MTP1)
CCCEF(100,3)
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/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/REBALS/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/CPUMP/
/CCORR/
/CCORR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/REBALS/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/



CCOEND
CCORP(5)
CCORRL(20)
CCORRT(20)
CDQTR
CDRAGX
CDRAGY
CDRAGZ
CDTURB
CHARRE
CHART
CHEEND
CHGMAX
CHGMIN
CLADOD
CLENTH(NFORCE)
CLOD
CORPF(9)
CORPH(15)
CORPH8(9)
CORPT(8)
CORPT8(18)
COURDT
CRATIM(26)
CTI
CT2
CUTPF(3)
CUTPH(3)
CUTPT(3)
CWIREI
CWIREO
CWIREX
CWIREY
CWIREZ
D(99)
DCONV
DCONV1
DDDH(NM1)
DDDH MX
DDDP
DDDPOT(NM1)
DDINV(MTP1)
DDPOT
DENRO
DENSEO(PIFHTX)
DHOH
DHOHT
DL(NM1)
DLCUT
DLMAX
DLSUM
DP(99)
DPSS(5)
DRDT(NM 1)
DRDTOL(NM1)
DSTRUC
DT(4)
DTENEQ
DTENER
DTENSO

/CCORR/
/CPUMP/
/CCORR/
/CCORR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/RAVAR/
/CHEATC/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
IR4VAR/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/R4VAR/
TIMING/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/REBALS/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/REBALS/
/CPUMP/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/TIMING/
/R8ARY/
/TIMING/
/R4VAR/
/TIMING/

DTFACT
DTFUEL
DTIME
DTIME8
DTMOEQ
DTMOSO
DTRAD
DTSTP
DTTDEQ
DTTDSO
DTTEEQ
DTTESO
DTWALL
DUMAX
DUMAXT
DUMMYl(MIJK)
DVMAX
DVMAXT
DWMAX
DWMAXT
DX(99)
DY(99)
DZ(99)
ECMAX
EE
EG
EKL(NM1)
EKLOLD(NM 1)
EMITS(PNRAD)
EMIW
EPS1
EPS2
EPS3
EPS5
EPS6
F(NMI)
FCOH(PIFHTX)
FCOHR(PIFHTX)
FCOK(PIFHTX)
FCOMU(PIFHTX)
FCORO(PFHTX)
FCOT(PIFHTX)
FC1H(PIFHTX)
FC1K(PIFHTX)
FCI MU(PIFHTX)
FCIRO(PIFHTX)
FC1T(PIFHTX)
FCX1
FCX2
FCX3
FCX4
FCX5
FCY1
FCY2
FCY3
FCY4
FCY5
FF(NM1)
FFF(MTP1)
FINM
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/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R8ARY/
/TIMING/
/TIMING/
/TIMING/
/TIMING/
/TIMING/
/TIMING/
/TIMING/
/TIMING/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R8ARY/
/R8ARY/
/R8ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/



FORCEF(NFORCE)
FVAL(100)
FVIEW(PNRAD,PNRAD)
GASMW(PIFHTX)
GRAVR(99)
GRAVTH(99)
GRAVX
GRAVY
GRAVZ
HEAT(NREGTS)
HEATC1(20)
HEATC2(20)
HEATC3(20)
HEA'C4(20)
HL(NM1)
HLB(NL1)
HOLD(NMI1)
HSINK(99)
HSTREL(NSURTS)
HYDALL
HYDIN
HYDOUT
HYDRAl(NSTRUC)
HYDRA2(NSTRUC)
HYDWAL(99)
I4AEND
14VEND
lB
IBCFS(10)
BOIL
IBSBUG
ICALL
ICEL(NSURTS)
ICELL(NM1)
ICHANG
ICONV
ICONVE
ICORP(5)
ICORR(NFORCE)
IDDDP
IDIRP(5)
IDLBUG
IDODL(NMI)
IDRAG
IDTIME
IDUM1(NM1)
IDUM2(NM1)
IDUM3(NM1)
IDUM4(NM1)
JE
IENBUG
IEND
IFACTR
IFENER
IFFLOT
IFHTX
IFIRST
IFITEN
IFLONG
IFMAX

/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/CHEATC/
/CHEATC/
/CHEATC/
/CHEATC/
/SPACE/
/SPACE
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/INDLIM/
/14ARY/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/INDLIM/
/I4VAR/
/ARINC/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/TEMPRY/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/

IFORC
IFORCE(NM1)
IFPROP
IFPUMP
IFQCUT
IFRAD
IFREB
IFRES
IFROD
IFSHRT
IGEOM
IGETCN
IHTOUT
IHTWAL(99)
II(MTP1)
IICEL(MTP1)
IINBUG
UK(NMI1)
IJKPP(5)
IMAX
IMOBUG
IMREB(99,4)
INDHTX(NM1)
INDTRI(PNSTRU)
INDTRO(PNSTRU)
IOUTOI
IOUT02
IOUT03
IOUT04
IOUTOS
IOUT06
IOUT08
IOUT09
PART
IPT RAN
IPUBUG
IREBIT
IRED(NM1 + 1)
IS(250)
ISETEN
ISETMO
ISTATE
ISTOP
ISTPR(50)
ISTRUC
ISURF(NL1)
ISYMCH
IT(2)
ITAUTO
ITDBUG
ITENER
ITENMX
ITER
ITERMX
ITIBUG
ITKBUG
ITKMX
ITLAST
ITMASX
ITMAXE
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/ARINC/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4ARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/CPUMP/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4ARY/
/SPACE/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/ADDCON/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/14ARY/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/I4ARY/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/



ITMAXK
ITMAXP
ITMOMX
ITSCB(NSTRUC*11)
ITURK
ITURKE
IUPDAT
IVAL
IWASEN
IWASMO
WIRE
IXFOR
IXMBUG
IXREB
IYFOR
IYMBUG
IYREB
IZFOR
IZMBUG
IZREB
JB
JCELL(NM1)
JE
JJ(MTP1)
JMAX
KB
KE
KFLOW(99)
KK(MTP1)
KMAX
KOF(20)
KOM(20)
KPRES(99)
KPROP(99)
KRADTS(1)
KTEMP(99)
LABEL(20)
LASTDT
LASTIT
LB
LBL1
LBL2
LBL3
LBL4
LBL5
LBL6
LBL7
LBS(99)
LCI (99)
LCONV
LCX(99)
LCY(99)
LCZ(99)
LE
LES(99)
LHEAD
LMPRNT
LOOK(PNSTRU + 1)
MOTOMR(NM1+1)
MATERL(NREG)

/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/INDLIM/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/ARINC/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/ARINC/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/ARINC/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/INDLIM/
/SPACE/
/INDLIM/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/INDLIM/
/INDLIM/
/I4ARY/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/ARINI/
/ARINI/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/ARINC/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/INDLIM/
/ADDCON/
/ADDCON/
/ADDCON/
/ADDCON/
/ADDCON/
/ADDCON/
/ADDCON/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/INDLIM/
/I4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/CSCAN/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/

MATWAL(99)
MAXPTP
MB(NL1)
MDTOMR(MTP1)
MIJK
MIM(NM1)
MIMD(MTP1)
MIME(NM1+1)
MIMN(NM1+1)
MIMT(NM1+1)
MIMTS(NM1+1)
MINDEX(MAXPTP,NPLANS)
MIP(NMI)
MIPD(MTP1)
MIPE(NM1 +1)
MIPN(NM1+1)
MIPT(NM1 + 1)
MIPTS(NM1 + 1)
MJM(NM1)
MJMD(MTP1)
MJME(NM1+1)
MJMN(NM1+1)
MJMT(NM1 + 1)
MJMTS(NM1 + 1)
MJP(NM1)
MJPD(MTP1)
MJPE(NM1+1)
MJPN(NM1+1)
MJPT(NM1+1)
MJPTS(NM1+1)
MKM(NM1)
MKMD(MTP1)
MKME(NM1+1)
MKMN(NM1+1)
MKMT(NM1 + 1)
MKMTS(NM1 + 1)
MKP(NM1)
MKPD(MTP1)
MKPE(NM1+1)
MKPN(NMI+1)
MKPT(NM1+1)
MKPTS(NM1 + 1)
MPIN(19)
MREB(IFREB)
MRTOMD(MTP1)
MSWEEP(NM 1)
MTOMD(NM1 + 1)
MTOMR(NM1 + 1)
MTP1
MTSODD(NM1 + 1,NTSCUP)
MWIRE(50,19)
NA(7,NM1)
NAA(7,MTP1)
NCORR
NCORRP
NCUT
NDG(MTP1)
NEND(25)
NEWTS
NFCN
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/I4ARY/
4.7

/SPACE/
/SPACE/

4.7
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
paceC/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/I4ARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/

4.7
/SPACE/
/I4ARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/SPACE/
/I4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/



NFORCE
NHEATC
NIMTS(NM1+1)
NIPTS(NM1+1)
NJMTS(NM1+1)
NJPTS(NM1+1)
NKMTS(NMI + 1)
NKPTS(NM1+1)
NL
NL(NPLANS)
NL1
NLAST(25)
NM
NM(9,NM1)
NM1
NMATER
NMAX(NPLANS)
NMM(9,MTP1)
NMNP(6,NM1)
NOBPI
NODD
NOFQT
NOHTX(PIFHTX)
NOWPD
NOWPS
NPARTS
NPINS
NPL
NPLANS
NPR
NPUMP
NRAD
NREBM(99)
NREBP
NREBRS(5)
NREBRT
NREBX(99)
NREBY(99)
NREBZ(99)
NREGTS
NSTEPS
NSTREL
NSTRUC
NSURF
NSURTS
NTHCON(1 1)
NTHPR(50)
NTIME
NTJUMP
NTMAX
NTORQM(5)
NTPLOT(26)
NTPRNT(5 1)
NTPUMP(5)
NTSCUP
NTSODD(NM 1+1 ,NTSCUP)
NTTS
NU(NPLANS)
NVAR
OARU(NMI1)

/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
II4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/I4VAR/
/I4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/MACHIN/
/IMPL/
/I4VAR/
/I4ARY/
/MACHIN/
/MACHIN/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/

4.7
/I4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/I4VAR/
/I4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/I4ARY/
/14VAR/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/TEM PRY/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/I4VAR/
/14VAR/
/I4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/I4ARY/
/I4ARY/
/CPUMP/
4.7

/SPACE/
/14VAR/
/SPACE/
/ARINI/
/SPACE/

OARV(NM1)
OARW(NM1)
OMEGA
OMEGAD
OMEGAE
OMEGAK
OMEGAR
OMEGAT
OMEGAV
OMR
P(NM1)
P(NM1)
PB(NL1)
PI
PIFHTX
PINER(5)
PINPOW(1)
PITCH
PITCHX
PITCHY
PNRAD
PNSTRU
POLD(NM1)
PRES(99)
PRESO(PIFHTX)
PRNDLD
PRNDLH
PRNDLK
PSSO(5)
PSTATO(NM 1)
PUMEND
PUMLEN(5)
PUMPH(5)
PUMPHR(5)
PUMPS(5)
PUMPSR(5)
QBN(NL1)
QCUT
QCUTC
QFLOW(5)
QFLOWR(5)
QFLUID(2*PNSTRU)
QFLUX
QI1J(10,10)
QK(99)
QNOGHT(NM1 + 1,6+NTSCUP)
QPRIME(NM 1 + 1,6+NTSCUP)
QRADTW
QRNET(PNRAD)
QROLD(PNRAD)
QSCOOL
QSOLID(PNSTRU)
QSOUR(NM1)
R(NM1)
R(200)
R1(200)
R2(200)
R4AEND
R4VEND
R8AEND
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/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
4.0

/CPUMP/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/

4.0
4.0

/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/CPUMP/
/SPACE/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/SPACE/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/CR/
/CR/

/CR/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
/R8ARY/



RDTIME
RDUM 1(NM1)
REALB(NM1)
RELAXE
RELAXK
REYLEN(NFORCE)
REYTRN(20)
REYTRP(5)
RL(NMI1)
RLB(NLI)
RLOLD(NM1)
RMU(NMI)
RMU(NMI)
RODFR(NSTRUC)
ROUTOI
ROUT02
RIVAL
S(sdim)
SCHL(NM1)
SCHL(NMI)
SIZE(NREGTS)
SPAEND
SPHL(NMI1)
SPHODL(NM 1+1 ,NTSCUP)
SQRT3
STAREA(NPARTS)
STVOL(NPARTS)
T(200)
T 1(200)
TDIN
TEMBTO(NM1+1)
TEMDEL(NM1+1)
TEMP(99)
TEMPO(PIFHTX)
TEMPO1(NM1+1)
TEMP02(NM1 + 1)
TEMP03(NM1 +1)
TEMPO4(NM1 + 1)
TEMPV(NM1 +1)
TEMPV1(NMI+1)
TEMPV2(NMI +1)
TEMPY(NM1 +1)
TENEQ
TIMAX
TIME
TIME
TKED(NM 1)
TKEDB(NL1)
TKEDO(NMI1)
TKIN
TL(NM 1)
TLB(NLI)
TLOLD(NM1)
TMOEQ
TORQ(5)
TORQF(5)
TORQFR(5)
TORQM(5)
TORQR(5)
TPRNT(51)

/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/CCORR/
/CPUMP/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/INDLIM/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/CR/
/CR/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/TIMING/
/R4VAR/
/R4VAR/
/RSARY/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/R4VAR/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/SPACE/
/TIMING/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/CPUMP/
/R4ARY/

TREST
TROD(PNRAD)
TSINK(99)
TSTART
TIDEQ
TTEEQ
TTS(NTTS)
TURBC
TURBCO
TURBV
TURCON(NM 1)
TURK(NM1)
TURKB(NL1)
TURKO(NM1)
TURVIO(NM1)
TURVIS(NM 1)
TVAL(100)
U(200)
UL(NM1)
ULOLD(NM1)
UWIRE(NM1)
V(200)
VELBN(NL1)
VELMAX
VELOC(99)
VL(NM1)
VLOLD(NMI1)
VOL(NM1)
VWIRE(NM1)
WALLCL
WALLDX(99)
WALLQS(99)
WETLEN(10,10)
WIREP
WL(NM 1)
WLOLD(NM1)
WODIN
WODOUT
WWIRE(NM1)
X(99)
XMAXX
XNORML(99)
XPRESO(PIFHTX)
XR(NM1+1)
XXX(MTP1)
Y(99)
YCOEF(100)
YMAXX
YNORML(99)
YPRESO(PIFHTX)
Z(99)
ZATO
ZMAXX
ZNORML(99)
ZPRESO(PIFHTX)
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/R4VAR/
/R4ARY/
/R4ARY/
/R4VAR/
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5. DESCRIPTION OF ROUTINES

This section presents a description of each routine which is part of the program. The

routines are presented in alphabetical order. (The order in which routines are called is discussed

in Sec. 2.3. of this report.) Noted for each routine are the following: (1) the type of routine

(e.g. PROGRAM, SUBROUTINE, or FUNCTION), (2) what it does (i.e. key equations used

and variable values altered), (3) what portion(s) of what file(s) it reads or writes (with exception

of the printable output file), (4) what routines call it, and (5) what routines it calls (with

exception of standard FORTRAN library routines). Descriptions are also included for the six

statement functions used for "simplified" fluid properties; however, references to these statement

funcLdons are not shown in the "calls" list for the other routines.

AAMAIN

ALTER

AMAIN

This program prints the code identification banner, reads the card-image

input file and echoes it to the printer, reads NAMELIST GEOM from the card-

image input file, reads the first record of input restart file, performs a quasi-

dynamic allocation of variable storage within COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/ and

prints a summary of this, writes the first record of the output restart file, zeroes

(most) common blocks, and transfers control to AMAIN.

Called by operating system.

Calls LOCF, TSCAN, MXPLNS, ALTER, ERRCHK, CLEAR, AMAIN.

The dimension of array S in this subroutine sets the size of COMMON

BLOCK /SPACE/, which is where most arrays are stored. (This routine is

typically compiled during every COMMIX-1AR/P run and linked with the object

code from all other routines to form an executable code.) When called, this

routine returns (through variable NAVAIL in the argument list) the length (in

units of computer words) of COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/.

Called by AAMAIN.

Calls LOCF.

This subroutine is effectively the main controller for the calculation; it
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does most of its work by calling other routines. These other routines read the

problem input, set up geometry connections, and initialize variables. Then

control is passed to TIMSTP to advance variables over a single time step. Upon

return from TIMSTP, checks are made for whether results are to be printed and

for case termination (e.g. steady state, too little CPU time left, etc.); if it is not

time to terminate, then the routine loops back and calls TIMSTP to advance

variables across the next step.

Called by AAMAIN (but does not return).

Calls GEOM3D, INITAL, HSTRUC, TSTRUC, QSTRUC, GETMTS,

INITZ1, INITUR, OUTPUT, GDCONV, GDDDH, PLTAPE, ERRCHK,

WATSTP, WATTIM, TIMSTP, BOIL, GETEKL, RESTAR, TLEFTS; TLIQ,

ROLIQ, DRODHL, CPLIQ.

AXHEF This subroutine initializes an axial heat flux distribution, QK(k), if IQ> 0

(primarily used for rod bundle geometry).

Called by QGENER.

Calls nothing.

BARIN This subroutine reads the boundary value initialization and internal cell

initialization blocks of the card-image input file and uses this information to set

the indicated boundary surface and cell variable values. These input blocks are

readable in any run (not just at beginning of a case). The values are read after

doing the uniform initialization indicated in NAMELIST DATA. The arrays are

filled using routines xSET3 and xSET2 (where "x" is "R", "D", or "I"), which

receive some of the information they need through COMMON BLOCK

/INDLIM/. A record with 'END ' in positions 1 through 4 terminates each of

these two input blocks. Routine REDEF is called to adjust porosities to proper

internal form if cylindrical geometry is being used.

Called by INITAL.

Calls ERRCHK, RSET3, DSET3, ISET3, RSET2, DSET2, ISET2,

REDEF, REDEF2.
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BCFLOF

BCFLOT

BCFLOW

5-3

This subroutine looks at all boundary surfaces (N). If an expansion-cell

velocity boundary condition (KFLOW(N) = -6) was specified, then the volume

porosity (AL) of the associated cell is adjusted to compensate for the amount of

mass which appeared to cross the boundary surface during the time step. This

adjustment is performed at the end of a totally converged time step. A warning

is issued if cell volume porosity drops below 0.07; a flag is set to stop the

calculation if cell volume porosity drops below 0.02.

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls LBLE.

This subroutine looks at all boundary surfaces (N). If a specified-value

transient velocity boundary condition was specified, then the velocity of all

surface elements (L) of the boundary surface are set using:

KFLOW(N) VELBN(L)

100+NTF f(NTF,t)*VELOC(N)

200+NTF f(NTF,TROD(NTF))*VELOC(N)

where f(NTF,...) is transient function number NTF.

Called by INITAL, INITZ1, MOLOOP (MALOOP if explicit).

Calls GETF.

This subroutine looks at all boundary surfaces (N). If a continuative

velocity boundary condition was specified, then the velocity of all surface

elements (L) of the boundary surface are set using some function of the velocity

at the nextmost interior cell face in the same direction as the boundary surface

normal vector:

KFLOW(N) VELBN(L)

-1 continuative momentum

-2 continuative velocity

-4 average continuative mass

-5 or -6 continuative mass

Called by INITAL, TIMSTP, MOLOOP (MALOOP, REBAL, REBALX,



REBALY, REBALZ if explicit).

Calls nothing.

BCPRES

BCTEMP

BCTEMT
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This subroutine looks at all boundary surfaces (N). If a pressure boundary

condition was specified, then the pressure (in array P) of all cells (M) having a

face on this boundary surface are set using:

KPRES(N P(M) .

1 PRES(N)-PSTATO(M)

100+NTF f(NTF,t)*PRES(N) -PSTATO(M)

where f(NTF,t) is transient function number NTF.

Called by INITAL, INITZ1, MOLOOP.

Calls GETF.

This subroutine looks at all boundary surfaces (N). If an adiabatic or duct

wall energy boundary condition was specified, then various quantities are set for

the surface elements (L) on the boundary surface:

KTEMP(N) Quantities
400 Adiabatic: QBN(L) =0.;

TLB(L) =TL(M); HLB(L) =HL(M);

RLB(L) = RL(M);

PB(L) =P(M)+PSTATO(M).

500+NTF Duct Wall: see DUCTWA.

where M is the number of the cell whose face is boundary surface element

number L.

Called by INITAL, INITZ1, TIMSTP (ENERGY if explicit).

Calls DUCTWA.

This subroutine looks at all boundary surfaces (N). If a heat flux energy

boundary condition was specified, then the heat flux of each boundary surface

element (L) on the boundary surface is set:



KTEMP(N QBN(L)

200 TEMP(N)

300 + NTF f(NTF,t)*TEMP(N)

where f(NTF,t) is transient function number NTF. Various other boundary

surface quantities are set:

TLB(L) =TL(M) + QBN(L)*0.5*volume/area/conductivity

PB(L) = P(M) +PSTATO(M)

HLB(L) =hliq(PB(L),TLB(L))

RLB(L) =rholiq(TL(M),HLB(L),PB(L))

where M is the number of the cell whose face is boundary surface element

number L; hliq and rholiq are fluid property functions for enthalpy and density.

Called by INITAL, ENLOOP (ENERGY if explicit).

Calls GETF; THCLIQ, HLIQ, ROLIQ.

BCTEMO This subroutine looks at all boundary surfaces (N). If a temperature or

duct wall energy boundary condition was specified, then the temperature of each

boundary surface element (L) on the boundary surface is set:

KTEMP(N) TLB(L)

1 TEMP(N)

100 + NTF f(NTF,t)*TEMP(N)

600+NSS sum(area*TLB)/sum(area) for surface number NSS.

500+NTF Calls QDUCTW.

where f(NTF,t) is transient function number NTF. Various other boundary

surface quantities are set for the first three cases:

QBN(L) =(TLB(L) - TL(M))*function(geometry,properties)

PB(L) = P(M) + PSTATO(M)

HLB(L) =hliq(PB(L),TLB(L))

RLB(L) =rholiq(TLB(L),HLB(L),PB(L))

SPHL(M) =SPHL(M)+QBN(L)*area/((TLB(L)-TL(M))*cp*volume)

where M is the number of the cell whose face is boundary surface element

number L; hliq, rholiq, cp are the fluid property functions for enthalpy, density,

and specific heat capacity.
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Called by INITAL, INITZl, TIMSTP, ESORCE (ENERGY if explicit).

Calls GETF, HEATCF, QDUCTW; CPLIQ, HLIQ, ROLIQ, THCLIQ,

VISLIQ; XKSOL1.

BCTURB This subroutine looks at all boundary surfaces (N). If the flow boundary

condition is not free slip (i.e. KFLOW(N)# -3), then set boundary values of

turbulence quantities for every surface element (L) on the boundary surface:

TURKB(L) =TKIN*VELBN(L)**2 , if VELBN(L)9 0

TURKB(L)=TKIN*(ULvg+VLi,,+WLvg) , if VELBN(L)=0

(where UL,,, VLavg, WLavg are for adjacent cell)

TKEDB(L) =TDIN*TURKB(L)** 1.5 , all VELBN(L)

These quantities are used later only at boundary surfaces where there is flow into

the computational domain.

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls nothing.

BLKDTA This block data subprogram initializes COMMON BLOCKs /MACHIN/,

/ARINC/, and /ARINI/.

Called by operating system.

Calls nothing.

BOIL This subroutine checks to see if boiling conditions have been attained in

any cells. The check is only made if IBOIL> 0 and IFPROP =0 and only checks

cells containing fluid number 1. If boiling conditions are detected, the cell

location(s) is printed and IBOIL is set to 2 to indicate a stop condition detectable

by AMAIN.

Called by AMAIN.

Calls PSAT1.

BOUND This subroutine removes coupling to cells which provide pressure

boundary conditions during initialization of the conjugate-gradient solution of the
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pressure equation system. Called after COMMAT, which filled arrays A and

NM. Using the fact that if fluid cell number I has its pressure set directly by a

boundary condition then array element A(1,I) =1. E40, this routine performs the

following actions. Sweep over all MX cells I and if A(1,I) is greater than 1.E20

then set all elements of NM(L,J), where 2!-<L:57 and 1 <_J _MX, which point

to cell I to 0.

Called by CGLOOP

Calls nothing.

BOXES This subroutine begins the establishment of the fluid cell computational

geometry when x-y-z or r-O-z coordinate systems are in use (IGEOM=0 or -1).

(If IGEOM >0, then FULPIN or QTRPIN is called instead.) The routine reads

the boundary surface identification block of the card-image input file; assigns

surface element numbers and cell numbers for cells on the boundary; fills arrays

MB, ISURF, AREA, LCI, LCX, LCY, LCZ; begins filling arrays UK, MIM,

MIP, MJM, MJP, MKM, and MKP; counts irregular and regular surface

elements and irregular cells (NL, NL1, and NM); begins counting regular cells

(NM1). After all records in the boundary surface identification input block are

processed, control is passed to FILLM to complete the geometry setup.

Called by GEOM3D.

Calls FILLM, ERRCHK.

CGLOOP This subroutine solves an equation system of the form:

ACOFO(M)*X(M) -ACOF1(M)*X(MIM(M)) -ACOF2(M)*X(MIP(M))
-ACOF3(M)*X(MJM(M)) -ACOF4(M)*X(MJP(M))
-ACOF5(M)*X(MK{M(M)) -ACOF6(M)*X(MKP(M)) = B0(M)

where M is the fluid cell number, X is the array of end of step values being

solved for; ACOFi and BO are coefficient arrays provided by other routines; and

arrays Mij are pointers to adjacent cells. The solution technique is conjugate-

gradient with ILU preconditioning. This routine calls other routines to perform

setup functions, then calls CNGRIC to perform the inner iteration loop; inner
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iterations are continued until the maximum residual is less than DCONV or the

number of iterations exceeds ITMAXP.

This routine is called to solve the fluid pressure equation system if

ISYMCH=5. (If ISYMCH=3 or 4, then SOLVIT is called to solve the system.)

Arrays ACOFi and BO are filled by PEQN. The variable being solved for is the

fluid pressure in array P. The residual is saved in array DL by cell and the

maximum is in DLMAX.

Called by MOLOOP.

Calls STORE, UPDATE, COMMAT, BOUND, ELIM, WRPTST,

SORTC, CNGRIC, TLEFTS; also MXPLNS, RESORT on vector machines.

This subroutine sweeps through all cells to insure that if a neighboring cell

contains a different fluid number that the two cells have been separated by (a pair

of) boundary surfaces or by a zero-porosity cell face (using 'ALX ', 'ALY ', or

'ALZ ' records in the card-image input file). All improperly separated cells are

noted in the output and the code stops if any were found.

Called by INITAL.

Calls ERRCHK.

This subroutine fills a contiguous block of core with zeroes.

Called by AAMAIN.

Calls LOCF.

This subroutine contains the inner iteration loop for the conjugate- gradient

solution of the pressure equation system. It is the last routine called by

CGLOOP; when it returns, the pressure has converged (or the number of inner

iterations has exceeded the maximum) and been updated to a new end-of-outer-

iteration value. Most of the work is done by calling other routines.

NOTE: Array TEMPO3, stored at S(IS(108)) in COMMON BLOCK

/SPACE/, is in argument list for this routine on vector machines but not used;

storage location S(IS(108)) is also used for array XR, which is in the argument
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list and is used in this routine. (Need to fix this.)

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls DAXPYC, DAXPXC, DDTOC, TLEFTS; also FACING,

OPERXC, LOWFAC, UPPFAC on scalar machines; also FACNCV, OPERXD,

LOWFCV, COFSRT on vector machines.

COFSRT This subroutine initializes arrays before beginning the inner iteration loop

in the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on vector

machines. Called after FACNCV. Defines the following arrays: Cl, C2, and C3,

which couple the pressure in a cell to the pressure in the cells in the preceding

diagonal plane; ClU, C2U, and C3U, which couple the pressure in a cell to the

pressure in the cells in the following diagonal plane; and DDINV. These arrays

are later used by LOWFCV.

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

COMMAT This subroutine loads the coefficient and pointer arrays used in the

conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Called after

UPDATE. Sweep over all MX fluid cells

F(n) = BPO(n)*ALO(n),

A(2,n) =-ACOF3(n)*ALO(n),

A(4,n) =-ACOF5(n)*ALO(n),

A(6, n) = -ACOF2(n)*ALO(n),

NM(1,n)=n,

NM(2,n) =max(O,MJM(n)),

NM(4,n) =max(O,MKM(n)),

NM(6,n) = max(O,MIP(n)),

(if A(i,n)=0, then set NM(i,n)=0)

n, and define

A(1,n)= ACOFO(n)*ALO(n),

A(3,n) =-ACOF1(n)*ALO(n),

A(5,n) =-ACOF6(n)*ALO(n),

A(7,n) =-ACOF4(n)*ALO(n),

NM(3,n) =max(O,MIM(n)),

NM(5,n) = max(O,MKP(n)),

NM(7,n) = max(O,MJP(n)),

where ACOFi and BPO are the revised coefficient matrices for the pressure

equation, ALO is the cell porosity, and Mij are the adjacent cell number

indicators. This reorders the terms in the equation, eliminates coupling of a cell

to a boundary (Mij <0), and multiplies each equation by the porosity (for
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consistency in calculating the mass residual).

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls nothing.

CPLIQ This function returns the specific heat capacity (CPLIQ) of fluid number

1 when IFPROP=O as a function of temperature (TO), enthalpy (H), and/or

pressure (P). (For IFPROP=1 or fluids other than number 1, the specific heat

capacity is obtained from array element FC1H(n), where n is the fluid number,

rather than by calling CPLIQ.)

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time. Of the arguments passed, those actually used depend on which

fluid package is being used. If this function is changed, other functions in the

property package may need to be changed in order to maintain a consistent

description of the fluid.

Called by (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

TIMSTP, BCTEMO, DUCTWA, QDUCTW, ENERGI, ENRBAL, INITAL,

NITA3, QSTRUC, HSTRUC, TURV12, VISFIX (GDDDH if explicit).

Calls (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines.

CPSOL1 This function returns the specific heat capacity of solid material number

IRM at temperature TO. Nominally this is computed using a second order

polynomial in temperature having user-supplied coefficients CiCP(IRM), i =0,1,2,

but the user may supply coding in this routine for other functional forms.

Called by DUCTWA, QDUCTW, PSTRU1, TSTRUC, QSTRUC,

INPSTR, QSTRDS.

Calls nothing.

DAXPXC This subroutine multiplies a vector X by a constant (VALUE) and adds the

result to vector Y leaving the result in vector X (or X = VALUE*X + Y) as part

of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. The coding
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DAXPYC

DDOTC

DGEFA

DGESL

DLCALC

amount, and adjusts the velocities (UL, VL, and WL) to be consistent with the
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uses indices in ICELL as follows:

DO 10 II=1,NX
10 X(ICELL(II)) =VALUE*X(ICELL(II)) + Y(ICELL(II))

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine multiplies a vector X by a constant (VALUE) and adds the

result to vector Y leaving the result in vector Y (or Y = VALUE*X + Y) as part

of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. The coding

uses indices in array ICELL as follows:

DO 10 II=1,NX
10 Y(ICELL(II)) =VALUE*X(ICELL(II)) + Y(ICELL(II))

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

This function forms the inner product of vectors X and Y, or

DDOTC =0.0
DO 10 II=1,NX

10 DDOTC =DDOTC+X(ICELL(II))*Y(ICELL(II))

as part of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system.

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

DOUBLE PRECISION version of SGEFA; only used on short-word

machines. See description under SGEFA.

DOUBLE PRECISION version of SGESL; only used on short-word

machines. See description under SGESL.

This subroutine sweeps through all fluid cells and calculates the mass

residual (DL) by performing a full mass flow summation, estimates the amount

of pressure change needed to zero the residual, adjusts the pressure (P) by this



DRODHL

DSDH
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pressure adjustment.

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by TIMSTP, MALOOP, REBAL.

Calls nothing.

This function returns the derivative of density with respect to enthalpy

(DRODHL) of fluid number 1 when IFPROP=O as a function of temperature

(TO), enthalpy (HO), and/or pressure (P0). (For IFPROP=1 or fluids other than

number 1, this derivative is computed by dividing the derative of the density

(from statement function FDENSE(n,TO) or GDENSE(n,TO,PO)) with respect to

temperature by array element FC1H(n), where n is the fluid number, rather than

calling DRODHL.)

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time. Of the arguments passed, those actually used depend on which

fluid package is being used. If this function is changed, other functions in the

property package may need to be changed in order to maintain a consistent

description of the fluid.

Called by (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

TIMSTP, OUTPUT, TKSORC (ENERGY if explicit).

Calls (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines.

This function returns the "derivative of f(y) with respect to y" (DSDH)

when fluid number 1 is normal water and IFPROP=O as a function of "y" (X)

needed for the derivative of density with respect to enthalpy function. See

equations B. 19 and B.20 (inter alia) in Ref. 2. This function is part of, and only

used within, the normal water fluid property package.

Called by DRODHL.

Calls nothing.



DSET2

DSET3

DUCTWA

ELIM

Alternate entry point for RSET2 to store type DOUBLE PRECISION

variables. See RSET2 for additional information.

Called by BARIN.

Calls nothing.

Alternate entry point for RSET3 to store type DOUBLE PRECISION

variables. See RSET3 for additional information.

Called by BARIN.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine looks at a single boundary surface having a duct wall

energy boundary condition (KTEMP=500+NTF). For each surface element (L),

compute a new value for temperature TLB(L); then set:

PB(L) = P(M) +PSTATO(M)

HLB(L) =hliq(PB(L),TLB(L))

RLB(L) = rholiq(TLB(L),HLB(L),PB(L))

where M is the number of the adjacent cell; hliq and rholiq are the fluid property

functions for enthalpy and density.

The method used to calculate TLB(L) in DUCTWA is identical to that

coded in QDUCTW to calculate QBN(L); any changes to the method must be

incorporated in both routines for consistency.

Called by BCTEMP

Calls GETF, HEATCF; CPLIQ, HLIQ, ROLIQ, THCLIQ, VISLIQ;

CPSOLl, XKSOLl.

This subroutine removes equations from the pressure equation system for

cells whose pressure is set by a boundary condition during initialization of the

conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Called after

BOUND. Using the fact that if fluid cell number I has its pressure set directly

by a pressure boundary condition then array element A(1,I) =1.E40, this routine

performs the following actions. Sweep over all MX cells I. If NM(l,I)=0 or
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ENERGI

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is
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A(1,I) 1.E20 then this cell is skipped (i.e. its equation is eliminated). For all

other cells, increment a cell counter NX, set ICELL(NX)=I, and if NM(L,I) is

nonzero and A(1,NM(L,I)) z1.E20 then set NM(L,I)=0 for L=1,2,...,7.

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine constructs the coefficients ATi(M) and BTO(M) in the

energy equation system:

ATO(M)*HL(M) -AT1(-I)*HL(-I) -AT2(+ I)*HL(+ I)
-AT3(-J)*HL(-J) -AT4(+J)*HL(+J)
-AT5(-K)*HL(-K) -AT6(+K)*HL(+K)

SPHODL(M,n)*HL(n) = BTO(M)

for each fluid cell M; cells -I, +1, -J, +J, -K, +K are the six neighboring cells

in the indicated directions. The ATi contain contributions from cell-to-cell fluid

convection (donor cell) and conduction; BTO contains all source terms (including

conduction to boundary surfaces); SPHODL contains coupling through thermal

structures to non-adjacent fluid cells. The HL in the energy equation are end-of-

step values (an implicit in time formulation). These coefficients will be used in

SOLVEN/SOLVEV to actually solve for new enthalpies.

Any changes made in the bulk of this coding must also be made in routine

ENRBAL for consistency.

Called from ENLOOP.

Calls GETHK; THCLIQ, CPLIQ.

This subroutine sweeps through all fluid cells, setting up and solving the

energy equation, advancing the fluid enthalpy (HL) to end of step values. This

routine is called after pressure (P) and velocities (UL, VL, and WL) have been

advanced. There is an inner iteration loop for some solution options. This routine

calls other routines to obtain interactions with and update quantities associated

with boundary and thermal structure temperatures (TLB and TTS).

This routine is only called when one of the explicit energy solution
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ENLOOP

ENRBAL

ERRCHK
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old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls BCTEMT, HSTRUC, BCTEMO, QSTRUC, BCTEMP, TSTRUC;

THCLIQ; TLIQ, ROLIQ, DRODHL.

This subroutine is effectively the driver for the fluid energy solution. It

calls other routines to set boundary conditions, find heat sources from ducts and

thermal structures, construct the terms in the energy equation, and solve the

energy equation for new fluid enthalpy (HL) at the end of the current outer

iteration. It then finds the maximum relative change in fluid enthalpy with

respect to the previous outer iteration (DHOHT) and with respect to the beginning

of step value (DHOH) for use in convergence checks.

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls BCTEMT, HSTRUC, ESORCE, ENERGI, SOLVEN/SOLVEV,

GETUK, ENRBAL, TLEFTS.

This subroutine computes cell-wise and global fluid energy balances. It

is called after the fluid energy equations have been solved if IENBUG >99 or if

IENBUG >98 and the inner iterations in SOLVEN/SOLVEV did not converge.

The bulk of the coding in this routine is identical to that in ENERGI; the

two routines must be changed in a consistent manner.

Called by ENLOOP.

Calls THCLIQ, CPLIQ.

This subroutine prints an error code number (IER) and text message (first

NLINES values of Ml, M2, ... , M5). If the error level is less than ISTOP and

less than NCALLS errors have been processed, then execution continues;

otherwise, execution terminates immediately.

Called by AAMAIN, AMAIN, BARIN, BOXES, ERRCHK, ERRTSC,

FILLM, FULPIN, GEOM3D, GETMTS, HEATCF, HEATCU, INFORC,

INITAL, INITA2, INITA3, INITZl, INPUMP, INPSTR, IREBAL, LODODD,

OUTPUT, RESTAR, TSCAN; HLIQ, TLIQ.



Calls nothing.

ERRTSC This subroutine prints errors detected by GETMTS (implies

IHTWAL(99) =2) if two cells are coupled by more than one thermal structure.

Called by GETMTS.

Calls ERRCHK.

ESORCE This subroutine constructs the source term for the fluid energy equations.

This is done by first calling routines to get the source due to boundary surfaces

and due to thermal structures. (Heat conduction at an irregular boundary surface

is treated as a "source"). It then sweeps over all fluid cells M and combines

these two sources with any volumetric heat generation directly in the fluid,

leaving the result in SCHL(M) for use by ENERGI.

Called by ENLOOP.

Calls BCTEMO, QSTRUC, GETF.

FACINC This subroutine performs the incomplete Cholesky factorization before

beginning inner iterations of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on scalar machines. (FACNCV is used on vector machines.)

Arrays AU and AL are modified; IFFAC=0 on exit.

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

FACNCV This subroutine serves the same purpose as subroutine FACINC, except

that it is applied to matrix A in the regular geometric cell-numbering system and

is used on vector machines. Prepares matrix factors AAU and AAL, which are

the analogues of factors AU and AL in FACINC. Algorithm is the same as in

FACINC, except that the banded structure is not utilized explicitly. IFFAC=O

on exit.

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.
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FCOND This statement function returns the laminar thermal conductivity (FCOND)

of fluid number III as a function of temperature TT. (For fluid number 1 with

IFPROP=0, the thermal conductivity is obtained from function THCLIQ rather

than from FCOND.)

Used in BCTEMT, BCTEMO, DUCTWA, QDUCTWA, ENERGI,

ENRBAL, INITAL, INITA3, HSTRUC, (ENERGY, GDDDH if explicit).

FDENSE This statement function returns the density (FDENSE) of fluid number III

as a linear function of temperature T1T when array element GASMW(III) =0.

(For GASMW(III) >0, the density is obtained from statement function GDENSE

rather than from FDENSE. For fluid number 1 with IFPROP=0, the density is

obtained from function ROLIQ rather than from FDENSE or GDENSE.)

Used in TIMSTP, BCTEMT, BCTEMO, DUCTWA, INITAL, INITA3,

ICTEMP, INITZl, MOLOOP, (ENERGY, MALOOP if explicit).

FENTH This statement function returns the enthalpy (FENTH) of fluid number III

as a function of temperature TTT. (For fluid number 1 with IFPROP=0, the

enthalpy is obtained from function HLIQ rather than from FENTH.) Statement

functions FENTH and FTEMP must be rather exact inverses of each other.

Used in BCTEMT, BCTEMO, DUCTWA, INITAL, INITA3, ICTEMT,

INITZ1, HSTRUC, QSTRDS.

FILLM This subroutine completes the establishment of fluid cell computational

geometry which was started by BOXES, FULPIN, or QTRPIN. This routine first

calls SHOME to print diagrams which show boundary surfaces, if selected. It

then completes the tasks of counting fluid cells (NM1) and filling the index arrays

UK, MIM, MIP, MJM, MJP, MKM, and MKP which define cell locations and

neighboring cells. Checks are made to insure that the system of fluid cells is

completely enclosed by boundary surfaces.

The code will stop if less than 10 seconds of CPU time (as returned by

TLEFTS) remain after completing the geometry setup.
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Called by BOXES, FULPIN, QTRPIN.

Calls SHOME, ERRCHK, TLEFTS.

FITIT This subroutine sets up all transient functions by converting user-supplied

points (TVAL, FVAL, and NEND) to a set of third-order polynomial coefficients

(YCOEF and CCOEF) for the range between each pair of adjacent points in each

function. The spline-fit coefficients are generated by SMOOTH for each

segment. These coefficients are later used by GETF. COMMON BLOCK

/REBALS/ provides temporary workspace.

Called by INITAL.

Calls SMOOTH.

FLUDID This function returns an alphanumeric description (FLUDID of type

CHARACTER*8) of fluid number 1 when IFPROP=0 and sets the defaults for

the low and high temperature limits (FCTLO and FCTHI) to be used in printing

a property table summary. (For IFPROP=1 or fluids other than number 1, an

equivalent function is not used.)

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time.

Called by INITAL.

Calls nothing.

FORCES This subroutine calculates the friction force term between fluid and solid

surfaces given a force structure number (NF) and local fluid conditions.

The first NCORR (:520) correlations are of the form

Re REYTRN(i): f= ACORRL(i)*Re**BCORRL(i) + CCORRL(i)
Re> RFYTRN(i): f= ACORRT(i)*Re**BCORRT(i) + CCORRT(i)

where Re is the Reynolds number calculated using local fluid properties and

length REYLEN(NF); REYLEN, REYTRN, jCORRk (j =A,B,C; k=L,T), and

i=ICORR(NF) NCORR are user-input values.
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For ICORR(NF) values between 51 and 99 (inclusive), the user must

supply coding for the friction in this routine; examples are shown using numbers

81-87 and 90-95.

The final result when leaving this routine must be in variable ZFORCE

in the form of a pressure gradient divided by velocity:

ZFORCE = -FORCEF(NF)*f*p* I velocity, /CLENTH(NF)

where FORCEF and CLENTH are user-input values, f is the friction factor, p is

the fluid density, and velocity is the fluid velocity.

Called by XMOMI, YMOMI, ZMOMI (XMOM, YMOM, ZMOM if

explicit).

Calls nothing.

FTEMP This statement function returns the temperature (FTEMP) of fluid number

III as a function of enthalpy HHH. (For fluid number 1 with IFPROP =0, the

temperature is obtained from function TLIQ rather than from FTEMP.)

Statement functions FTEMP and FENTH must be rather exact inverses of each

other.

Used in TIMSTP, INITA3, INITZ1, OUTPUT, QSTRDS (ENERGY if

explicit).

FULPIN This subroutine automates the geometry specifications of hexagonal fuel

assemblies using full-pin partitioning (IGEOM >0 and IPART=1). (If

IGEOM >0 and IPART=0, then QTRPIN is called instead; if IGEOM <;0, then

BOXES is called instead.)

The routine sets IMAX, JMAX, DX, DY, NSURF, XNORML,

YNORML, ZNORML and the information normally provided by the boundary

surface identification block of the card-image input file such that most coolant

cells contact a "full" pin circumference (one half of one pin and one quarter of

two other pins). The routine then assigns surface element numbers and cell

numbers for cells on the boundary; fills arrays MB, ISURF, AREA, LCI, LCX,

LCY, LCZ; begins filling arrays IJK, MIM, MIP, MJM, MJP, MKM, and MKP;
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counts irregular and regular surface elements and irregular cells (NL, NL1, and

NM); begins counting regular cells (NM1). The porosity arrays AL, ALX, ALY,

and ALZ are filled to represent presence of pins; these arrays are modified if the

smeared wire wrap option (IWIRE= 1) is selected. After cells on boundary

surfaces are processed, control is passed to FILLM to complete the geometry

setup.

BUG: The maximum allowable value for IGEOM is limited by

nondynamic dimensions of arrays.

Called by GEOM3D.

Calls FILLM, RARRAY, ERRCHK.

FVISC This statement function returns the absolute laminar (molecular) viscosity

(FVISC) of fluid number III as a function of temperature TIT. (For fluid

number 1 with IFPROP=0, the viscosity is obtained from function VISLIQ rather

than from FVISC.)

Used in BCTEMO, DUCTWA, QDUCTW, INITAL, INITA3, INITZl,

MOLOOP, HSTRUC, TDLOOP, TKLOOP, TURV12, XMOMI, YMOMI,

ZMOMI (XMOM, YMOM, ZMOM if explicit).

GDCONV This subroutine computes DCONV, which is part of the basis for the

convergence of the mass residual (DL) during the solution of the pressure

equation system. The routine sweeps over all cell faces of all fluid mesh cells to

find:

UVWMAX = max(density*area*abs(velocity)/volume)

which is then used to compute

DCONV = EPS1*(UVWMAX+EPS2)

where EPSi are user-input values. During the sweep, the routine also computes

VELMAX = max((ULvg,+VLvg+WLvg) 0 5 )

which is used to set a Courant-based time step size if IDTIME= 1. This routine

is called before TIMSTP for time step numbers indicated by user-input array

NTHCON.
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Called by AMAIN.

Calls nothing.

GDDDH

GDDDP

GDENSE
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This subroutine sweeps through all fluid cells m, calculating DDDH(m),

which is later used in the fluid energy equation setup. This routine is called after

pressure (P) and velocities (UL, VL, and WL) have been advanced.

This routine is only called when one of the explicit energy solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls THCLIQ, CPLIQ.

This subroutine sweeps through all fluid cells m, calculating

DDDPOT(m), which is later used in DLCALC to adjust pressures if IDDDP >0.

This routine is called once per outer iteration after the momentum equation

coefficient arrays (ARiL and OARi, i=U,V,W) have been filled.

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by INITAL, MALOOP.

Calls nothing.

This statement function returns the density (GDENSE) of fluid number III

from the ideal gas law as a function of temperature TTT and pressure PPP when

array element GASMW(III) >0. (For GASMW(III) =0, the density is obtained

from statement function FDENSE rather than from GDENSE. For fluid number

1 with IFPROP=0, the density is obtained from function ROLIQ rather than from

DENSE or FDENSE.)

Used in TIMSTP, BCTEMT, BCTEMO, DUCTWA, INITAL, INITA3,

ICTEMP, INITZl, MOLOOP, (ENERGY, MALOOP if explicit).



GEOM3D This subroutine is effectively the controlling routine for establishing the

computational geometry of the fluid cells. It reads NAMELIST GEOM and then

calls either BOXES (x-y-z or r-O-z) or FULPIN/QTRPIN (hexagonal fuel

assembly) to do the actual work. Some summary information is printed before

exit.

Called by AMAIN.

Calls BOXES, FULPIN, QTRPIN, IARRAY, MARRAY, RARRAY,

ERRCHK, TLEFTS.

GETDL This subroutine sweeps through all fluid cells (m) and computes the mass

residual DL(m) from the pressure equation using:

DL(m) =(A0(m)*P(m)-A 1(m)*P(MIM(m))-A2(m)*P(MIP(m))
-A3(m)*P(MJM(m))-A4(m)*P(MJP(m))
-A5(m)*P(MKM(m))-A6(m)*P(MKP(m))
-B0(m))/(DX(i) *DY(j) *DZ(k))

where Ai (i=0,1,...,6) and BO are the coefficients matrices in the pressure

equation system (from PEQN). The maximum absolute value of DL(m) and its

cell location are saved in DLMAX and MDMAX, respectively.

This routine is primarily used when various momentum debug toggles have

been activitated to provide prints of how well the solution is converging.

Called by MOLOOP, REBAZ, REBAZG, SOLVIT.

Calls nothing.

GETEKL This subroutine computes the kinetic energy (EKL) of each fluid cell using

the current cell density and an average velocity in each direction (plus geometry):

EKL = densityv*volume*(ULg++VL,,+WLvg).

The result is only used in connection with IDTIME=2.

Called by AMAIN, TIMSTP.

Calls nothing.

GETF This function evaluates transient function number NF at time (or

temperature) TI. Transient functions are used in connection with velocity,
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temperature, and pressure boundary conditions (KFLOW=100+NT, 200+ NT;

KTEMP=100+NT, 300+NT, 500+NT; KPRES=100+NT), heat sources

(NOFQT and IHT), and pumps (NTPUMP and NTORQM). The coefficients

CCOEF(n,i) and YCOEF(n) needed by this routine are generated by FITIT.

Called by BCFLOT, BCPRES, BCTEMT, BCTEMO, DUCTWA,

ESORCE, PUMPQ, QDUCTW, QSTRDS, QSTRUC, TSTRUC.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine takes the cell indices packed in variable IJKT and unpacks

them into the three variables I, J, and K using:

I = IJKT/10000

J = (IJKT-10000*I)/100

K = (IJKT-10000*I)-100*J

(NOTE: This routine was introduced when the IHTWAL(99) =2 fully implicit

thermal structure coupling was introduced; it could be called from many more

places than from which it is currently called.)

Called by ENLOOP, ENERGI, SOLVEV, GETMTS, QSTRDS.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine loads the index arrays (ijkTS where i=M,N, j=I,J,K and

k=M,P) which show whether a fluid cell is coupled to an adjacent fluid cell by

a thermal structure. Called at the beginning of each run; arrays are loaded with

nonzero entries only if IHTWAL(99)=2 (i.e. if fully implicit thermal structure

formulation is used).

Called by AMAIN.

Calls GETIJK, LODODD, ERRTSC.

This subroutine initializes arrays for the cell-integrated wire wrap model

(IWIRE=2). For a given cell M, the routine calculates the wire wrap force

coefficient arrays (UWIRE, VWIRE, and WWIRE) as a function of geometry.

Variable CW may be either CWIREI or CWIREO depending on cell location.
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These arrays will be used in the momentum equation setup in XMOMI, YMOMI,

and ZMOMI.

Called by INTWIR.

Calls nothing.

HEATCF This function returns a convective heat transfer coefficient between fluid

and a solid surface given a heat transfer correlation index number (IHTWAL for

duct walls at boundary surfaces and IHT for thermal structures) and the local

fluid conditions. For 1 i NHEATC< 20, the correlations are of the general

form

. -. U = Nu*X /Deh, , -

where

Nu =HEATC 1(i) +HEATC2(i)*Re**HEATC3(i)*Pr**HEATC4(i),

X, is fluid laminar thermal conductivity, Dh is characteristic length, Re is

Reynolds number, Pr is Prandlt number, and HEATCj(i) are user input

coefficients. (If the correlation number is between 51 and 99 (inclusive) then the

heat transfer coefficient is obtained from user-supplied function HEATCU.)

Called by BCTEMO, DUCTWA, QDUCTW, HSTRUC.

Calls HEATCU, ERRCHK.

HEATCU This function returns a convective heat transfer coefficient between fluid

and a solid surface given a heat transfer correlation index number (IHTWAL for

duct walls at boundary surfaces and IHT for thermal structures) and the local

fluid conditions. The user must supply the coding for this routine to provide a

heat transfer coefficient for each correlation number used by the user in the range

51 through 99 (inclusive).

Called by HEATCF.

Calls ERRCHK and other routines determined by the user.

HLIQ This function returns the enthalpy (HLIQ) of fluid number 1 when

IFPROP=0 as a function of pressure (P) and/or temperature (TC). (For
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IWPROP=1 or fluids other than number 1, the enthalpy is obtained from

statement function FENTH(n,TC), where n is the fluid number, rather than from

HLIQ.) Functions HLIQ and TLIQ must be fairly exact inverses of each other.

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time. Of the arguments passed, those actually used depend on which

fluid package is being used. If this function is changed, other functions in the

property package may need to be changed in order to maintain a consistent

description of the fluid.

Called by (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

BCTEMT, BCTEMO, DUCTWA, INITAL, INITA3, ICTEMT, INITZ1,

HS'RUC, QSTRDS.

Calls (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

ERRCHK.

This subroutine is calledd during each outer iteration (after velocities are

updated) at the beginning of the energy calculation to compute the solid/fluid heat

transfer coefficient (HSTREL) at each surface element of each thermal structure.

This routine passes the local conditions (velocity, temperature, and fluid

properties) and the heat transfer correlation index (IHT) to HEATCF, which

returns HSTREL.

Called by AMAIN, ENLOOP, INITZ1 (ENERGY if explicit).

Calls HEATCF; HLIQ, THCLIQ, VISLIQ, CPLIQ.

This subroutine prints values from INTEGER array INTVAR(m) for the

two-dimensional K-plane number KK. Array HK(m) is used to find the cell

numbers (m) which are in the requested plane. Workspace of size IMAX*JMAX

is assumed to have been allocated for passed array IWORK.

Called by GEOM3D.

Calls nothing.
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ICTEMP This subroutine sweeps over all surface elements (L) of all boundary

surfaces (N), initializing

TLB(L)=TEMPO(KPROP(N)) , if KTEMP(N)=200 or 300+NTF

TLB(L) =TEMP(N) , other KTEMP

QBN(L)=TEMP(N) , if KTEMP(N)=200 or 300+NTF

QBN(L)=0. , other KTEMP

VELBN(L) =VELOC(N)

PB(L) =P(MB(L)) +PSTATO(MB(L))

HLB(L) =hliq(PB(L),TLB(L))

RLB(L) =rholiq(TLB(L),HLB(L),PB(L))

where hliq and rholiq are the fluid property functions for enthalpy and density.

For several boundary condition choices, these uniform initialization of TLB,

QBN, and VELBN may be overridden on a pointwise basis by the user via

records in the boundary value initialization block of the card-image input file.

Called by INITAL.

Calls HLJQ, ROLIQ.

INFORC This subroutine reads the force structure location block of the card-image

input file and fills an index array (IFORCE) showing which cells have force

structures specified and in what coordinate direction(s). Some summary

information is printed.

Called by INITAL.

Calls ERRCHK.

INHTX This subroutine reads the fluid cell location block of the card-image input

file, which specifies which cells contain something other than fluid number 1 in

multifluid problems. The cell location indices (I,J,K) input are mapped to a cell

number M ( _NM1) and the fluid number overwrites the default (1) in array

element INDHTX(M) for the indicated cells. The number of cells containing

each fluid number are counted and stored in array NOHTX for use by INITAL.

Called by INITAL.

Calls nothing.
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INITAL This subroutine is the effective controlling routine for processing the card-

image input file after geometry setup has been performed. This routine initializes

defaults for variables in NAMELIST DATA, reads NAMELIST DATA, and

processes this information directly or by calling other routines; other routines are

called to read and/or process all other blocks in the card-image input file and to

read the input restart file. Some additional initialization are performed (TURVIS,

TURCON, DENSE, GRAVR, GRAVTH, TL, PSTATO, HL, and RL) and

many summaries are printed.. Many sections of the routine are skipped if this is

a continuation run (ISTATE>0).

Called by AMAIN.

Calls RESTAR, INITA3, INITA2, FITIT, QGENER, IREBAL, INHTX,

INPUMP, INFORC, INPSTR, ICTEMP, BARIN, CHKHTX, BCFLOT,

INTURK, BCTEMT, BCTEMO, BCTEMP, BCFLOW, BCPRES, ERRCHK,

(GDDDP if explicit); HLIQ, CPLIQ, THCLIQ, VISLIQ, ROLIQ.

INITA2 This subroutine checks the validity of user input associated with the

expansion-cell velocity boundary condition (KFLOW=-6). (Caution: One item

that can not be checked is whether the associated cell is properly blocked by zero-

porosity cell faces if it is not blocked by boundary surfaces -- porosities have not

been read at the time this routine is called.)

Called by INITAL.

Calls LBLE, ERRCHK.

INITA3 This subroutine checks the sufficiency of property input and prints a

properties table for each fluid being used in the calculation. LOGICAL-type

array element LPROP(m) is set to .TRUE. if sufficient properties were input for

fluid number m and passed back to INITAL for further checks.

Called by INITAL.

Calls ERRCHK; HLIQ, ROLIQ, THCLIQ, VISLIQ, CPLIQ, TLIQ.
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INITUR This subroutine controls initialization of most of the arrays associated with

turbulence modeling. It specifically initializes the turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation rate (TKED and TKEDB). It calls other routines to perform other

initialization.

Called by AMAIN.

Calls TLFIX, INTURK, VISFIX, TURV12.

INITZl This subroutine performs a one-dimensional initialization for hexagonal

fuel assembly problems if IFROD=2. Variables set are WL, P, HL, TL, and RL

for fluid cells and VELBN for elements on the exit boundary surface, which

override the uniform initialization done by INITAL.

BUG: The IFROD=2 option must not be used for problems which use

multiple fluids.

Called by INITAL.

Calls BCPRES, BCTEMO, BCTEMP, BCFLOT, HSTRUC, TSTRUC,

QSTRUC, ERRCHK; TLIQ, ROLIQ, HLIQ, VISLIQ.

INPSTR This subroutine reads the card-image input file blocks associated with

thermal structures (NAMELIST STRUCT, the thermal structure prototype input

block (NAMELISTs T, F, and M), and the thermal structure location input block)

and stores this information in ITSCB, HYDRAl, HYDRA2, RODF, MATERL,

HEAT, SIZE, STAREA, STVOL, ICEL, INDTRI, and INDTRO. The order of

the records in the input file is passed to this routine from TSCAN through

COMMON BLOCK /CSCAN/. COMMON BLOCK /REBALS/ provides

temporary workspace. Summaries for each thermal structure are printed.

Called by INITAL.

Calls ERRCHK; CPSOL1.

INPUMP This subroutine initializes data for the pump model (activated by

IFPUMP >0). The routine sets defaults and then reads NAMELIST PUMP; it

also reads the pump location block of the card-image input file, which results in
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setting UKPP(n) and IDIRP(n) for the cell location and pumping direction for

each pump (n).

Called by INITAL.

Calls ERRCHK.

INTURK This subroutine initializes the turbulent kinetic energy arrays (TURK and

TURKB). Uses the (initial) values of velocity (UL, VL, WL, and VELBN) and

a user-supplied constant (TKIN). The turbulent kinetic energy is forced to be

above a minimum (1.E-15), since a zero value is not allowed.

Called by INITAL, INITUR.

Calls nothing.

INTWIR This subroutine initializes arrays associated with the cell-integrated wire

wrap model (IWIRE=2) when IGEOM>0 and IPART=O. Arrays initialized or

modified directly are AL, ALX, ALY, ALZ, AREA, and MWIRE. Calls other

routines to initialize other arrays.

Called by QTRPIN.

Calls THETAS, WIRE, WIRVOL, GETWIR, RARRAY.

IREBAL This subroutine initializes variables associated with the user-specified

region-by-region rebalancing option (IFREB > 0). The routine reads the

rebalancing region location block of the card-image input file and sets up indexing

variables NREBP, NREBRS(p), NREBRT(n), IMREB(n,q), INDS(n,q), NFREB,

and MREB(n) which define the rebalancing regions and the planes of separation.

Allocates temporary storage in COMMON BLOCK /REBALS/.

Called by INITAL.

Calls ERRCHK.

ISET2 Alternate entry point for RSET2 to store type INTEGER variables. See

RSET2 for additional information.

Called by BARIN.

Calls nothing.
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ISET3 Alternate entry point for RSET3 to store type INTEGER variables. See

RSET3 for additional information.

Called by BARIN.

Calls nothing.

ISURFO This subroutine prints values from INTEGER-type surface-element array

IVAR for boundary surface number NSUR.

Called by OUTPUT.

Calls nothing.

LBLE This subroutine returns the beginning (LB) and ending (LE) surface

element numbers for a given boundary surface number (NSURF). (NOTE: This

routine should be used a lot more than it is to replace in-stream coding, primarily

in routines BCxxxx.)

Called by INITAL, OUTPUT, BCFLOF.

Calls nothing.

LOCF This function returns the core storage address (LOCF) of a variable(X);

the result returned must be divided by NOBPI to be in units of "computer

words". On the IBM mainframe machine at ANL, this is a locally written system

function. For other machines, source coding (in FORTRAN) is supplied with

COMMIX-1AR/P which calls an appropriate system routine (e.g. LOC or

%LOC),

Called by AAMAIN, ALTER, CLEAR, RESTAR.

Routines called depend on computer system (as noted).

LODODD This subroutine loads the index arrays (MTSODD and NTSODD) which

show whether a fluid cell is coupled to a nonadjacent fluid cell by a thermal

structure. Only called if IHTWAL(99) =2 (i.e. if fully implicit thermal structure

formulation is used).

Called by GETMTS.

Calls ERRCHK.
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LOWFAC

LOWFCV

MALOOP
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This subroutine solves the lower triangular matrix system, AL*X =F, as

part of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on scalar

machines. (LOWFCV is used on vector machines.) AL is the lower triangular

matrix, F is the source vector, NX is the order of system, NM and ICELL show

cell coupling; solution vector is returned in X.

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine solves the upper and lower triangular matrix systems,

AAL*AAU*XXX =FFF, as part of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure

equation system on vector machines. (LOWFAC and UPPFAC are used on

scalar machines.) The AAL and AAU matrices are prepared by COFSRT and

passed to this routine as arrays C1, C2, C3, C1U, C2U, and C3U; solution

vector is mapped from array XXX to X before exiting. This is the ILU

factorized form of the pressure equation system in the regular geometric cell-

numbering system. System is solved along diagonal planes using a vectorizable

algorithm.

BUG: This algorithm is not quite correct for the case where the fluid

system closes on itself in the 0 direction (i.e., IGEOM = -1, sum(DY(J)) =21r for

J=1,2,...,JMAX, and cells at spatial location J=JMAX are coupled on the +J

side to the -J side of cells at spatial location J= 1). Matrix elements outside of

the normal 7 bands are ignored.

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine is effectively the driver for the fluid momentum solution.

It calls other routines to set boundary conditions, construct the terms in the three

momentum equations, combine the three momentum equations to form a pressure

equation, solve the pressure equation for the new pressure P, and use these

pressures to advance the velocities UL, VL, and WL to the end of the current

outer iteration. There is an inner iteration loop around the solver section.



This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls DLCALC, XMOM, YMOM, ZMOM, GDDDP, MOMENT,

BCFLOT, BCFLOW, REBALX, REBALY, REBALZ, REBAL, BCPRES,

THEFTS; ROLIQ.

This subroutine prints values from array UK(m) for the two-dimensional

K-plane number KK, thus showing the cell numbers (m) which are in the

requested plane. Workspace of size IMAX*JMAX is assumed to have been

allocated for passed array IWORK.

Called by GEOM3D.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine is effectively the driver for the fluid momentum solution.

It calls other routines to set boundary conditions, construct the terms in the three

momentum equations, combine the three momentum equations to form a pressure

equation, solve the pressure equation for the new pressure P, and use these

pressures to advance the velocities UL, VL, and WL to the end of the current

outer iteration. It then finds the maximum change of the velocity components

across the time step and normalizes these (DUMAX, DVMAX, and DWMAX)

with respect to VELMAX for use in convergence checks.

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls BCFLOT, XMOMI, YMOMI, ZMOMI, PEQN, SOLVIT,

CGLOOP, MOMENI, GETDL, REBAZG, REBAZ, TLEFTS; ROLIQ, VISLIQ.

This subroutine uses the current value of the end-of-step pressure (array

P from SOLVIT or CGLOOP) and the momentum equation coefficients (DiOL

and iHATL, i=U,V,W, from XMOMI, YMOMI, and ZMOMI) to compute the

new velocity field at the end of the current outer iteration:
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MOMENT

MXPLNS

UL(m) = UHATL(m) - DUOL(m)*(P(MIP(m))-P(m))

VL(m) = VHATL(m) - DVOL(m)*(P(MJP(m))-P(m))

WL(m) = WHATL(m) - DWOL(m)*(P(MKP(m))-P(m))

The maximum changes since the last outer iteration are saved in DULMAX,

DVLMAX, and DWLMAX for convergence checks. This is the last part of the

implicit momentum calculation technique.

Called by MOLOOP.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine uses the current value of the end-of-step pressure (P from

DLCALC, REBAL, REBALX, REBALY, or REBALZ) and the momentum

equation coefficients (ARiL and OARi, i=U,V,W, from XMOM, YMOM, and

ZMOM) to compute the new velocity field at the end of the current inner

iteration:

UL(m) =(ARUL(m)-(P(MIP(m))-P(m))*DTIME*AL/DX)*OARU(m)

VL(m) =(ARVL(m)-(P(MJP(m))-P(m))*DTIME*AL/DY)*OARV(m)

WL(m) =(ARWL(m)-(P(MKP(m))-P(m))*DTIME*AL/DZ)*OARW(m)

This is called during each inner iteration of the explicit momentum calculation

technique.

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by MALOOP, REBALX, REBALY, REBALZ, REBAL.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine finds out how many mesh cells (MAXPTP) are in the

largest fully diagonal plane. The result is used for allocating storage associated

with the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on vector

machines.

Called by AAMAIN, CGLOOP.

Calls nothing.
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OPERXC

DO 10 II=1,NX
I =ICELL(II)
F(I)=0.0
DO 10 L=1,NM(9,I)

10 F(I)=F(I)+A(NA(L,I),I)*X(NM(L,I))

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine performs multiplication of a matrix times a column vector

as part of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on

vector machines. (OPERXC is used on scalar machines.) Matrix is defined in

stripe form by arrays ACO, ACi, AC2, AC3, AC4, AC5, and AC6; cell

couplings are given by MijN arrays; NX is the size of the system; array X is the

column vector. The solution vector is returned in array F. Algorithm is fully

vectorized using indirect addressing.

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine provides printed output of the calculated results. The

routine is called at the time step numbers (NTPRNT) or times (TPRNT) specified

by the user. First printed is a block of summary information covering boundary

surfaces, mass balance, energy balance, thermal structures, and radiation

surfaces. The routine then calls other routines to print the remainder of the

output, which consists of various variables at various planes or various thermal

structures, as specified by the user in ISTPR (for first call in run having

ISTATE=0 or 2) or NTHPR (for all other calls).

Called by AMAIN.

Calls RARRAY, RSURFO, ISURFO, LBLE, PSTRUC, PSTRU1,

ERRCHK; DRODHL, TLIQ.
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This subroutine multiplies a matrix A times a column vector X leaving the

result in column vector F (or F=A*X) as part of the conjugate-gradient solution

of the pressure equation system on scalar machines. (OPERXD is used on vector

machines.) The coding uses indices in NM, NA, and ICELL as follows:
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PEQN This subroutine constructs the coefficient arrays in the pressure equation

system (ACOFi, i=0,1,...,6, and BCOFO) using the momentum equation

coefficient arrays (DiOL and iHATL, i =U,V,W) generated by XMOMI,

YMOMI, and ZMOMI. This is an implicit-in-time formulation. The coefficients

generated will ultimately be used in SOLVIT or CGLOOP to solve for the new

pressure field.

Called by MOLOOP.

Calls nothing.

PLTAPE This subroutine writes velocities and temperatures on a file on unit number

IPL in the unformatted record structure expected by the graphics postprocessing

programs VECT, TEMP, and TDSC. There are two values for IPL: 76 and 10.

If IPL=76, the plot file is being written with r ults at the time step numbers

specified by the user in array NTPLOT; on the first call with IPL=76, the file

is opened and three header records and four records of information for this time

step are written; on later calls with IPL=76, only the four records of time step

information are written. If IPL=10, then the three header records plus the four

records of information for the current ane step are appended to the output restart

file, which completes this file.

Called by AMAIN, RESTAR.

Calls nothing.

POLY This function evaluates a polynomial, of order N-1 in X, whose

coefficients are in array A, as

POLY = A(N)*X**(N-1)+A(N-1)*X**(N-2)+ ... +A(2)*X+A(1)

when fluid number 1 is normal water and IFPROP=0 as needed for the saturation

temperature function. This function is part of, and only used within, the normal

water fluid property package.

Called by TSATI1.

Calls nothing.
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PSATI This function returns the saturation pressure (PSATi) of fluid number 1

when IFPROP=O as a function of temperature (TC). (For IFPROP=1 or fluids

other than number 1, an equivalent function is not used.)

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time. If this function is changed, other functions in the property

package may need to be changed in order to maintain a consistent description of

the fluid.

Called by (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

BOIL.

Calls (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines.

PSTRUC This subroutine prints values (fluid cell number, fluid temperature, and

surface heat transfer coefficient for both surfaces and all intervening structure

temperatures) for thermal structure number NNN.

Called by OUTPUT.

Calls nothing.

PSTRU 1 This subroutine computes an estimate of the stored energy and average

temperature for thermal structure number N. (This information is printed by

OUTPUT but is not used otherwise in the calculation.)

Called by OUTPUT.

Calls CPSOL1.

PUMPQ This subroutine performs calculations for pump number NP. The main

item to be returned is the pressure increase, DPPUMP, due to the pump under

the current operating conditions. The details of what else is done and how

depends on which pump model is being used (IFPUMP) and whether this is a

steady-state or a transient calculation (ISTATE).

Called by XMOMI, YMOMI, ZMOMI.

Calls GETF.
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QDUCTW

QGENER

QSRAD

This subroutine looks at a single boundary surface having a duct wall

energy boundary condition (KTEMP=500+NTF). For each surface element (L),

compute a new value for boundary heat flux QBN(L); then convert this to an

equivalent volumetric heat source rate

SPHL(M) =SPHL(M)+QBN(L)*area/((TLB(L)-_TL(M))*cp*volume),

where M is the number of the adjacent fluid cell; cp is the fluid property function

for specific heat capacity.

The method used to calculate QBN(L) in QDUCTW is identical to that

coded in DUCTWA to calculate TLB(L); any changes to the method must be

incorporated in both routines for consistency.

Called by BCTEMO.

Calls GETF, HEATCF; CPLIQ, THCLIQ, VISLIQ; CPSOL1, XKSOL1.

This subroutine establishes heat source data if IFROD >0 (primarily used

for hexagonal fuel assembly geometry). This routine reads NAMELIST INPUTQ

and results in setting QK(k), QU(i,j), WETLEN(i,j), OSOUR(m), PINF(ind).

Also sets constants FCXn and FCYn (n=1,2,...,5) ud in x- and y-direction

drag force.

BUG: The maximum allowed values for IMAX, JMAX, and KMAX are

limited below their normal maximum values by nondynamic array dimensions.

Called by INITAL.

Calls AXHEF, RARRAY.

This subroutine sweeps over all radiation surfaces computing the net

radiation heat transfer rate (QRNET). This routine is called after TSTRUC has

updated the radiation surface temperatures (after the outer iteration process has

converged). The net heat transfer rate calculated by this routine at the end of a

time step will be used throughout the entire next time step. The rate is

partitioned by area fraction to get a heat transfer rate for each thermal structure

element which is part of a radiation surface.

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls LINPACK routines: SGEFA (or DGEFA), SGESL (or DGESL).
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QSTRDS

surface identification block of the card-image input file such that most coolant
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This subroutine sweeps over all thermal structures calculating the

derivative of the solid-to-fluid heat transfer rate for fluid cell number m with

respect to the enthalpy in fluid cell number n (i.e. d(QSOUR(m))/d(HL(n))) if

IHTWAL(99) >0. This is done by numerical differentiation; the results are

stored in array SPHL for n=m and, if IHTWAL(99)=2, in array QPRIME for

nom.

The majority of the coding in this routine is identical to the coding used

in TSTRUC and QSTRUC; any changes to the method must be implemented

consistently in all three routnes.

Called by QSTRUC.

Calls GETF, GETUK; HLIQ, TLIQ; CPSOL1, XKSOL1.

This subroutine is called during every outer iteration to set the solid-to-

fluid source term for the fluid energy equation. The routine sweeps over all

thermal structures calculating the heat transfer rate to each associated fluid cell

(QSOUR), its derivative with respect to fluid enthalpy (SPHL), and the total heat

transfer rate to all fluid cells (QFLUID). If IHTWAL(99) >0, then the heat

transfer rate by cell is also stored in QNOGHT and control is passed to QSTRDS

to calculate the derivative of heat transfer rate with respect to fluid enthalpy.

The majority of the coding in this routine is identical to the coding used

in TSTRUC and QSTRDS; any changes to the method must be implemented

consistently in all three routines.

Called by AMAIN, INITZ1, ESORCE (ENERGY if explicit).

Calls GETF, QSTRDS; CPLIQ; CPSOL1, XKSOL1.

This subroutine automates the geometry specifications of hexagonal fuel

assemblies using quarter-pin partitioning (IGEOM >0 and IPART=0). (If

IGEOM >0 and IPART =1, then FULPIN is called instead; if IGEOM 0, then

BOXES is called instead.)

The routine sets IMAX, JMAX, DX, DY, NSURF, XNORML,

YNORML, ZNORML and the information normally provided by the boundary

QSTRUC

QTRPIN



cells contact a "quarter" pin circumference (all from one pin). The routine then

assigns surface element numbers and cell numbers for cells on the boundary; fills

arrays MB, ISURF, AREA, LCI, LCX, LCY, LCZ; begins filling arrays IJK,

MIM, MIP, MJM, MJP, MKM, and MKP; counts irregular and regular surface

elements and irregular cells (NL, NL1, and NM); begins counting regular cells

(NMl). The porosity arrays AL, ALX, ALY, and ALZ are filled to represent

presence of pins; these arrays are modified by this routine if the smeared wire

wrap option (IWIRE=1) is selected (and by INTWIR if the cell-integrated wire

wrap option (IWIRE=2) is selected). After cells on boundary surfaces are

processed, control is passed to FILLM to complete the geometry setup.

BUG: The maximum allowed value for IGEOM is limited by nondynamic

array dimensions.

Called by GEOM3D.

Calls FILLM, INTWIR, RARRAY, ERRCHK.

This subroutine prints values from real number array REALA(m) for the

two-dimensional plane defined by whichever one of the following is nonzero:

1=11, J=JJ, or K=KK. Array UK(m) is used to find the cell numbers (m) which

are in the requested plane. Workspace of size max(IMAX*JMAX,

JMAX*KMAX, KMAX*IMAX) is assumed to have been allocated beginning at

location S(IS(75)) in COMMON BLOCK /SPACE/.

Called by GEOM3D, FULPIN, QTRPIN, QGENER, INTWIR, OUTPUT.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine performs region-by-region rebalancing selected by

IFREB >0 for user-defined rebalancing regions. (Rebalancing may also be

performed on a plane-by-plane basis by REBALX, REBALY, or REBALZ.) The

rebalancing is performed by adjusting pressures, P, such that the total mass

residual for all cells in a region is zero for all regions. This routine is called

from MALOOP (after initial call to MOMENT and before every IREBIT-th inner

iteration). The current coefficients for the momentum equations (ARiL and
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OARi, i=U,V,W) as computed by XMOM, YMOM, and ZMOM are used.

Velocities (UL, VL, and WL) are updated after pressures are adjusted.

COMMON BLOCK /REBALS/ provides temporary workspace.

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by MALOOP.

Calls DLCALC, MOMENT, BCFLOW.

This subroutine performs plane-by-plane rebalancing in the I direction if

selected by IXREB >0. (Rebalancing is performed in other planar directions or

on a region-by-region basis by REBALY, REBALZ, or REBAL.) The

rebalancing is performed by adjusting pressures, P, such that the total mass

residual for all cells in a plane is zero for all planes. This routine is called from

MALOOP (after initial call to MOMENT). The current I-direction velocities

(UL) are used. Velocities are updated after pressures are adjusted. COMMON

BLOCK /REBALS/ provides temporary workspace.

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by MALOOP.

Calls MOMENT, BCFLOW.

This subroutine performs plane-by-plane rebalancing in the J direction if

selected by IYREB >0. (Rebalancing is performed in other planar directions or

on a region-by-region basis by REBALX, REBALZ, or REBAL.) The

rebalancing is performed by adjusting pressures, P, such that the total mass

residual for all cells in a plane is zero for all planes. This routine is called from

MALOOP (after initial call to MOMENT). The current J-direction velocities

(VL) are used. Velocities are updated after pressures are adjusted. COMMON

BLOCK /REBALS/ provides temporary workspace.
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This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by MALOOP.

Calls MOMENT, BCFLOW.

REBALZ This subroutine performs plane-by-plane rebalancing in the K direction if

selected by IZREB> 0. (Rebalancing is performed in other planar directions or

on a region-by-region basis by REBALX, REBALY, or REBAL.) The

rebalancing is performed by adjusting pressures, P, such that the total mass

residual for all cells in a plane is zero for all planes. This routine is called from

MALOOP (after initial call to MOMENT). The current K-direction velocities

(WL) are used. Velocities are updated after pressures are adjusted. COMMON

BLOCK /REBALS/ provides temporary workspace.

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by MALOOP.

Calls MOMENT, BCFLOW.

REBAZ This subroutine performs plane-by-plane rebalancing selected by whichever

one of IXREB, IYREB, or IZREB is nonzero. (Rebalancing may also be

performed on a region-by-region basis by REBAZG.) The rebalancing is

performed by adjusting pressures, P, such that the total mass residual for all cells

in a plane is zero for all planes. This routine is called from MOLOOP (between

PEQN and SOLVIT/CGLOOP) and SOLVIT (before every IREBIT-th inner

iteration). The current coefficients for the pressure equation (ACOFi,

i=0,1,...,6, and BCOFO, as computed by PEQN) are used. COMMON BLOCK

/REBALS/ provides temporary workspace.

Called by MOLOOP, SOLVIT.

Calls GETDL, TDMA.
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REBAZG

REDEF

REDEF2
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This subroutine performs region-by-region rebalancing selected by

IFREB> 0 for user-defined rebalancing regions. (Rebalancing may also be

performed on a plane-by-plane basis by REBAZ.) The rebalancing is performed

by adjusting pressures, P, such that the total mass residual for all cells in a region

is zero for all regions. This routine is called from MOLOOP (between PEQN

and SOLVIT/CGLOOP) and SOLVIT (before every IREBIT-th inner iteration).

The current coefficients for the pressure equation (ACOFi, i =0,1,...,6, and

BCOFO, as computed by PEQN) are used. COMMON BLOCK /REBALS/

provides temporary workspace.

Called by MOLOOP, SOLVIT.

Calls GETDL, TDMA.

When cylindrical geometry is used, this subroutine modifies the stored

value of volume and surface porosities to include a radius multiplier; i.e.

AL, ALY, and ALZ: (cell center radius)*(actual porosity)

ALX: (radius at +1 cell face)*(actual porosity)

This modification is performed after completely reading the internal cell

initialization block from the card-image input file. This is part of the technique

used which allows the x-y-z conservation equations to also be used for r-O-z

geometry. The entry point REDEF2 undoes this modification, which is necessary

if porosity values are read at ISTATE>0. This routine also sets the velocity to

zero at cell faces where the surface porosity is zero.

Called by BARIN.

Calls nothing.

Alternate entry point for routine REDEF. Called once if (i.e. before)

porosity values are read from the card-image input file at ISTATE> 0 when

IGEOM = -1 and removes the radius factor from arrays AL, ALX, ALY, and

ALZ. (Routine REDEF will be called after all porosity values have been read

from the card-image input file to restore the radius factor.) See routine REDEF

for additional information.



Called by BARIN.

Calls nothing.

RESORT This subroutine completely reorders the fluid cells during initialization of

the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on vector

machines. Called after SORTC (just before CNGRIC). Cell numbering becomes

purely geometric (i.e. regular):

(1,1,1), (1,1,2), ... , (1,1,KMAX),
(2,1,1), (2,1,2), ... , (2,1,KMAX), ... ,

(IMAX,1,1), (IMAX,1,2), ... , (IMAX,1,KMAX),
(1,2,1), (1,2,2), ... , (1,2,KMAX), ... ,

(IMAX,2,1), (IMAX,2,2), ... , (IMAX,2,KMAX), ... ,
(1,JMAX,1), (1,JMAX,2), ... , (1,JMAX,KMAX), ... ,
(IMAX,JMAX.1), (IMAX,JMAX,2), ... , (IMAX,JMAX,KMAX)

which may allocate space for cells which do not actually exist but allows

vectorization of the solution coding. Fills arrays II, JJ, KK, NDG, MINDEX,

NMAX, MDTOMR, MRTOMD, MIMD, MIPD, MJMD, MJPD, MKMD,

MKPD, NL, NU, AA, NMM, NAA, MOTOMR, and MTOMR.

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls ORDERS(system).

RESTAR This subroutine reads and writes the majority of the (binary) restart file,

depending on the setting of variable IR, which is set based on the value of input

variable IFRES.

If IR =1, the routine was called from AMAIN at the end of a run. Records

2 through 5 and optional records 6 through 10 are written to unit 10. (Record 1

was written by COMMIX.) Then PLTAPE is called to append plot-file-type

records to the restart file.

If IR=2, the routine was called from INITAL before reading NAMELIST

DATA. Records 2 through 5 and optional records 6 through 10 are read from

unit 9. (Record I is skipped since it was read by COMMIX and the file was

rewound.) This restores calculational variables to values from a prior run.

If IR =4, the routine was called from INITAL after reading all of the card-
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image input file except the boundary value and internal cell initialization input

blocks. Record 1 is read from unit 9; if certain consistency checks are met, then

records 2 through 4 are skipped and (part of) record 5 is read. This initializes

the fluid velocities, temperatures, and pressures (UL, VL, WL, TL, and P) to

values from a prior run. The rest of the input restart file is not read.

Called by AMAIN, INITAL.

Calls LOCF, PLTAPE, ERRCHK.

ROLIQ This function returns the density (ROLIQ) of fluid number 1 when

IFPROP=O as a function of temperature (TC), enthalpy (H), and/or pressure (P).

(For IFPROP=1 or fluids other than number 1, the density is obtained from

statement function FDENSE(n,TC) or GDENSE(n,TC,P), where n is the fluid

number, rather than from ROLIQ.)

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time. Of the arguments passed, those actually used depend on which

fluid package is being used. If this function is changed, other functions in the

property package may need to be changed in order to maintain a consistent

description of the fluid.

Called by (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

TIMSTP, BCTEMT, BCTEMO, DUCTWA, INITAL, INITA3, ICTEMP,

INITZl, MOLOOP (ENERGY, MALOOP if explicit).

Calls (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines.

RSET2 This subroutine assigns the values read from records in the internal cell

initialization block of the card-image input file to the proper array locations for

type REAL variables. This involves mapping from physical location indices

(I,J,K) to a cell number (<_NM1). Some of the needed information is passed to

this routine through COMMON BLOCK /INDLIM/. Alternate entry points

DSET2 and ISET2 are called to store type DOUBLE PRECISION and INTEGER
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variables, respectively.

Called by BARIN.

Calls nothing.

RSET3 This subroutine assigns the values read from records in the boundary value

initialization block of the card-image input file to the proper array locations for

type REAL variables. This involves mapping from physical location indices

(I,J,K) on surface L to a surface element number (<_NL1). Some of the needed

information is passed to this routine through COMMON BLOCK /INDLIM/.

Alternate entry points DSET3 and ISET3 are called to store type DOUBLE

PRECISION and INTEGER variables, respectively.

Called by BARIN.

Calls nothing.

RSURFO This subroutine prints values from real-number type surface element array

VAR for boundary surface number NSUR.

Called by OUTPUT.

Calls nothing.

S This function returns the 'f(y)' (S) when fluid number 1 is normal water

and IFPROP=O as a function of 'y' (X) needed for the density, specific heat

capacity, and saturation temperature functions. See Eqs. B.19 and B.20 (inter

alia) in Ref. 2. This function is part of, and only used within, the normal water

fluid property package.

Called by ROLIQ, DRODHL, TLIQ, CPLIQ, SNDS.

Calls nothing.

SGEFA This subroutine from the LINPACK package prepares the matrix system

for routine SGESL for variables of type REAL. See description of routine

SGESL for additional information.

Called by QSRAD.

Calls other LINPACK (and system) routines.
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SGESL This subroutine, in conjunction with routine SGEFA, solves the system of

linear equations A*X=B for the column vector X when the A matrix has a

general form. Arrays A, B, and X are all of type REAL. (Routines DGEFA and

DGESL are used when the arrays are of type DOUBLE PRECISION (i.e. on

short-word machines).) The calling sequence is

REAL A(LDA,MX),B(MX),IPVT(LDA)
DO 2 I=1,MX
DO 1 J=1,MX

1 A(I,J)=...
2 B(I)=...

CALL SGEFA(A,LDA,MX,IPVT,INFO)
CALL SGESL(A,LDA,MX,IPVT,B,O)

where MX is the number of equations, LDA is at least as big as MX, IPVT is a

pointer array created by SGEFA and used by SGESL, and INFO will be set

nonzero by SGEFA if the system is (nearly) singular. The original structure of

matrix A is destroyed by calling SGEFA. Array B contains the solution vector

(X) upon return from SGESL.

SGESL and SGEFA (and their counterparts DGESL and DGEFA) are part

of LINPACK (Ref. 12), which is a collection of routines for linear algebra

available on many computer systems. The LINPACK routines are categorized

as system routines; they are not supplied with the COMMIX-1lAR/P program

package.

Called by QSRAD.

Calls other LINPACK (and system) routines.

SHOME This subroutine prints diagrams showing locations of all boundary surfaces

if IBSBUG >0. This diagram is useful in debugging input errors in the boundary

surface identification block of the card-image input file for complicated

geometries.

Called by FILLM.

Calls nothing.
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SMOOTH This subroutine performs smoothing by spline functions. It is called in

connection with creating polynomial fits to the data the user provides in arrays

TVAL and FVAL for the transient functions. COMMON BLOCK /CR/ provides

temporary workspace.

Called by FITIT.

Calls nothing.

SNDS This subroutine returns

Xl =S(X)

XN1=1.0-S(X)

when fluid number 1 is normal water and IFPROP=0 as needed for the saturation

temperature function. This routine is part of, and only used within, the normal

water fluid property package.

Called by TSAT11.

Calls S.

SOLVEN This subroutine solves an equation system of the form:

ATO(M)*V(M)-AT1(M)*V(MIM(M))-AT2(M)*V(MIP(M))
-AT3(M)*V(MJM(M))-AT4(M)*V(MJP(M))
-AT5(M)*V(MKM(M))-AT6(M)*V(MKP(M))
-SPHODL(M,k)*V(MTSODD(M,k)) = BTO(M)

where M is the fluid cell number, V is the array of end-of-step values being

solved for, ATi, BTO, and SPHODL are coefficient arrays provided by other

routines, and arrays Mij and MTSODD are pointers to adjacent and nonadjacent

cells. The solution technique is "successive overrelaxation". (More precisely,

this is successive overrelaxation if OMEGA >1, successive urderrelaxation if

OMEGA < 1, and Gauss Seidel if OMEGA =1.) One pass through the main part

of this routine is an inner iteration; inner iterations are continued until the

maximum relative change between successive iterations is less than HCONV or

the number of iterations exceeds ITMAX.

This routine is called to solve the fluid energy (coefficient arrays from

ENERGI), fluid turbulent kinetic energy (coefficient arrays from TKENER), and
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fluid turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate (coefficient arrays from TDNER)

equation systems on scalar machines. (SOLVEV is called on vector machines.)

The term involving SPHODL is not used for the two turbulence equation systems.

Called by ENLOOP, TKLOOP, TDLOOP.

Calls nothing.

SOLVEV This subroutine is used instead of SOLVEN on vector machines. The

technique is a red/black-type implementation of the "successive overrelaxation"

technique, which is amenable to vectorization. See routine SOLVEN for

additional information.

Called by ENLOOP, TKLOOP, TDLOOP.

Calls GETUK.

SOLVIT This subroutine solves an equation system of the form:

ATO(M)*V(M)-AT 1(M)*V(MiM(M))-AT2(M) *V(MIP(M))
-AT3(M)*V(MJM(M))-AT4(M)*V(MJP(M))
-AT5(M)*V(MKM(M))-AT6(M)*V(MKP(M))= BTO(M)

where M is the fluid cell number, V is the array of end-of-step values being

solved for, ATi and BTO are coefficient arrays provided by other routines, and

arrays Mij are pointers to adjacent cells. The solution technique is "successive

overrelaxation". (More precisely, this is successive overrelaxation if

OMEGA >1, successive underrelaxation if OMEGA < 1, and Gauss Seidel if

OMEGA=1.) One pass through the main part of this routine is an inner

iteration; inner iterations are continued until the maximum residual is less than

DCONV or the number of iterations exceeds ITMAXP.

This routine is called to solve the fluid pressure equation if ISYMCH=3

("successive overrelaxation") or 4 (Jacobi). (If ISYMCH=5, then CGLOOP is

called to solve system.) Mass rebalancing is performed every IREBIT-th inner

iteration. The coefficient arrays come from PEQN. The variable being solved

for is the fluid pressure (relative to the reference pressure) :n array P. The mass

residual is saved in array DL by cell and the maximum is in DLMAX.

Called by MOLOOP.

Calls REBAZ, REBAZG, GETDL.
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SORTC This subroutine reorders the coefficients during initialization of the

conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Called after

WRPTST. Sweep through all MX remaining cells ii, getting cell numbers, i, from

ICELL(ii). Find the number of nonzero entries in NM(n,i) (n=1,2,... ,7); store

this in NM(9,i). Rearrange the entries in NM(n,i) (n=1,2,...,7) so they are in

ascending order in NM(n,i) (n=1,2,...,NM(9,i)). Store in NM(8,i) the n-position

which the term NM(1,i) in the unshuffled array (the "diagonal" term) now

occupies in the NM array. Store in NA(n,i) the n-position which the term

NM(n,i) occupied in the NM array before it was shuffled.

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls nothing.

STORE This subroutine defines indices associated with boundary condition cells

for the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. The routine

sweeps over all cells m. Using the fact that if fluid cell number m has its

pressure set directly by a boundary condition then array element ACO(m) =1.E40,

this routine performs the following actions. If ACO(m) is greater than 1.E20, no

action is taken. Otherwise, if any of the six neighboring cells j (j: 1= -I, 2= +I,

3=-J, 4=+J, 5= -K, 6=+K) has ACO greater than 1.E20, then array element

NMNP(j,m) is set to the neighboring cell's number; JCELL(n) is set to the cell

number of the n-th cell having such neighboring cells. If the neighboring cell has

ACO less than 1.E20, then NMNP(j,m) is set to zero. Variable NCP counts the

number of entries made in array JCELL.

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls nothing.

TDLOOP This subroutine controls the advancement of the turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation rate (TKED) across a time step when ITURKE >-11. This calculation

is performed after advancing the turbulent kinetic energy. For ITURKE= 11, the

routine calculates TKED from arrays TURK and ALNG and constants CDTURB

and AKAPPA. For ITURKE=12, the routine puts the current laminar viscosity
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into array RMU and calls other routines to setup and solve the transport equation

system. The final values of TKED are forced to be positive (using | TKED|I),

since negative values are not allowed. The maximum relative change and cell

number in which it :xcurs are computed and passed back through DDOHT and

MDDOHT (between successive outers) and DDOH and MDDOH (since beginning

of step).

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls TDNER, SOLVEN/SOLVEV, THEFTS; VISLIQ.

TDMA This subroutine solves a tridiagonal matrix system. Basic set of equations

are of form:

-c(i)*f(i -1) +a(i)*f(i) -b(i)*f(i+1) = d(i)

for i=1,2,...,M (M<100) with c(1)=b(M)=0. Supplied to routine are the

simple variable

N: M+ 1 (i.e. number of equations plus one)

and values in the following array locations

A(1,2,...,N-1,N): 0, a(1), a(2), ... , a(M-1), a(M)

B(1,2,...,N-1,N): 0, b(1), b(2), ... , b(M-1), 0

C(1,2,...,N-1,N): 0, 0, c(2), ... , c(M-1), c(M)

D(1,2,...,N-1,N): 0, d(1), d(2), ... , d(M-1), d(M)

PHI(1) = PHI(N+1) = 0

These input values are not altered by the call. The routine does a noniterative

forward elimination followed by backward substitution to return the solution in

the following array locations:

PHI(2,3,...,N-1,N): f(1), f(2), ... , f(M-1), f(M)

Called by REBAZ, REBAZG.

Calls nothing.

TDNER This subroutine sets up the transport equation system for turbulent kinetic

energy dissipation rate (TKED). This results in a set of coefficient arrays (ATi,

i=0,1,...,6, and BTO) which are passed to a solver routine. Part of the source
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term needed in this equation system is passed to this routine from TKSORC in

array SCHL.

Called by TDLOOP.

Calls nothing.

THCLIQ This function returns the laminar (molecular) thermal conductivity

(THLIQ) of fluid number 1 when IFPROP=O as a function of temperature (TC)

and/or enthalpy (H). (For IFPROP=1 or fluids other than number 1, the thermal

conductivity is obtained from statement function FCOND(n,TC), where n is the

fluid number, rather than from THCLIQ.)

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time. Of the arguments passed, those actually used depend on which

fluid package is being used. If this function is changed, other functions in the

property package may need to be changed in order to maintain a consistent

description of the fluid.

Called by (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

BCTEMT, BCTEMO, DUCTWA, QDUCTW, ENERGI, ENRBAL, INITAL,

INITA3, HSTRUC (ENERGY, GDDDH if explicit).

Calls (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines.

THETAS This function returns the angular position of the wire wrap (THETAS)

given an axial location Zi. The angular position, in units of radians, is in the

range 0 to 2r; ZATO is a reference axial position where the wrap's angular

position is 0; WIREP is the pitch of the wrap winding and its sign indicates the

direction of the winding.

Called by INTWIR.

Calls nothing.

TIMSTP This subroutine controls the advancement of variables across a single time

step. This routine calls other routines to solve the pressure (combined mass and
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momentum), turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate,

and energy equation systems; one pass through this set of routines is an outer

iteration. This outer iteration loop is repeated until (1) the relative changes

between successive iterates are less than EPS3, (2) the number of outer iterations

exceeds IT, or (3) the amount of CPU time remaining is less than TREST. If

IDTIME=2 and (1) the outers did not reach convergence or (2) the outers

converged but the change in certain variables across the step exceeds CHGMAX,

the time step size is reduced and the step is repeated. (There are two alternate

paths in the outer iteration: the implicit path should always be used (ISYMCH 3

and IFITEN=3); the explicit path is older coding and has not been kept up to

date.)

Called by AMAIN.

Calls BCPRES, MOLOOP, VISFIX, BCTURB, TKLOOP, TDLOOP,

TURV12, ENLOOP, TLEFTS, GETEKL, BCFLOW, BCTEMP, TSTRUC,

QSRAD, BCFLOF; CPLIQ, DRODHL, ROLIQ, TLIQ. (If explicit: MALOOP,

BCTEMO, DLCALC, GDDDH, ENERGY.)

This subroutine sets up the transport equation system for turbulent kinetic

energy (TURK). This results in a set of coefficient arrays (ATi, i=0,1,...,6, and

BTO) which are passed to a solver routine. Part of the source term needed in this

equation system is passed to this routine from TKSORC in array SCHL.

Called by TKLOOP.

Calls WLFNCK.

This subroutine controls the advancement of the turbulent kinetic energy

(TURK) across a time step when ITURKE 11. This calculation is performed

after advancing the pressure and velocities. The routine puts the current laminar

viscosity into array RMU and calls other routines to setup and solve the transport

equation system. The final values of TURK are forced to be positive (using

| TURK| ), since negative values are not allowed. The maximum relative change

and cell number in which it occurs are computed and passed back through
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DKOHT and MDKOHT (between successive outers) and DKOH and MDKOH

(since beginning of step).

Called by TIMSTP.

Calls TKSORC, TKENER, SOLVEN/SOLVEV, TLEFTS; VISLIQ.

This subroutine sets up the source term array (SCHL) for use in building

the transport equation systems for turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent kinetic

energy dissipation rate when ITURKE 11. This term includes the velocity and

thermal gradient terms (i.e. P and Gk as defined by Eqs. 7.6 and 7.7 of Ref. 1).

(The coding in this routine is identical to that used to calculate SCHL in VELOG

except that the thermal gradient term is not included in VELOG.)

Called by TKLOOP.

Calls VELCEN; DRODHL.

This function returns the amount of CPU time (seconds) remaining before

job time limit will be exceeded. This is accomplished by calling a system routine

which is not supplied as part of the COMMIX-1AR/P program package. (To run

in interactive mode or on systems that can not simulate this function, include a

replacement function which returns a result which is greater than 10.0.)

Called by AMAIN, CGLOOP, CNGRIC, ENLOOP, FILLM, GEOM3D,

MOLOOP, TDLOOP, TIMSTP, TKLOOP (MALOOP if explicit).

Calls TLEFT (ANL system routine).

This subroutine calculates the turbulence length scale (ALNG) when

ITURKE= 10. The length scale is the distance from the center of a fluid cell to

the closest boundary surface having KFLOW=1 and VELBN=0 but is limited

to being less than 0.175*HYDIN.

Called by INITUR.

Calls nothing.



TLIQ This function returns the temperature (TLIQ) of fluid number 1 when

IFPROP=O as a function of enthalpy (Hi) and/or pressure (P1) by inverting the

HLIQ function. If this must be done numerically, TO is a starting guess

temperature for the iteration. (For IFPROP=1 or fluids other than number 1, the

temperature is obtained from statement function FTEMP(n,H1), where n is the

fluid number, rather than from TLIQ.) Functions TLIQ and HLIQ must be fairly

exact inverses of each other.

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time. Of the arguments passed, those actually used depend on which

fluid package is being used. If this function is changed, other functions in the

property package may need to be changed in order to maintain a consistent

description of the fluid.

Called by (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

TIMSTP, INITA3, INITZl, OUTPUT, QSTRDS (ENERGY if explicit).

Calls (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

ERRCHK.

TSAT11 This function returns the saturation temperature (TSAT11) when fluid

number 1 is normal water and IFPROP=O as a function of pressure (P) as needed

for the saturation pressure function (which performs an iterative numerical

inversion). This function is part of, and only used within, the normal water fluid

property package.

Called by PSAT1.

Calls POLY, SNDS.

TSCAN This subroutine does an initial screening of the blocks in the card-image

input file which are associated with thermal structures in order to allocate storage.

Reads NAMELIST STRUCT, the thermal structure prototype input block (which

consists of NAMELISTs T, F, and M), and the thermal structure location input

block. Fills part of array ITSCB, passes allocation information back to AAMAIN
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through the argument list, and passes record-order information to INPSTR

through COMMON BLOCK /CSCAN/.

Called by AAMAIN.

Calls ERRCHK.

TSTRUC This subroutine sweeps over all thermal structures updating the

temperatures, ITS, of all partitions. During this process, the temperatures,

TROD, of all radiation surfaces are updated (using an average of TTS aver the

surface) and the total heat generation rate in the solid is summed into QSOLID.

When called from TIMSTP, the outer iterations have converged and this routine

advances TTS from beginning-of-step to end-of-step values.

The majority of the coding in this routine is identical to the coding used

in QSTRUC and QSTRDS; any changes to the method must be implemented

consistently in all three routines.

Called by AMAIN, INITZ1, TIMSTP (ENERGY if explicit).

Calls GETF; CPSOL1, XKSOL1.

TURV 12 This subroutine calculates the turbulent viscosity (TURVIS) and turbulent

thermal conductivity (TURCON) when ITURKE 11. The routine is called after

the turbulent kinetic energy (TURK) and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate

(TKED) have been advanced to end of step values. The turbulent viscosity is a

function of TURK, TKED, CDTURB, and fluid properties (cf. Eq. 7.12 of Ref.

1); new values are relaxed by OMEGAT from prior values. The turbulent

thermal conductivity is a function TURVIS, PRNDLH, and fluid properties (cf.

Eq. 7.14 of Ref. 1); it is only computed when IFENER >0.

Called by INITUR, TIMSTP.

Calls CPLIQ, VISLIQ.

UPDATE This subroutine performs an initialization adjustment of the source term

vector, BP, to include boundary conditions in the conjugate-gradient solution of

the pressure equation system. Called after STORE. For each of the NCP
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boundary cells jj look at all six neighbor cells (n=1,2,...,6); if NMNP(n,i) is

nonzero, then set

BP(i) = BP(i) + ACn(i)*P(NMNP(n,i))

where i =JCELL(jj), ACn and BP are the pressure equation coefficient arrays,

and P is the pressure array.

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls nothing.

UPPFAC This subroutine solves an upper triangular matrix system, AU*X=F, as

part of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system on scalar

machines. (LOWFCV is used on vector machines.) AU is the upper triangular

matrix, F is the source vector, NX is the order of system, arrays NM and ICELL

show cell coupling; solution vector is returned in array X.

Called by CNGRIC.

Calls nothing.

VELCEN This subroutine calculates the velocity component (VEL) at the center of

cell MO by averaging the velocity components (from VL or VELBN) at two

opposite faces (M3 and M4). Argument meanings depend on direction:

Dir. VL M3 M4

I UL MIM(MO) MIP(MO)

J VL MJM(MO) MJP(MO)

K WL MKM(MO) MKP(MO)

Called by TKSORC, VELOG.

Calls nothing.

VELOG This subroutine calculates the velocity gradient term (SCHL) for each cell

when ITURKE= 10. This term is used in VISFIX to calculate TURVIS. (The

coding in this routine is identical to that used to calculate SCHL in TKSORC

except that the thermal gradient term is not included in VELOG.)

Called by VISFIX.

Calls VELCEN.
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VISFIX This subroutine calculates the turbulent viscosity (TURVIS) and turbulent

thermal conductivity (TURCON) when ITURKE= 10. The routine is called after

the pressure (P) and velocities (UL, VL, and WL) have been advanced to end-of-

step values. The turbulent viscosity is a function of SCHL, ALNG, AKAPPA,

and fluid properties (cf. Eq. 7.32 of Ref. 1); new values are relaxed by

OMEGAT from prior values. The turbulent thermal conductivity is a function

TURVIS, PRNDLH, and fluid properties (cf. Eq. 7.14 of Ref. 1); it is only

computed when IFENER >0.

Called by INITUR, TIMSTP.

Calls VELOG; CPLIQ.

VISLIQ This function returns the absolute laminar (molecular) viscosity (VISLIQ)

of fluid number 1 when IFPROP =0 as a function of temperature (TC), enthalpy

(H), and/or pressure (P). (For IFPROP=1 or fluids other than number 1, the

viscosity is obtained from statement function FVISC(n,TC), where n is the fluid

number, rather than from VISLIQ.)

Versions of this function exist for sodium, normal water, heavy water, and

helium; the user must select which one of these fluid property packages to include

at linkedit time. Of the arguments passed, those actually used depend on which

fluid package is being used. If this function is changed, other functions in the

property package may need to be changed in order to maintain a consistent

description of the fluid.

Called by (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines and

BCTEMO, DUCTWA, QDUCTW, INITAL, INITA3, INITZ1, MOLOOP,

HSTRUC, TDLOOP, TKLOOP, TURV12, XMOMI, YMOMI, ZMOMI

(XMOM, YMOM, ZMOM if explicit).

Calls (potentially, depending on fluid) other property routines.

VOLCEL This subroutine initializes a fluid volume array (VOL) during initialization

of the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation system. Called after

ELIM. Sweep over all NX cells, jj, still remaining in the equation set and define
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VOL(m) to be the fluid volume (ALO(m)*DX(i)*DY(j)*DZ(k)), where

m=ICELL(jj) and i, j, and k are cell spatial location indices unpacked from

UK(m).

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine is used to see if the current time step number (NTIME)

is one specified by the user (in array NTIMES) at which results are to be printed

or written to the plot file or at which GDCONV is to be called to revise

DCONV. If so, set IFCALL=1; otherwise, set IFCALL=O. Variable INDEX

keeps track of the index of the value in array NTIMES which is currently

controlling the setting of IFCALL and is advanced by WATSTP as needed to step

through the array. The correspondence between formal and actual arguments

depends on the type of call:

Type of Call NTIMES INDEX

print NTPRNT NPR

plot NTPLOT NPL

revise DCONV NTHCON ITCN

Called by AMAIN.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine is used to see if the current time step time (TIME) is one

specified by the user (in array TIMES, which is user-input array TPRNT) at

which results are to be printed. If so, set IFCALL=1; otherwise, set

IFCALL=O. Variable INDEX (which passes the value of NTPR) keeps track of

the index of the value in array TIMES which is currently controlling the setting

of IFCALL and is advanced as needed by WATTIM to step through the array.

Called by AMAIN.

Calls nothing.
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This subroutine calculates quantities needed during initialization of arrays

for the cell-integrated wire wrap model (IWIRE=2). For a given cell having

spatial location indices I=IC and J=JC and axial position Z =ZEE, the routine

calculates the axial cell flow area occupied by the wrap (AREAW) and the +X

and +Y cell face lengths blocked by the wrap (XLENTH and YLENTH,

respectively).

Called by INTWIR, WIRVOL.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine calculates quantities needed during initialization of arrays

for the cell-integrated wire wrap model (IWIRE=2). For a given cell having

spatial location indices I and J and between axial positions Z=ZI and Z=Z2, the

routine calculates the cell volume occupied by the wrap (VOL) and the +X and

+Y cell face areas blocked by the wrap (XAREA and VAREA). Routine does

numerical integration.

Called by INTWIR.

Calls nothing.

This subroutine calculates the modified source term Pk (PKTERM) for the

turbulent kinetic energy transport equation for a cell adjacent to a boundary

surface having KFLOW=1 and VELBN=O when ITURKE>_11 (cf. Eq. 7.25 of

Ref. 1).

Should maintain consistency with coding in WLFNCV.

Called from TKENER.

Calls YOFRE.

This subroutine calculates the wall shear stress r, (TAUWAL) for the

momentum transport equation for a cell adjacent to a boundary surface having

KFLOW=1 and VELBN=O when ITURKE>_11 (cf. Eq. 7.18 of Ref. 1).

Should maintain consistency with coding in WLFNCK.

Called from XMOMI, YMOMI, ZMOMI.

Calls YOFRE.
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WRPTST This subroutine checks for cylindrical wrap around during initialization of

the conjugate-gradient solution of the pressure equation. Called after VOLCEL

only if IGEOM= -1 and JMAX=3. (An error stop is performed during the

input stage by routine AMAIN if the following four conditions are all true:

IGEOM=-1, sum(DY(j))=21r (for J=1,2,...,JMAX), ISYMCH=5, and

JMAX < 3.) KSRCH is initialized to 0 before calling this routine. The routine

sweeps over all NX remaining cells ii. If the routine finds that

MJP(MJP(MJP(ICELL(ii))) = ICELL(ii)

where ICELL(ii) are the cell numbers and MJP(i) is the cell number on the +J

side of cell i (and is negative if the +J side is a boundary surface element), then

KSRCH is set to 1. This means that all three cells in the plane are coupled

circularly in the pressure equation which means the factorization technique must

be altered. (If encounter MJP <0 at any point in evaluating the above check,

then terminate check for this cell without altering KSRCH.)

Called by CGLOOP.

Calls nothing.

XKSOL1 This function returns the thermal conductivity of solid material number

IRM at temperature TO. Nominally this is computed using a second-order

polynomial in temperature having user-supplied coefficients CiK(IRM), i =0,1,2,

but the user may supply coding in this routine for other functional forms.

Called by BCTEMO, DUCTWA, QDUCTW, TSTRUC, QSTRUC,

QSTRDS.

Calls nothing.

XMOM This subroutine sweeps over all fluid cells m to set up the I-direction (x

or r) momentum equation for an outer iteration. The formulation of the

momentum equation is explicit in time. The time-dependent, convective,

diffusive, gravity, and wire-wrap terms are fo:ned in this routine. Another

routine is called for the force structure contribution. The result of this routine

fills arrays ARUL and OARU, which will be passed to MOMENT to solve for
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velocities after the pressure solution is obtained:

UL(m) = (ARUL(m)-(P(MIP(m))-P(m))*DTIME*AL/DX)*OARU(m)

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by MALOOP.

Calls FORCES; VISLIQ.

XMOMI This subroutine sweeps over all fluid cells m to set up the I-direction (x

or r) momentum equation for an outer iteration. The formulation of the

momentum equation is implicit in time. The time-dependent, convective,

diffusive, gravity, and wire-wrap terms are formed in this routine. Other routines

are called for wall shear (ITURKE>_ 11), force structure, and pump contributions.

The result of this routine fills arrays UHATL and DUOL, which will be passed

to PEQN to form the pressure equation system. After the pressure solution is

obtained, the velocity is computed from

UL(m) = UHATL(m) - DUOL(m)*(P(MIP(m))-P(m))

in MOMENI.

Called by MOLOOP.

Calls WLFNCV, FORCES, PUMPQ; VISLIQ.

YMOM This subroutine sweeps over all fluid cells m to set up the J-direction (y

or 0) momentum equation for an outer iteration. The formulation of the

momentum equation is explicit in time. The time-dependent, convective,

diffusive, gravity, and wire-wrap terms are formed in this routine. Another

routine is called for the force structure contribution. The result of this routine

fills arrays ARVL and OARV, which will be passed to MOMENT to solve for

velocities after the pressure solution is obtained:

VL(m) = (ARVL(m)-(P(MJP(m))-P(m))*DTIME*AL/DY)*OARV(m)

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is
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old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by MALOOP.

Calls FORCES; VISLIQ.

YMOMI This subroutine sweeps over all fluid cells m to set up the J-direction (y

or 0) momentum equation for an outer iteration. The formulation of the

momentum equation is implicit in time. The time-dependent, convective,

diffusive, gravity, and wire-wrap terms are formed in this routine. Other routines

are called for wall shear (ITURKE 11), force structure, and pump contributions.

The result of this routine fills arrays VHATL and DVOL, which will be passed

to PEQN to form the pressure equation system. After the pressure solution is

obtained, the velocity is computed from

VL(m) = VHATL(m) - DVOL(m)*(P(MJP(m))-P(m))

in MOMENI.

Called by MOLOOP.

Calls WLFNCV, FORCES, PUMPQ; VISLIQ.

YOFRE This function solves the following equation for y (YOFRE) given a

Reynolds number (RE):

RE = (y/AKAPPA)*log(1 +AKAPPA*y*f(y))

where

f(y) = (1 +(EE*AKAPPA)*(a*y)b)/(1 +(a*y)b)

and AKAPPA, EE, a, and b are constants (cf. Eqs. 7.22a and 7.23 of Ref. 1).

Only used when ITURKE 11. Solution is via a Newton iteration. The y and

d(RE/y)/d(y) (DUDY) are returned for use in defining the wall shear stress (rT).

The basic form of the equation has proper limits for very low and very high flow

rates and provides a blending between these two limits over a narrow transition

region.

Called by WLFCNV, WLFNCK.

Calls nothing.
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ZMOM This subroutine sweeps over all fluid cells m to set up the K-direction (z)

momentum equation for an outer iteration. The formulation of the momentum

equation is explicit in time. The time-dependent, convective, diffusive, gravity,

and wire-wrap terms are formed in this routine. Another routine is called for the

force structure contribution. The result of this routine fills arrays ARWL and

OARW, which will be passed to MOMENT to solve for velocities after the

pressure solution is obtained:

WL(m) = (ARWL(m)-(P(MKP(m))-P(m))*DTIME*AL/DZ)*OARW(m)

This routine is only called when one of the explicit momentum solution

methods is selected, which is never the recommended mode of solution; this is

old coding and has not been kept up to date.

Called by MALOOP.

Calls FORCES; VISLIQ.

ZMOMI This subroutine sweeps over all fluid cells m to set up the K-direction (z)

momentum equation for an outer iteration. The formulation of the momentum

equation is implicit in time. The time-dependent, convective, diffusive, gravity,

and wire-wrap terms are formed in this routine. Other routines are called for

wall shear (ITURKE;> 11), force structure, and pump contributions. The result

of this routine fills arrays WHATL and DWOL, which will 'n passed to PEQN

to form the pressure equation system. After the pressure solution is obtained, the

velocity is computed from

WL(m) = WHATL(m) - DWOL(m)*(P(MKP(m))-P(m))

in MOMENI.

Called by MOLOOP.

Calls WLFNCV, FORCES, PUMPQ; VISLIQ.
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